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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One of the more important forces shaping the Digital Economy is the emergence of
platform-based ecosystems. Commercial forecasts predict that there will be over 50
billion connected electronic devices, enabled by digital platforms by 2020. Companies
developing new value propositions based on platform principles have become
increasingly attractive to venture capitalist firms. Multi-billion dollar companies such as
Amazon and Microsoft have all adopted platform principles as part of their competitive
strategies. Understanding and promoting platforms is a major research priority outlined
by the Research Council UK's Digital Economy Programme, which is aligned within the
“value creation and value capture” thematic area.
Platform ecosystems are made of customers and partners complementing the offer of
the core platform working in a collaborative arrangement that is actively shaped by the
platform owner but that promotes value co-creation and sharing. Other examples of
platform ecosystems are Intel, ARM, Apple, Salesforce, eBay, Facebook and Google that
license their platform technologies to independent software and hardware vendors and
enable exchange between multiple parties in markets often displaying network effects.
Platform businesses differ significantly from non-platform counterparts in terms of
their economic rational and strategic behaviour. This report reviews the economic
game-theoretic analysis applied to industry and multi-sided platforms. Industry
platforms are innovation ecosystem organised around a core technology with a modular
architecture. Multi-sided market platforms facilitate exchange between multiple type of
users usually exhibiting network effects. In platform competition, network externalities
are a key factor for success. Basically, the more customers are attracted to the platform,
the more valuable the platform becomes to sellers and developers of complementary
products.
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As an introduction here, Game Theory1 is a mathematical tool for formally analysing
competition and cooperation between firms as they create value and position
themselves to appropriate value. Contemporary game-theoretic scholars are
challenging our understanding of what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for
successfully competing in multi-sided market platforms and industry platforms.
The functioning of platforms is still very poorly understood. This is partly due to
piecemeal research approaches which have led to a fragmented understanding. Gametheorists model strategic phenomena by simplifying a reduced set of economic
variables, which although ensures mathematical testability, limits practical utility. This
report synthesises a sample of 150 journal and working papers and suggests a new
analytical framework to analyse platform competition
What is really important to highlight here is that our received wisdom on rational
competitive behaviour is proving to be counter-intuitive when trying to understand
platform competition. This report synthesises and illustrates the most relevant issues
that are being raised by scholars studying platforms. This reports not only reviews firm
strategies and structural conditions, but also contrast existing findings against received
economic wisdom and identify important areas for further research. The review is
supplemented with case studies to help illustrate some of the practical business issues.

Note 1. The publication of Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern
in 1944 can be considered as the starting point of game theory as a discipline. Nash equilibrium has become the
single game theoretic concept most frequently applied in economics, and its applications include oligopoly, firm
entry and exit from markets, product quality, auctions, and principal-agent problems, amongst others.
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PART I
INTRODUCTION
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1.1 REVISITING THE NOTION OF COMPETITION
Market organisation has implicitly been made central to the research inquiry on interfirm competition. A continuing debate in the history of micro-economics concerns
whether or not monopolistic competition is distinctly different from and possibly more
efficient at creating and sustaining markets than perfect competition and monopoly.
Many distinguished scholars have demonstrated that monopolistic competition has a
distinct structure and process (Salazar, A., “Competition”, in SAGE Encyclopedia of New
Venture Management, 2012).

We could cite three basic assumptions of monopolistic competition. First, a large
number of firms in contrast to an infinite number of firms in perfect competition, and
one single dominant in monopoly (a variant of the latter is oligopoly with a few firms
with strong market power or the ability to command favourable conditions such as
premium prices). Second, the assumption of free entry, (although presumably with
imperfect knowledge), in contrast to perfect competition where perfect knowledge is
assumed, and monopoly (and oligopoly) with strong barriers to entry imposed by the
dominant firm(s). Third, product differentiation, as a way to prevent (or encourage)
product substitution, has been the customary rationale for monopolistic competition.
Product differentiation is used by firms confronting negatively sloped demand curves
and relatively free entry. Sources of differentiation can range from trademarks,
copyrights and patents, to new features enhancing the functionality and consumer
appeal. More importantly, product innovation has increasingly become associated with
product differentiation.

The mathematical analysis of competition is beyond the present discussion; readers
wanting to elaborate on this should review Edward Hastings Chamberlin (1899-1967)’s
Theory of Monopolistic Competition and Joan Robinson (1903-1983)’s Economics of
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Imperfect Competition. Also, see the original works of Antoine Augustin Cournot (18011877) on the analysis of equilibrium under the assumptions of perfect competition.

The insights provided by these notorious economists still guide contemporary analysis,
although many of the assumptions are being constantly challenged. In the 21st century,
real world economic and business problems impose new challenges to the basic notions
of competition (as well as innovation and entrepreneurship amongst others) and the
underlying assumptions about what constitute rational behaviour of firms and
consumers. In summary, analyses adopting explicit deviations from the perfect
competition assumptions (e.g., industry structure, entry and product differentiation
amongst others) can provide useful insights about the behaviour of firms under such
conditions of imperfect competition; monopolistic competition being a form of this.

Not surprisingly, the old debate about whether or not monopolistic and oligopolistic
competition are possibly more efficient at promoting innovation and economic growth
than perfect competition and/or monopoly has rekindled. John Mathews (2006),
drawing from Schumpeter’s ideas, is advocating for a radical departure from
equilibrium analysis towards strategizing under disequilibrium.

Joseph Alois Schumpeter (1883-1950) himself thought that the desire to capture
monopoly rents (by being the first in the market) and competitive pressures (the threat
of entry from rival innovators) were the key drivers of competition and innovation
(Vives 2008). Since the 1940s, when Schumpeter produced most of his seminal writing
on capitalism, competition and entrepreneurship, the world has changed dramatically,
with huge advances not only in technological and scientific knowledge, but also in the
very nature of competition and collaboration between firms and, perhaps more
importantly, ecosystems of firms driven by common platforms and standard interfaces
a la Apple.
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Competition has indeed evolved from competing within the market, through competing
for the market, to competing to establish advantageous positions within value-creation
ecosystems based on constant innovation and product differentiation by cooperating
with complementors.

In terms of firms’ strategic approach, the 1980s had a focus towards competitive
positioning of the firm through analysis of industry structure and competitive forces.
Michael Porter of Harvard Business School pioneered the application of industrial
organisation economics for analysing the determinants of firm profitability. However,
according to McNulty, (1968), the failure to distinguish between the idea of competition
and the idea of market structure is at the root of much of the ambiguity concerning the
meaning of competition. The 1990s shifted towards the creation and development of
internal firm resources and capabilities, and how these can be combined and leveraged
in unique configurations as a primary source of competitive advantage and profitability.
In the middle to late 1990s, the notion of dynamic capabilities (i.e., the continuous reconfiguration of resources and capabilities) was added to the resource based view due
to high-velocity industry and market changes.

As a new era of the knowledge-networked and data-intensive innovation economy is
now being experienced, a shift towards competition based on new value innovation is
becoming evident. Companies today must develop distinctive organizational
capabilities, not just business strategies; focus on platforms and services , not just
products; pull information from the market, responding to real-time changes in demand
and competitive conditions, and not just push products out; achieve economies of scope,
not just scale, by creating efficiencies across all a firm's activities; and acquire flexibility
(Cusumano 2010).
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1.2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of this report is to provide a coherent structure to the flourishing literature on
the increasing variety of issues related to the study of industry and multi-sided platform
competition. The microeconomic and strategic management literature, which focuses on
issues ranging from network effects, through standardisation and complimentary
products, and to multi-side markets, remains fragmented. This report differentiates
between competition ‘across’ platforms and competition ‘within’ platforms. Although
‘across’ platform competition will continue capturing headlines - Apple versus Google,
ARM versus Intel, promoting a better understanding of ‘within’ platform competition
has real economic significance. The insights presented in this report will enable
platform-owners and their complementor firms identify and implement more
appropriate strategies to co-innovate and grow within platform ecosystems. The
concrete objectives of this research report are:
1.

To revisit and extend the concept of platform competition.

2.

To synthesise the strategic issues and structural conditions shaping platform
competition.

3.

To develop a typology of strategic games relevant to the functioning of platforms.

This report includes an analysis of the main mechanisms promoting collaboration and
competition within and across platforms. More specifically, this report includes a
discussion of basic constitutive elements such as architectural-design decisions, and the
interplay of direct and indirect network effects. These elements together can generate a
critical mass of adopters and also help a diverse
ecosystem of complementor firms achieve and sustain
economies of scale and scope. A particular focus of this
report is to isolate and highlight the structural conditions
that may enhance the effectiveness and performance of
industry platforms as a whole, as well as identifying a set

Changing the game
does not have to
come at the
expense of others.

of strategic games that platform owners and their
complementor firms could adopt, thus promoting ‘healthier’ platform economies.
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1.3 METHODOLOGY
In this report, we present a new framework for the strategic analysis of value creation
and value capture in industry and multi-sided market platforms (see table 2). This new
framework adopts 'coopetition' as the main mind-set. The vast majority of existing
game-theoretic analyses on platforms focuses on non-cooperative games and
monopolistic or oligopolistic market structures. Nevertheless, we extract and
reinterpret the quantitative findings and feed them into this new framework. This
report synthesises the findings of over 150 game-theoretic journal articles and working
papers (see appendices A.2 and A.3).
Besides scientific rigour, in order to make this review as pragmatic as possible, the
present analytical approach draws and extends existing ideas that have been applied to
the analysis of value creation (see note 2 below). The present framework establishes the
foundations for the development a new practical toolkit for analysing and designing
value creation mechanisms in platforms. After all, the game of any enterprise, including
platform-based business, is all about creating and capturing value. We present
compelling real-world examples that have been elaborated using this toolkit in Part IV.

Note 2: Two of these frameworks are the ‘Value Net’ by Nalebuff and Brandenburger (1996), and ‘Business Model
Generation’ by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010). Elements of these two frameworks inform the analysis of
platform cases illustrating value creation, capture and sharing in Part IV.
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1.4 REPORT STRUCTURE
Part II presents the analytical framework and synthesises the most relevant issues that
are being raised by scholars studying platforms. The report introduces a broad
categorisation of platforms, to help the reader get a sense of place within the vast
literature. The report then present our core framework for the analysis of (1) industry
platforms and (2) multi-sided market platforms. The scope of this framework includes
competition within and across industry platforms, and competition for and within
multi-sided market platforms.
A central part of this report is depicting and categorising strategic games relevant to
platforms. Part III discussed challenges common to platforms, which are paired with
possible strategic moves that platform owners and complementor firms could adopt to
successfully compete. This discussion includes the critical issues that need to be taken
into account when implementing a chosen strategy.
In Part IV, the report present compelling real-world platform examples, which include
ARM PLC, the leading IP-based microprocessor design company with headquarters
based in Cambridge, UK; PLAT.ONE, a leading enterprise-grade 'Internet of Things'
application platform based in Italy and Ireland; and APPLICO, a leading platform
innovation company that works with clients to help them build, identify and scale
platform businesses.
Drawing from the preliminary revision in Part I, the concluding section extends the
notion of competition to address fundamental issues found in platform ecosystems. In
this section, practical recommendations are provided to help digital business managers
develop platform thinking.
The appendices provide a list of key terms and definitions related to game theory and
platforms, as well as one-page summaries of the journal articles and working papers.
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PART II
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
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2.1 CATEGORISING PLATFORMS
Platforms have been categorised using many different typologies (see Evans et al 2011).
For the sake of simplicity and inclusiveness, this report categorises platforms into two
broad types. The first probably most known type, multi-sided market platforms,
essentially enable the exchange of product and services between two or more groups of
people, typically consumers and producers. The term two-sided market was originally
coined by Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole to describe businesses with two
interacting sides in a ground-breaking paper in 1991. Like Evans (2011), we prefer to
call these platforms rather than businesses. Table 1 provides a brief description of some
well known platforms in the consumer, professional and enterprise sectors. In all these
platforms, game and app publishers and also advertisers benefit from being able to tap
into these communities of users.
Osterwalder and Pigneur's (2010) defines multi-sided [market] platforms as bringing
together two or more distinct but interdependent groups of customers. Such platforms
are of value to one group of customers only if the other groups of customers are also
present. The platform creates value by facilitating interactions between the different
groups. A multi-sided platform grows in value to the extent that it attracts more users, a
phenomenon known as network effects.

MULTI-SIDED MARKET
PLATFORMS
Based on the
market exchange
of products and
services between
two or more groups
of customers
e.g., Amazon
marketplace,
Google's search + ads.

NEWER
PLATFORMS
EVOLVE BY
COMBINING BOTH
TYPES WITH EVEN
MORE USER
PERSONALISATION
AND POWER
GIVEN TO
COMPLEMENTORS

e.g., Salesforce,
Google's ARA
Project

INDUSTRY
PLATFORMS
Based on the cocreation of new
products and
services around
a core technology
infrastructure with
modular architecture.
e.g., Apple's app
developer ecosystem

FIGURE 1. Categorising platforms
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TABLE 1. Platforms in consumer, professional and enterprise sectors
PLATFORM

DESCRIPTION

Facebook

In the case of Facebook, their social media platform enables end-users to store in digital
form personal data such as written comments, images and videos. These can then be
shared with family and friends, which in turn can be commented upon and tagged ‘like’ or
‘dislike’.

Apple

In the case of Apple, their mobile app platform enables third-party developers to distribute
applications that can be downloaded and used by consumers.
Google provides a search engine that allows end users to search, filter and retrieve
information almost instantly from thousands of websites across the planet. The
accumulated key-word searchers help their engine to be more relevant to end-users.

Google

LinkedIn

The world’s leading professional services platform connects individual users (professionals),
recruiters and advertisers. The company derives significant revenues from premium
subscriptions (20%), advertising solutions (30%) and recruiting solutions (50%). The
company is currently attempting to attract two additional sides: company HR departments
that would set up LinkedIn profiles to interact with their employees, and application
developers. The challenge is that some individual users might not welcome the presence of
corporate users (their employers) and that applications would have to be strictly restricted
to a professional context.

1

eHarmony

Salesforce

1

2

Open Data Soft3

One of the leading online dating services in the United States. eHarmony has strict
governance rules among for both access and interactions, screening applicants by requiring
them to complete a questionnaire of approximately 250 questions and then refusing
membership to some applicants, even if they are willing to pay the membership fee.
eHarmony’s members are not allowed to view profiles and communicate freely, using a
matching algorithm to generate potential matches for every member, and each member
can communicate only with her or his potential matches
Salesforce is the leading provider of web-based customer relationship management (CRM)
and enterprise cloud computing applications. The company’s web-based solution has
enabled Salesforce to achieve lower implementation costs and facilitate more flexible
integration with customers. Salesforce.com derives its revenues from two sources:
subscription revenues, which are comprised of subscription fees from customers accessing
their cloud computing application services, and from customers purchasing additional
support beyond the standard support that is included in the basic subscription fee; and
related professional services and other revenues consisting primarily of training fees.
OpenDataSoft is a cloud-based turnkey platform designed for smart and easy
transformation of all types of data into innovative services. Its mission is make it easier for
business users to publish, share and reuse data. Within their customers, there are cities,
energy providers, transportation companies and traffic technology suppliers. The platform
is helping implementing comprehensive smart city solutions.

Sources: 1. Haigu, A. Strategic Decisions for Multisided Platforms, MIT Sloan Management Review, Winter 2013.
2. Company Annual Report. 3. Direct interview
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The second perhaps less understood type, industry platforms, are essentially
innovation ecosystem where customers and complementor firms co-create new product
and services around a core technology infrastructure with modular architecture.
A pertinent distinction here is to differentiate between competition based on traditional
firm product-platforms and competition based on industry-platforms. Firm product
platforms that have been described by various authors dating back to the 1990s are
intended for internal use by a firm to promote economies of scale and scope in product
development (e.g., Black & Decker's product platform) (Cusumano 2010). The other
consists of industry platforms

[3],

intended mainly for external use by third-party firms

developing additional products complementing the product offering of the core firm.
Understanding the mechanisms of formation and functioning of industry platforms
requires investigating the dynamics and inter-relationships between the core platform
firm, hardware and software “complementors” and users.
The traditional business model based on one or more closely related products or
services, that are then marketed to attract customers from a particular market segment
can no longer compete with 21st-century multi-sided market and industry platformbased companies that can integrate an ever-widening array of consumers and
complementors into their ecosystems. Companies such as Google, Facebook, and Apple
all have evolved from single products to entire ecosystems. The focus in this report is
what can explain their capacity – both scale and scope - to achieve exponential growth.

Note 3: See Cusumano (2010) and Gawer (2014) for useful overviews of the industry platform concept. Parker
and Van Alstyne (2014) provide a recent review of the literature organised by key research areas, including
pricing, governance and architecture.
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What all these platforms have in common is that they provide a very unique service; a
social media repository in the case of Facebook, an app repository in the case of iTunes,
and a search engine in the case of Google, and at no initial costs to the end user - i.e.,
most apps in iTunes are free to consumers; users pay for third-party premium apps.
Besides platform services being free to the end-users, what could explain the almost
geometrical growth of their user base?
Part of the explanation resides in the value that complementor firms can add to the
basic offering of the platform. In the case of Facebook, besides the social media aspects,
it is the additional functionality such as within-page online games likes Farmville and
Fairyland, amongst others, that grab users. Complementors not only create more value
to end users, they can also capture that value in the form of shared revenue. Providing a
unique service that is valuable to end users and having complementors are two of the
many elements that are involved when building a platform's user base.
We can see industry-wide platforms especially in information technology industries,
where firms such as Microsoft, ARM, Intel, Google, and Apple allow other firms access to
some basic technologies they have created: microprocessors or software operating
systems, on top of which other firms build their own products from reusable
components such as libraries of code and user-interface elements as well as software
development tools. We can also think of these products built from platform elements as
“complementing” the platform, and which can promote economies of scale and scope.
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2.2 COMPETING WITHIN AND ACROSS INDUSTRY PLATFORMS
The proposed analytical framework shown in figure and table 2 addresses theoretical as
well as practical managerial concerns found in industry platforms, namely:
 Structural conditions,
 Strategic orientation,
 Platform design elements,
 Value creation mechanisms, and
 Strategic games.
A strategic concern of an industry platform is promoting economies of scale and scope.
Platforms will attempt to tip the market trying to attract the majority of users
(Cennamo and Santalo 2013; Lee 2014; McIntyre and Chintakananda 2014), and using
various strategies from merger and acquisition (M’Chirgui 2006), to bundling and
envelopment (Tee and Gawer 2009; Dubé, Hitsch and Chinagua 2010), and even
enabling standard interfaces to competitor platforms to selected popular features but
that have been first commoditized (Besen and Farrell 1994; Simcoe, Graham and
Feldman 2009). Eisenmann, Parker and Van Alstyne (2010) investigate platform
envelopment strategies that can enable providers of substitute and complementing
products in one platform market enter another platform market by combining its own
functionality in multi-platform bundles. Frameworks such as the one developed by
Dubé et al's (2010) can help assess the extent to which long-run profits and market
shares will arise from product differentiation (e.g., marketing, enhanced product
quality) and network effects, and help predict whether tipping per se could potentially
arise. When tipping arises, the market grows relatively quickly.
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FIGURE 2. Platform competition research framework
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TABLE 2. Overview of competition across and within industry platforms

STRUCTURAL
CONDITIONS

STRATEGIC
ORIENTATION

PLATFORM
DESIGN
ELEMENTS

VALUE CREATION,
CAPTURE AND
SHARING
MECHANISMS

STRATEGIC GAMES

ACROSS

WITHIN

The specific nature of the industry will
dictate the overall regime for value
creation and value capture. The relative
market position of the overall platform
will also influence the value logic.
Traditional industry forces, and the
characteristics of the knowledge
production system can also intertwine
with the platform

The type and mix of complementors will
shape the set of collaborative games. In
addition, the exact nature of the exchange
and the position within network of
complementors will also shape who
captures most of the value from the
collaboration.

Promoting economies of scale and scope
is a strategic concern. Platforms will also
attempt to tip the market, trying to
attract the majority of users, and using
various strategies from merger and
acquisition,
to
bundling
and
envelopment, and even enabling
standard interfaces to competitor
platforms to selected popular features
but that have been first commoditized.
Timing and positioning are key strategic
decisions.

Complementors will attempt to secure
selected niches by deepening the degree of
specialisation of their extended features.
Complementors will also partner with
other complementors, but usually one type
of complementor may be in a better
position to capture value of the
collaboration over other types.

Besides providing a technological
solution to a concrete problem, the hub
of a platform captures followers by
allowing complementor firms extend the
features of its core. Open standard
interfaces enable outside firms to
innovate
complementary
products,
promoting economies of scale and scope.
The degree of platform differentiation
and compatibility is a major design
decision that will shape how users adopt
a particular platform.

A key challenge is to balance competition
and collaboration between the platform
leader
and
ecosystem
partners.
Complementors identify new productmarket niches and extend the core with
specialised features that are highly valued
by specific market segments.

In early stages, platform need to satisfy
the need of their early adopters, which
can be idiosyncratic compared to the
mass of late adopters. In later stages, the
value logic needs to appeal to a majority
of users for the platform to be successful.
The platform should be capable of
generating value surpluses that can be
shared amongst a variety of users and
complementor types.

The design of the platform must allow for
positive direct 'same-side' and cross-side
effects, e.g., as more users enter the
platform, the more benefits to the other
users on the same side of the market and
also on the other side respectively. Indirect
network effects create value from thirdparty complementor firms, such as
developers and vendors adding more
software packages to operating systems
and microprocessor manufacturers.

Traditional economic principles apply to
games between platforms, including
building barriers to entry and reducing
power of consumers and/or suppliers.
Barriers include locking-in and high
switching
costs
(e.g.,
backward
compatibility within same platform).

The set of non-cooperative and cooperative
games at complementor-level are not yet
properly understood. Key challenges,
strategic moves, and critical factors are
discussed in Part IV.
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Timing and positioning are important considerations to consider by platforms; that is,
when and where to position the platform within the wider competitive marketplace are
key decisions. Turner, Mitchell and Bettis (2010) found that platform businesses have
incentives to release new product lines even in concentrated markets despite
oligopolistic theory suggesting competitors would avoid innovation.
Providing a technological solution to a concrete industry problem is amongst the key
design elements for a platform to be successful (e.g., ARM providing low-energy
microprocessors to the smartphone and embedded industry). In addition, the modular
architecture of the platform and its governance will directly impact its user ecosystem
(Tiwana, Konsynski and Bush 2010; Pablos-Heredero, Lopez-Berzosa and SanchezGonzalez 2012). A platform can acquires customer by allowing complementor firms
extend the features of its core and by promoting the widespread adoption of standard
interfaces. A key challenge is to balance competition and collaboration between the
platform leader and ecosystem partners. The degree of platform differentiation and
compatibility is a major design decision that will shape how users adopt a particular
platform. Platform owners may want to extend the scope of their platform and integrate
into complementary markets that offer the promise of larger revenues (like Microsoft
makes both Windows and Office as well as other applications that complement
Windows). But movement into complements creates a disincentive for ecosystem
partners to invest in innovation around the platform or to continue using the platform
(Farrell and Katz, 2000). One alternative, as described by Gawer and Cusumano (2002)
and Gawer and Henderson (2007), is for the platform leader to retain control of the
basic architecture while allowing complementors to innovate on top of the platform as
well as to help move the platform technology forward.
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Value creation mechanisms present at the ‘whole’ platform-level are linked to the age
and stage of development of the platform. Although similar mechanisms are present in
most stages, these differ in importance depending on the particular development stage
of the platform. In early stages, platform need to satisfy the need of their early adopters,
which can be idiosyncratic compared to the mass of late adopters when the logic for
value creation and capturing has not yet been defined in stone (Bhargava, Kim and Sun
2013; Casey and Töyli 2012). In later stages, the value creation and capturing logic
needs to appeal to a majority of users for the platform to be successful. The platform
should be capable of generating value surpluses that can be shared amongst a variety of
complementor types.
The mechanisms for creating, appropriating and sharing value are closely related
with the nature and magnitude of the network effects between groups of customers
within the platform, which are interlinked with the pricing and revenue sharing logic
(Mantena and Saha 2012, Landsman and Stremersch 2011, Boudreau 2012, Perrons
2009). Mechanisms for promoting value creation among complementors include
generating positive externalities through architectural design and pricing, and
relinquishing control and ownership to complementor firms. Figure 2 shows a
simplified view of platform adoption.
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FIGURE 2. Architectural and pricing elements of platform adoption
Perhaps the most important difference when it comes to industry platforms is their
potential to create network effects - the positive feedback loops that can grow at
exponentially increasing rates as adoption of the platform and the number of
complements rise. These feedback mechanisms for promoting value creation include
generating positive externalities through 'same-side' direct, cross-side and indirect
network effects. First, the design of the platform must allow for positive same-side
direct and cross-side effects, e.g., as more users enter the platform, the more benefits to
the other users on the same side of the market, as well as on the other side of the
market respectively. Indirect network effects create value from third-party
complementor firms, such as developers and vendors adding more software packages
to operating systems and microprocessor manufacturers.
The network effects can be very powerful, especially when they are “direct” or on the
“same-side” between the platform and the user. For example, Windows applications for
the most part only work or work best with Windows PCs, and users can easily exchange
applications or data with their compatible devices. Or Facebook users can only view
profiles of friends and family within their groups and with permission.
Network effects can also be “cross-side,” an these can be very powerful as well. Crossside network effects occur when, for example, application developers or advertisers
become attracted to the Windows platform or the Facebook platform because of the
large number of users. Cross-side network effects arise between two different sides of a
market when customer groups must be affiliated with the platform in order to be able to
interact or transact with one another (Armstrong, 2006; Caillaud and Jullien, 2003;
Evans, 2003, Hagiu, 2006; Rochet and Tirole, 2003 and 2006).
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Structural conditions also influence a platform as a whole and to the individual
complementor firms within the platform ecosystem. From the perspective of the whole
platform, structural conditions such as the market position of a particular platform
relative to competitor platforms can shape the value creation and capture logic
(Economides 2006 and 2012, Ghosh 2006). For instance, if a particular platform has
managed to secure a dominant position by tipping the market in their favour, it could in
theory command higher prices, increasing its potential revenue (Lee 2013) Similarly,
the topology of the network of complementors could in principle shape the way
different complementor firms create and capture value. The type and mix of
complementors will shape the set of collaborative games. In addition, the exact nature
of the exchange and the position within network of complementors will also shape who
captures most of the value from the collaboration. REF The specific nature of the
industry and degree of vertical integration can dictate the overall regime for value
creation and value capture (Kenney and Pon 2011). Traditional industry forces and the
characteristics of the production system can also intertwine with the platform (Caillaud
and Jullien, 2003).
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2.3 COMPETING FOR AND WITHIN A MULTI-SIDED MARKET
Multi-sided market platforms must address several strategic challenges: get the
platform design and pricing right to promote direct and indirect network externalities
that can help create and share value, cope with winner-take-all competition, and avoid
envelopment by an overlapping platform (Eisenmann et al 2006, Bakos and Katsamakas
2008). Similarly to industry platforms, multi-sided markets platforms are characterized
by cross-side network externalities between two types of participants. Participants in
multi-sided markets experience positive or negative direct externalities from other
participants in the same side of the network. For instance, users of a platform can
generate positive externalities on other users by creating a community that can provide
support, collaborate, and share information, or sellers in a marketplace can create
negative externalities for other sellers by competing for buyers (Bakos and Katsamakas
2008). Participants can also experience indirect network effects from value added
services created on the other sides of the market. Investments in functionality and
quality by the platform owner on either side of the market needs to offset participation
costs because sellers and buyers can pursue other options that may offer them positive
value.
Probably the most influential analysis of two-sided markets has been developed by Jean
Tirole and Jean-Charles Rochet (2003, 2006), who developed a general theory of
platform mediated transactions in two-sided markets. Transactions take place on the
platform when supply meets demand, so that the total volume of transaction depends
on the willingness to pay of the two sides, the buyer side and the seller side. Rochet and
Tirole (2006) defines a platform to be two-sided when the profit and efficiency depends
not only on the price level but also on the price structure.
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A key challenge in two-sided markets is therefore balancing the contributions to profit
of the two sides. Often the fee on side of the non-subsidised side takes into account the
monopoly price for this side and an opportunity cost that accounts for the revenue
generated on the other side of the market (Weyl 2010). Competition within platforms is
shaped by the chicken and egg nature of the activity, as the driver of success on one side
is success on the other side each user of a platform is both a consumer of the service and
an input for the service offered to the other side. Platforms pricing strategies then
reflect the competition to sell the service, but also the competition to buy the input. this
dual nature of competition may generate complex strategies using cross-subsidies and a
departure of prices from marginal costs (Weyl 2010).
Highly asymmetric pricing is common in multi-sided markets. For example, Google’s
search platform and most of its other services are free to users, while advertisers pay
for access to that audience. Sellers in Amazon's and Ebay's online stores pay
participation fees, while buyers do not. Merchants pay for access to e‑commerce
payment platforms, which are free to consumers (Bakos and Katsamakas 2008).
The decision of which side of the market to subsidise depends on various factors. A side
is subsidized when the price it faces is lower than the price it would face in an
independent market, which contributes more network externality surplus to the other
side (Parker and Van Alstyne 2005; Bakos and Katsamakas 2008). Also, the existence of
'marquee', exclusive or captive buyers tends to increase the seller price, because it
makes the platform more attractive to that side of the platform (Rochet and Tirole
2003). In addition, in the presence of multi-homing, prices tend to increase for the
multi-homing side, and decrease for the single-homing side, because intermediaries
compete harder to attract the “single-homing” side (Armstrong 2006, Caillaud and
Jullien 2003, Hagie 2006).
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According to Jullian (2012), there are some special cases where the concept of twosided market has limitations (e.g., B2B intermediation). The first reason is that it
assumes that all potential buyers and sellers are participants to the platform and, in
particular, that there is no fixed cost to participating. The second is that transactions
conducted through some type of platforms (such as B2B) involve a transfer between the
transacting parties. Whenever buyers and sellers can directly bargain over the
distribution of the surplus from transactions and are fully aware of each other
transaction fees, they would be motivated to undo the price structure so that the final
distribution of the surplus depends only on the total transaction fee.
In summary, a pricing strategy ignoring the dynamics of the interaction between the
multiple sides would lead to a suboptimal pricing strategy for the intermediary
platform.
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2.4 CREATING, SHARING AND CAPTURING VALUE
Embarking in collaboration brings many opportunities but also potential challenges for
both the core platform firm and its complementor partners. Partner firms can easily get
trapped in inefficient and even vicious non-cooperative games with low levels of
productivity and value creation. Balancing value creation and value appropriation is a
key issue in the strategic management of industry platforms. The locus of strategic
management of platform ecosystems needs shifting from the traditional zero-sum
competitive approach based on value appropriation towards “co-opetition” based on
value co-creation and shared appropriation; see figure 3.

FIGURE 3. How value is created, shared and captured in platform ecosystems
In the case of multi-sided markets, there are several pricing strategies a platform can
adopt to capture value depending on the nature of network effects and consumer
characteristics. These strategies can range from price discrimination to bundling to twopart tariffs. By adjusting the price structure considering the multiple sides of the
markets, a platform can in principle extract more consumer and producer surplus from
the participants as a whole.
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PART III
STRATEGIC GAMES
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3.1 DEFINING GAMES
Game Theory is concerned with strategic interaction among several decision-makers,
where each player is aware of the fact that his actions affect the well-being of the other
players, just is their actions affect his. In game theory, the term “game” is used to
describe interactive encounters between several rational participants. Each game has
predetermined rules of engagement. These rules (e.g., joint venture agreements), define
the structure of the game. The motivating forces are the actions or strategies that
participants can employ. It is also assumed that each participant is able to rate the
outcome of the encounter, which depends on the actions of all the participants, and
based on their own order of priorities. These outcomes are expressed in numeric form
and are called the payoffs or levels of utility of the various available strategies players
can take (Brandenburger and Nalebuff 1995).
A classical distinction is made in game theory between non-cooperative games and
cooperative games. In a non-cooperative game, players’ decisions are based only on their
perceived self-interest; it is supposed that players’ commitments are neither binding nor
enforceable, even if pre-play communication between players is possible (Heifetz 2012).
The non-cooperative game focuses on the actions that each player is able to take and
how these combined actions determine each player’s payoff. What matters is what the
players are able to obtain, separately and together. That is, if they successfully agree or
fail to agree, they will obtain different payoffs (Friedman 1986).

In contrast, a

cooperative game details the outcomes that occur when players jointly plan their
strategies and play as combination of players, and not individual players. The unit of
analysis is the coalition of individual actors (Afuah 2009).
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3.2 CATEGORISING GAMES
What specific challenges platform owner and complementors encounter? Do these
challenges have known game solutions? Below, we depict and categorise strategic
games relevant to platforms. Challenges and dilemmas common to platforms are
discussed and paired with possible strategic moves that platform owners and
complementor firms could adopt to successfully compete and potentially collaborate.
The following discussion includes the key issues that need to be taken into account
when implementing a chosen strategy; see Table 3.
TABLE 3. Strategic games in platforms
CHALLENGE

STRATEGIC GAME

KEY ISSUES

Avoiding 'chicken-and-egg'
situations: no early users/buyers
nor developers/sellers

Divide and conquer

Single-homing side usually
calls the shots

Designing free and paid
information products

Coupling cross network
externalities

Estimating
cross-side
elasticity and consumer
surplus transferred to
other side of the market

Mitigating negative intra-group
externalities

Weaken (and strengthen)
negative (and positive) intragroup externalities; then divide
and conquer.

Too weak (or too strong)
intra-group
externalities
are an obstacle to platform
growth.

Sharing ownership and control
of platform core

Degree of ownership and
openness needs taking into
account the creation of
potential surpluses in both
sides of the market

Single versus multiple product
versioning

“Wait and see” deferred
expansion versus early
expansion

Relative costs of launching,
and degree of participation
uncertainty and consumer
surplus to be realised

Free riding by third party
developers

Increase value of affiliation

Developer profits collected
during the proprietary
period must be greater
than the developer could
earn independently.

Promoting long-term innovation
versus short-term appropriation.
Referred as Goldilocks Governance
Problem.

Note 4: Another way to categorise generic strategic situations can be according to more basic strategic
decision elements. See David McAdams' Game-Changer (W.W. Norton) for an impressively simple
framework suggesting how commitment, regulation, cartelization, retaliation, trust and relationships can
be applied to avoid non-collaborative situations.
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Because both sides are needed for the network to succeed, intermediaries usually face a
Chicken-and-egg conundrum. An emerging literature on multi-sided networks focuses
on the appropriate pricing to coordinate multiple sides, and thus induce participation
and maximize the intermediary’s profit (Bakos and Katsamakas 2008). Divide-andconquer strategy consists in subsidising the group that obtains the lowest initial total
benefit and to charge the other group (Caillaud and Jullien 2003; SÜlze 2009).
A key challenge for a multi-sided market platform is coupling cross-network externalities
and determining which side receives a discount. Firms may choose different
beneficiaries depending on the type of industry. For example, in streaming video,
portable documents, and advertising, the industry norm is to subsidise content
consumers and charge content developers. The opposite, however, holds true for
operating systems and multiplayer games in which content developers receive
subsidies and consumers pay to join the platform. Parker and Van Alstyne (2005) show
how this depends on cross-price elasticity as well as the relative sizes of the two-sided
network effects.

Platforms require the interaction among different groups and this interaction can
exhibit both inter-group and intra-group externalities. Inter-group externalities, or
indirect network effects, are characterised by one group being better off when the
number of members of the other group increases. Intra-group externalities, or
competition effects, are characterised by members within a group competing with each
other (Evans 2007). For instance, payment systems organised around credit cards share
these characteristics. On the one hand, the more merchants accepting a particular card,
the higher the benefits for consumers carrying this card, and vice versa. On the other
hand, merchants compete for the trade of consumers.
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Another challenge for industry platforms owners is promoting long-term innovation
versus short-term appropriation. This dilemma is referred as Goldilocks Governance
Problem by Tiwana et al (2010). Degree of ownership and openness needs taking into
account the creation and sharing of potential surpluses in all sides of the market.
Single versus multiple product versioning is another dilemma for industry platforms.
When fixed cost of expansion is very small, then the firm would be inclined to launch a
new product line to improve future profits. The presence of network effects induces the
firm to expand early and benefit from higher installed base, which causes greater
developer participation and creates greater value for consumers in the subsequent
periods (Bhargava et al 2013). This makes versioning more attractive in the second
period; but at the same time, early expansion increases the levels of developer
participation. For instance, after launching the relatively expensive iPhone at the end of
June 2007, Apple faced a relatively low expansion cost of adding the iPod Touch, which
is just the iPhone minus the calling feature. Importantly, such a device had the promise
of increasing the overall installed base of devices that could run iPhone apps, which
made the platform very attractive to potential application developers. Indeed after
launching iPhone at the end of June 2007, Apple quickly added an iPod Touch to the
product line in September 2007. The iPod Touch was priced much lower than the
iPhone and also did not carry a recurring monthly cellular service fee. Industry
estimates (around January 2010) were that the installed base of the iPhone OS platform
was nearly doubled by addition of the iPod Touch, referred to as a “stealth device” for
the platform (Bhargava et al 2013). On the one hand, the firm might wish to delay the
expansion decision until the level of developer participation, and, consequently the level
of consumer surplus available to extract becomes better known. Alternately, the firm
may want to expand the product line and installed base early, in order to drive higher
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levels of developer participation and increase the available surplus in the subsequent
period.

As the cost of new product launch becomes higher, however, the firm’s expansion
strategy becomes more conservative:, deferring expansion period, observing developer
participation, and then incurring expansion costs only if the potential adoption is high
enough to guarantee high gains from versioning. This leads to a sequential or delayed
expansion of the product line, if favourable market circumstances emerge. The
evolution of Apple’s iPod music player is a good example. Apple launched the iPod in
October 2001 with a minimal product line, a Mac-only iPod in a single design. Only after
observing iTunes’ success did Apple branch into an expanded product line with a
Windows version of the iPod and additional form factors such as the iPod Mini and iPod
Shuffle. These moves, which involved substantial fixed costs of product line expansion,
enormously increased the iPod installed base but were deferred until Apple had
observed high developer participation and the consequent assurances of a successful
product category (Bhargava et al 2013).

The creation of a public good, one that is non-rival and non-excludable, simultaneously
introduces incentive compatibility problems due to free riding. In this case, a third party
developer might wish to invest in an enhancement but also to dishonour the principle of
releasing source code upon expiration of the proprietary period. The sponsor's task is
to offer developers sufficient value in affiliating with its platform that developers choose
to create a derivative work in preference to incurring the cost of developing an
independent platform. This implies that the offer of developer profits collected during
the proprietary period must be greater than the developer could earn independently,
accounting for the cost of independent platform development and the lower cost of
reusing common code (Parker and Van Alstyne 2009)
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PART IV
CASE STUDIES
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4.1 ARM PLC
ARM PLC is a compelling IP platform case; its modular microprocessor designs enable a
wide range of applications designed and manufactured by a growing ecosystem of
industry partners. Based in Cambridge, UK, ARM PLC was originally founded in 1990 as
a joint venture between Acorn Computers, Apple, and VLSI Technologies. In total, as of
2013, ARM had over 1000 partner companies utilizing its platform technology in
different

forms,

while

various

companies

manufactured

over

six

billion

microprocessors and electronic devices based on ARM designs. In 2013, ARM had
approximately 2400 employees and annual revenues of $900 million, but an impressive
market value of nearly $8 billion at year’s end, approximately 10 times revenues.
One reason for this ten-fold ratio is that ARM profits from its IP using licenses and
royalties from product development partners, not incurring fixed overhead
manufacturing costs of operating its own foundries for example, and hence promoting
increasing return s to scale. According to industry analysts, ARM designs can be found
as the main microprocessor in over 90 percent of mobile phones, including those made
Nokia, Sony Ericsson, Samsung, HTC, and Apple. ARM designs also appear in many other
devices, including the Apple iPod, and portable Nintendo and Sony PlayStation game
devices. In addition, ARM microcontrollers are embedded in an increasing array of
industrial equipment and consumer devices (or so called Internet of Things devices),
occupying about 10% of this nascent market. With forecasts of 34 billion electronic
devices powered by ARM processors by 2015, and over 150 billion by 2020, this
company is in an enviable position (ARM’s Annual Report 2013).
Box 1 provides some useful insights based on the platform strategy of ARM with a
particular focus on understanding relevant dynamic capabilities for managing platformbased ecosystems.
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Box 1. Platform dynamic capabilities

Modularising Architectures and Standardizing Interfaces
Platform owners need to be able to design highly modular architectures emphasizing standardized
interfaces to make it relatively easy for complementor companies to adopt and enhance the basic
modular designs. Highly modular architectures allow partners optimise their designs for particular
customer requirements.

Designing for Flexible Performance and Scalability
To encourage innovation across a broad community of partners, platform owners should be able
to develop a wide range of offerings with various levels of functionality and performance to cater
for a wide range of customer segments.

Engineering Architectural Transitions
Platform companies should be able to manage transitions to new versions of the basic
architecture, including additions of new features to their core. Changes would normally be
backwards compatible, to simplify migration from older to newer architectures.

Synchronizing Upstream and Downstream Innovation
The scope and timing of innovation along the industry stack needs to be synchronised by platform
owners to prevent bottlenecks that could delay going-to-market.

Shortening Partners’ Time to Market
Increasingly high costs of new product development demands that platform owners intervene
directly helping complementor firms to shorten their learning curve.

Pick-and-Mix Pricing and Licensing
Pricing and licensing needs to be able to accommodate a wide range of customer needs, ranging
from the smallest specifications through the high-level requirements, providing flexibility to the
partners and enabling economies of scope.
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4.2 PLAT.ONE
PLAT.ONE is a leading enterprise-grade 'Internet of Things' application platform. It is a
complete, 'Cloud and Fog ready', end-to-end application platform used to develop and
deploy large-scale enterprise and mission-critical IoT and M2M applications. PLAT.ONE
provides full-stack scalability, security and fault-tolerance with 'big data ready' and
open integration. PLAT.ONE can be implemented as a public or private platform, or even
in a hybrid, semi-public approach. The platform dynamics, therefore, are not limited to
the private deployment. As an example, a system integrator developed a water utility
management application template that can be used in the public cloud that Deutsche
Telekom has deployed or in the Selex private multi-tenant cloud - and vice versa.

COMPANY NAME:
PLAT.ONE, an ABO Data
Company
YEAR FOUNDED:
1979 for ABO Data,
PLAT.ONE spun out in 2014
FOUNDER/CEO:
Antonio Murroni (CEO)
Filippo Murroni (CTO)

SECTOR:
Enterprise-Grade Internet of Things
and M2M Application Platform
SIZE OF POTENTIAL MARKET:
$100B for Application Platforms alone,
Vertical solutions would be much more
PLATFORM HUB: (YES)
COMPLEMENTOR FIRM: (YES)

WWW.PLATONE.IO

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:
25 in Italy and Ireland
NUMBER OF USERS/CLIENTS:
3 major telecoms, over 25 large
industrial companies
REVENUE:
€2M in 2014
INVESTMENT RECEIVED:
€1M from Founders
Seeking €5M Series A

KEY PARTNERS WITHIN ECOSYSTEM:
Telecom Partners: Deutsche Telekom, Telecom Italia, BT
Industrial Customers: La Cimbali, Costa Crociere, Ansaldo, Venis, Selex ES, Nobatek, Terna, Tyco,
Praxair, Northern Ireland Water, LaVazza, Italtel, Iren Acqua Gas, Fiat, Enel, Eircom, Bolden + others
Solution Partners: Telit, Gemalto, Digital Ocean, Paradox Eng., ST, Amazon Web Svcs., Vodafone,
Hadoop, Microsoft + others
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The main challenge facing PLAT.ONE is making sure that innovations in one part of the
ecosystem become value added to other parts of the ecosystem. Besides new design
features, cross-network effects need to promote community building. in terms of
governance, key issues are the incentives for partners to join or for customers to
contribute their bespoke innovations back to the ecosystem as a whole. PLAT.ONE has
library of ready-to-use vertical applications to provide rapid development and
deployment of Enterprise-Grade applications.
The focus is on expanding the number of devices under management - expanding the
footprint and penetration of the platform with high-leverage and scale customers. While
early work was focused on developing the Enterprise-Grade platform and features, the
key focus now is to develop vertical solution kits on the platform, making it easy for end
customers to develop bespoke M2M and IoT applications.
The core platform development is done internally driven by strategic plans and
customer feedback. PLAT.ONE has an extensive and industry-standards based API that
exposes significant functionality that enables third parties, system integrators and
customers to develop bespoke features and applications. The trade-off regarding what
to keep in the core and what to expose via interfaces is guided by two industry
standards (OSGI and OneM2M).
The core value proposition of M2M and IoT is to connect the ‘things’ the surround us
with the people and systems that largely already are connected. Cisco estimates that
only 1% of the things that could be connected actually are on-line. Thus, the very nature
of M2M and IoT are about creating networks. The key metric and enabler then is devices
under management, in some sense the liquidity of the IoT marketplace. A typical
‘network effect’ pattern the PLAT.ONE team has seen is:
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Large enterprise operator (typically a telecom) provisions the PLAT.ONE
platform as the basis for the M2M/IoT business unit – including setting up a
dedicated sales teams to sell and deploy M2M and IoT services to small and
medium enterprises (SMEs). The goal of the operators is to sell more
connectivity or value-added services.



As the operator and SMEs explore new sales opportunities, demand is created for
specific vertical applications (such as vending management or fleet telematics).
This creates an opportunity for Solutions Partners (SPs) to develop general
solution components (using the open interfaces of PLAT.ONE) and then bespoke
solutions from these components.



To capitalize on the components, PLAT.ONE sets up an operator-specific
Application store (AppGarden) to feature, share and in some cases, sell these
solution components. They also can feature complementary hardware and
software offerings. These accelerate the development and deployment of
solutions, thus accelerating adoption of the platform by end-users.



The success of PLAT.ONE in specific markets creates a positive ‘buzz’ with other
potential operators in others markets, creating more likely adoption and
spawning of similar network effects and ecosystems in other regions.

The PLAT.ONE platform and surrounding eco-system both creates and leverages
opportunities created by more ‘things’ being connected. Given that nearly all of the
solutions are ‘green field’ in the sense that such connected options did not exist in the
past, there are largely only winners in every part of the ecosystem:
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Telecom Partners: Creates additional revenue streams from connectivity (as well as
lock-in), solution development and in some cases operating revenue from managing the
end solutions.
Industrial Customers: Creates new value-added offerings on top of existing products,
whole new products, and increasingly moving to ‘products as a service’ (i.e. pay-as-yougo usage models).
Solution Partners: Creates new sales opportunities, guides new product development,
and often, new long-term services offerings operating the end solutions.

To illustrate this, two applications from PLAT.ONE are:
PLAT.ONE’s ability to secure a large European Telecom was in part due to their
partnership with a wireless mesh technology company. The companies co-developed a
system where the PLAT.ONE edge agent would run on the mesh network hardware thus
permitting local control and monitoring of solutions at the edge of the network vs. in the
cloud. The combined solution was significantly better then the any of the competing
stand-alone solution.
One of the early use cases for PLAT.ONE was vending machine management. This was
proven with early deployments in 2013 based on solutions kits developed in
partnership with a hardware partner. The solution kit was instrumental in winning a
major telecom which also attracted some system integrators to improve upon the
solution. The improved solution then became a key factor in PLAT.ONE winning another
large European Telecom
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4.3 APPLICO
Based in New York, Applico is a leading platform innovation company that works with
clients to help them build, identify and scale platform businesses. Their services include
platform engineering, platform design, and platform pricing strategy. Their design
framework is called Exchange-Driven Design, and it focuses on optimizing design for the
interactions between multiple user groups on a platform. Unlike more traditional design
approaches like User-Centered Design, Exchange-Driven Design doesn’t just look at a
user group’s needs in isolation. Instead it looks at how one user’s behaviour will
influence that of another, for example how a consumer’s actions affect that of a
consumer. As a result, Exchange-Driven Design is geared toward solving a challenge
common to all platform businesses: the chicken-and-egg problem.
In practice, this is a four-step process, which I’ll give more detail on below. We start
with an interaction map that lays out all the key touch points and interactions between
consumers and producers. Using this interaction map, we then perform user empathy
exercises and help define the initial target market for the platform. The third step is
determining the strategies the platform will use to overcome the chicken-and-egg
problem and defining what the key performance indicators will be for each strategy. All
of this gets translated into a product and feature roadmap for the platform’s software
applications. This roadmap includes reference to specific features and how they’re
designed to subsidize value to key user groups. Price is only one mechanism to
subsidize value to users, and Exchange-Driven Design uses product features as another
way to deliver more value to key user groups in order to get them to join an early-stage
platform.
Their key partners are the clients they work with and help to build platforms. Other key
partners are technology providers, such as backend as a Service (BAAS) providers like
Kinvey or Google App Engine, who provide simple technology solutions we can use to
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help a client stand-up an application sooner. Theydid this recently with a client who was
starting a platform for offline home services. They lacked a technical cofounder and
were looking for a partner to help them build a mobile application that could connect
service providers who were on the move with consumers. Applico worked with to build
a mobile application with a custom location-matching algorithm to help match producer
location and availability with incoming customer requests in an on-demand manner. In
order to minimize development costs, Applico used a Kinvey backend to match with the
front-end client. This enabled the client to get to market quickly in an increasingly
competitive space. On the strength of our work with them, the client was named one of
the top 10 startups in NYC. It has also continued to grow and has recently expanded into
additional cities.
Applico works with their clients to help create strong network effects on their
platforms. There are a variety of types of network effects, broken down into five main
proprietary

types:

Connection,

Communication,

Collaboration,

Curation

and

Community.
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PART V
CONCLUSION
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5.1 THINKING AS A PLATFORM GAME STRATEGIST
The examples presented in this report are intended to illustrate particular aspects of
strategic interaction that arise in real digital platform situations. For a broader
understanding, it is necessary for the reader to realize the similarities between these
examples and the many other real world situations encountered in the design and
management of platforms. Digital platform managers can benefit from the main gametheoretic ideas and techniques presented in this report for the analysis of strategic
situations, including the analysis of archetypal strategic situations commonly occurring
in platforms ecosystems.
Digital platform managers - as well as researchers - ought to develop a new way of
thinking that allows them appraise, design and implement platform models. As shown
in Box 2, this entails thinking about the key elements of the framework suggested here
earlier in this report (Figure 2). The appraisal of market, network and industry
structures are amongst the first tasks of this thinking process. Developing an
appreciation on how to position, time and scope platform offerings is not a trivial
matter, and neither visualising value creation, appropriation and sharing mechanisms
based on network feedback effects that are leveraged by the seemingly orchestration of
architecture, governance and pricing strategies. In addition, managers need to be able to
recognise different types of strategic game situations and seize potential opportunities
while avoiding risks. Wearing the co-opetition lens, managers should envision non-zero
sum games that permit value co-creation and sharing with customers and
complementors.
Box 2. Thinking Directives

 Assess market, network and industry structure
 Strategise in terms of timing, positioning and scope


Outline modular architecture, governance and price strategies

 Visualise value creation, appropriation and sharing mechanisms
 Recognise archetypal strategic game situations
 Envision non-zero sum games with customers and complementors
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5.2 EXTENDING THE NOTION OF COMPETITION
Our received wisdom on competitive behaviour is proving to be counter-intuitive when
trying to understand platform competition. The traditional analysis of competition
based on quantity-costs constrained by industry structures and which promotes winlose mechanisms is being challenged by strategy scholars. A particular feature of
platform ecosystems is that the outcome of the behaviour of firms does not depend on
their own actions alone, but also on the outcomes of others who can oppose or reinforce
those actions.
Market organisation has implicitly been made central to the research inquiry rather
than what constitutes strategic rational behaviour and the determination of outputs
based on interdependent decisions and interactions by platform partners. The theory of
games can provide a model for economic behaviour no matter what the market
structure is, but existing description of market behaviour are expressed in terms of
traditional concepts which are not always suited to capture the relevant elements and
features of strategic situations encountered in platforms (Jullian 2012). The scope of
traditional economic analysis needs to be expanded with new concerns encountered in
real-world multi-sided market platforms and industry platforms. For instance, the
analysis of platform pricing needs to take into consideration the specific dynamics of the
interaction between the multiple sides.
What scholars currently regard as natural equilibrium is based on our obsolete
conception of our 'rational' over-competitive behaviour (Alos-Ferrer, Kirchsteiger and
Walzl 2009). The received wisdom does not longer applies to platform ecosystems,
where value creation depends so heavily on collaboration and sharing (Smit and
Trigeorgis 2006; Mantena and Saha 2012). Also, not finding a unique stable equilibrium
should not be considered a shortcoming in economic analysis. Having competing
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equilibrium can provide valuable insights on the complexities and uncertainties
inherent in real world strategic situations (Mathews 2006).
In trying to address this multiple equilibrium, researchers should test for alternative
'architectural/market-mechanism' pair configurations, and also explore how these
relate to value creation. Is it relevant to ask what the optimum equilibrium prices are,
or should we be asking what 'architectural design element-price' pair will emerge as the
stable pair, or set of pairs, in situations of strategic interdependence? For instance,
investigating the degree of exclusivity combined pricing decisions and network
feedback effects, drawing and extending Prieger and Hu (2012) is a potential research
venue.
Moreover, the neoclassical view misses the opportunity to analyse and predict the
emergence of market institutions other than competitive markets (Boudreau 2008).
The idea that societies will grow competitive markets as the only stable 'order' is
inconsistent with the spirit of radical economic and technological developments such as
business ecosystems for open source, open data and internet-of-things for example.
Parker and Van Alstyne (2014) argue that platforms emerge in preference to
hierarchies and open standards (markets).
Furthermore, researchers introduce greater complexity in their game analyses often
following various steps that may include varying market structures for example. The
analytical assumptions researchers may adopt will implicitly shape the scope and
nature of their analyses. For instance, researchers may opt to specify certain effects and
functions as exogenous in order to simplify their analysis and reduce uncertainty.
Although this greatly helps with model parsimony, it also limits the opportunity to
explore potentially important real-world endogenous behaviour.
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A challenging but fruitful theoretical endeavour is to develop a theory of market
organisation based on the (repeated) interaction of individual firm behaviours within
platform ecosystems, rather than other way round. In addition, studies incorporating
network structure attributes in platforms analysis can be of relevance for the analysis of
social media platforms. For instance, Candogan, Bimpikis, and Ozdaglar (2012) analysed
how social network attributes (e.g., centrality) can affect optimal pricing strategies.
Overall, scholars have just started to scrap the surface of what are the necessary and
sufficient conditions for successfully competing in emerging multi-sided market
platforms and industry platforms.

5.3 AFTERWORD

Will our future be characterised by a handful of monopolistic corporations dominating
all the ambits of economic activity and innovation? Or, will it be made up of a myriad of
entrepreneurial firms working somehow harmoniously, as self-sustaining platform
ecosystems, towards a common purpose in a democratic and open fashion?
Although antitrust policy analysis is outside the scope of the present review, an
important emerging area for government policy is in devising new interventions and
regulations that can help accelerate the uptake of platform models based on open
standards and that promote value co-creation and the formation of industry norms
encouraging collaboration besides competition. A very important area of policy
research is in new collaborative business models linked to the concept of platform
ecosystems.
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APPENDICES
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A.1 KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Complements: Consumers are said to view goods A and B as complements if an
increase in the price of B decreases the demand for A (and B), and vice versa.
Dominant strategy: A dominant strategy is doing the best I can no matter what the
other person does, and the other person is doing the best they can do no matter what I
do.
Economies of scale: Economies of scale exist if the firm achieves unit-cost savings as it
increases the production of a given product or service. Economies of scale are usually
defined in terms of declining average cost functions.
Economies of scope: Economies of scope exist if the firm achieves savings as it
increases the variety of products and services it produces. Economies of scope are
usually defined in terms of the relative total cost of producing a variety of products and
services together in one firm versus separately in two or more firms. A source of
economies of scope is the synergies enjoyed by a firm that produces an array of
complementary products and services.
Extensive form: When sequential games are visualised as possible moves in the form of
a decision tree, the representation is called the extensive form of a game.
Gross consumer surplus: The area formed beneath the demand curve when quantity
consumed increased from zero consumption to a given consumption level of ‘q’. In
addition, ‘net consumer surplus’ is the gross consumer surplus after subtracting all
consumer expenditure involving the purchase of the ‘q’ units of consumption.
Increasing, constant and decreasing returns to scale: We say a production
technology exhibits (a) increasing returns to scale if the cost per unit declines with an
increase in the production level, (b) constant return to scale if the cost per unit is
constant and equals the marginal cost, or (c) decreasing return to scale if the cost per
unit increases with the level of output produced.
Minimax theorem: The worse of the best favourable solutions. Maximin theorem: The
best of the least favourable solutions.
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Mixed strategy: A mixed strategy is one in which a player makes a random choice
among two or more possible actions, based on a set of chosen probabilities.
Nash equilibrium: A Nash equilibrium is when I am doing the best I can given what the
other person is doing, and the other person is doing the best they can given what I am
doing.
Network effects: Consumers’ behaviour is said to exhibit positive network effects if
consumer’s willingness to pay for the service or product increases when more
consumers buy the same or a compatible service or product. In other words, a product
is said to exhibit positive network effects if each user’s utility is increasing in the
number of other users of that product or of products compatible with it.
Platform architecture: A conceptual blueprint that describes how the ecosystem is
partitioned into a relatively stable platform and a complementary set of modules that
are encouraged to vary, and the design rules binding on both (Tiwana et al 2010).
Price discrimination: Consumers may be charged different prices so that price of each
unit they buy equals each consumer’s maximum willingness to pay.
Pure strategy: A pure strategy can be used in a game in which a player makes a specific
choice or takes a specific action.
Substitutes: Consumers are said to view goods A and B as substitutes if an increase in
the price of B increases the demand for A, and vice versa.
Single-homing or multi-homing. When an agent chooses to use only one platform, it is
said the agent is “single-homing.” When an agent uses several platforms, she is said to
“multi-home.”
Switching costs: Many information products and technologies can exhibit switching
costs, which refer to the idea that buyers must bear the costs when they switch from
one product to a functionally identical product supplied by another firm. Switching
costs arise when a consumer makes an investment specific to buying from a firm, so that
is more valuable to buy different goods, or goods at different dates, from that firm.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2009

JOURNAL TITLE:

1 Alós-Ferrer, Carlos

VOL: 120

The Economic Journal

2ND Kirchsteiger, Georg

PAGES: 215-243

(Working paper version available)

ST

3RD Walzl, Markus

ARTICLE TITLE:
ON THE EVOLUTION OF MARKET INSTITUTIONS: THE PLATFORM DESIGN PARADOX
KEYWORDS:
Market institutions, evolution of trading platforms, learning, asymmetric rationality
MODEL:
Model competition between two market designers and compare results of this setting with benchmark case
of monopolistic market designer. Trading platforms created by profit maximising and risk neutral market
designers. Designers compete through platform designs. Each designer choose trading fee that he demands
from traders for use of platform. After platforms designed, each trader decides on which platform to be
active. Sellers assumed to be firms with constant returns to scale production technology. Buyers may be
either consumers or other firms. If each trader opts for a particular platform no trader has an incentive to
deviate from this platform. Traders’ behaviour assumed to depend on market outcomes generated by
different platforms and characteristics of all feasible platforms. Study’s interest is on long term properties of
learning process – its limit invariant distribution which determines payoff for market designers.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Before a trade takes place, market designers decided upon set of trading rules under which their respective
platforms operate, and trading fees they demand from traders. They can choose to design platforms where
market clearing is guaranteed or pick platforms where price is systematically biased above or below market
clearing price. After platforms are set up, traders will learn which platforms to use from experience and
observations. Long run payoffs are expected per round charges.
SUMMARY:
Study of competition among market designers who create new trading platforms when bounded traders
learn to select among them. Traders learn to select non-market clearing platforms with prices systematically
above market-clearing level, provided one such platform is introduced by a market designer. In turn, this
leads to introduction of non-market clearing platforms; price bias is in favour of sellers. Hence platform
competition induces non-competitive market outcomes. Monopolistic designer will always introduce
market-clearing platform.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2006

JOURNAL TITLE:

1ST Armstrong, Mark

VOL: 37

RAND Journal of Economics

ISSUE: 3
PAGES: 668-691
ARTICLE TITLE: COMPETITION IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS
KEYWORDS :
Two sided markets, platforms, monopoly platform, equilibrium prices, single-homing, multi-homing
MODEL:
The author analyses three models. (1) Monopoly platform model. (2) Model of competing platforms where
agents join a single platform. (3) Model of competitive bottlenecks where one group joins all platforms.
The determinants of equilibrium prices are (1) the magnitude of the cross-group externalities, (2) whether
fees are levied on a lump-sum or per-transaction basis, and (3) whether agents join one platform or several
platforms.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Platforms have monopoly power over providing access to their single-homing customers for the multihoming side.
Platforms do have to compete for the single-homing agents, and high profits generated from the multihoming side are to a large extent passed on to the single-homing side in the form of low prices (or even zero
prices).

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Three models presented and determinants of equilibrium process expressed as (1) magnitude of crossgroup externalities, (2) whether fees are levied on lump sum/per-transaction basis, and (3) whether agents
join one or several platforms.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2009

JOURNAL TITLE:

1ST Ballon, Pieter

VOL: 75

Communications and Strategies

PAGES: 15-33
ARTICLE TITLE: THE PLATFORMISATION OF THE EUROPEAN MOBILE INDUSTRY
KEYWORDS :
Mobile platforms, business models, gatekeeping, platform typology, mobile industry
MODEL:
Typology of platforms to characterise various models encountered. Control parameter are whether
platforms have control over customers and assets.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Enabler Platform – platform owner controls many or most of assets involved in mobile service provision, but
leaves customer relationship to third party developers. INTEL
System Integrator Platform – allows competing service providers to use its platform in order to increase
value of both this platform and its own end-user service offering. MICROSOFT
Neutral Platform – case in which platform owner does not control most of the assets necessary for value
proposition and it does not have customer ownership. PAYPAL
Broker Platform – platform relies on other actors that control many or most of the assets for establishing
value proposition, but does integrate customer ownership. EBAY
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Platformisation is increasingly and structurally affecting business models governing the European mobile
industry. Emergent platform business models take gatekeeper roles away from mobile network operators.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2008

JOURNAL TITLE:

1ST Bakos, Y.

VOL: 25

Journal of Management Information Systems

2ND Katsamakas, E.

ISSUE: 2

PAGES: 171-202
ARTICLE TITLE: DESIGN AND OWNERSHIP OF TWO-SIDED NETWORKS: IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERNET
PLATFORMS
KEYWORDS :
intermediation, Internet platforms, network effects, two-sided markets, two-sided networks
MODEL:
The study analyses equilibrium pricing by the network intermediary and participation in the two-sided
network. The model characterises the intermediary’s pricing in two-sided networks, the value created by
these networks, and the allocation of that value across the two sides. The model endogenises the level of
network effects as the result of relevant investments by the intermediary, which determine the design of
the network. Analysis shows that under certain assumptions about the available technologies, the design of
the two-sided network is highly asymmetric independent of its ownership structure.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
A two-sided Internet platform embodies a design, which defines the architecture of the services offered and
the infrastructure that facilitates the interaction between the participating sides, and a set of rules, such as
pricing terms and the rights and obligations of the participants.
The game timeline is as follows: first, the intermediary makes design decisions; second, the intermediary
makes pricing decisions; and, finally, potential participants for the two sides make participation decisions
simultaneously. The (assumed) goal is that the intermediary tries to maximise the sum of buyer-side surplus
and network profits.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
The design of two-sided networks is a key strategic challenge for intermediaries. Network effects across
sides result in part from corresponding investments by the intermediary, and thus intermediaries need to
decide how much to invest in technologies that create value for each side of their network.
This study analyzes design strategies for two-sided networks in a model with sides that are heterogeneous
in terms of their benefits from the network. In particular, network benefits for each side are endogenous,
and they are determined by the investment strategy of the network intermediary.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2010

JOURNAL TITLE:

1ST Belleflamme, Paul

VOL: 54

European Economic Review

2ND Peitz, Martin

PAGES: 1059-1076

ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION AND SELLER INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets; Network effects; Intermediation; Investment incentives
MODEL:
Model of two-sided indirect network effects on two competing platforms. Buyers and sellers interact on
two platforms located at extreme points. Buyers and sellers independently draw their location from an
uniform distribution. Each seller and buyer has private information about their location.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Game scenarios according to whether buyers and/or sellers are allowed to trade via multi-homing or singlehoming. Analysis allows for access fees.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Comparison of seller investment incentives of two competing for-profit platforms with two open platforms.
Investment strategy analysis of single-homing and multi-homing. For-profit intermediation (membership
fees) lead to overinvestment where free access lead to underinvestment. Investment decisions affect
strength of indirect network effects and access prices. If both sides of the market single home, then
incentives to invest in cost reduction are stronger with competing for-profit platforms and incentives to
invest in consumer targeting are weaker.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2009

JOURNAL TITLE:

1ST Belleflamme, Paul

VOL: 50

International Economic Review

2ND Toulemonde, Eric

PAGES: 245-272

ARTICLE TITLE: NEGATIVE INTRA-GROUP EXTERNALITIES IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS
KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets; Negative externalities

MODEL:
Simple model of interaction between two groups of homogeneous agents. Initially, the two groups interact
on a free platform. Then comes a for-profit intermediary who sets fixed membership fees (or subsidies) for
agents of both groups in order to attract them on the new platform he has created. Study focuses on
situations where agents of both groups single-home. For instance, in the video game industry, both
developers and gamers have the possibility to multi-home, but it turns out that very few of them actually
do.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Divide-and-conquer strategy consists in subsidizing the group that secure the lowest initial total benefits and
to charge the other group. Intra-group externalities may undermine all attempts to launch the new platform. If
intra-group externalities are neither too weak nor too strong with respect to the strength of inter-group
externalities, then the intermediary cannot find any profitable way to launch the new platform: All strategies
fail - i.e., simultaneous moves of the two groups or sequential moves with either group moving first.
On the other hand, if intra-group externalities are weak enough or strong enough, there exist divide-andconquer strategies allowing the intermediary to make a profit. Noteworthy is the fact that the best divide-andconquer strategy might lead the intermediary to subsidize the group that initially secures the largest total
benefits.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Two types of agents interact on a pre-existing free platform. Agents value positively the presence of agents
of the other type but may value negatively the presence of agents of their own type. Authors ask whether a
new platform can find fees and subsidies so as to divert agents from the existing platform and make a
profit. Study shows that this might be impossible if intra-group negative externalities are sufficiently (but
not too) strong with respect to positive inter-group externalities.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Bhargava, H.K.
2

ND

Kim, B.C

YEAR: 2013

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 22

Production and Operations Management

ISSUE: 6

3RD Sun, D.
PAGES: 1374–1388
ARTICLE TITLE: COMMERCIALIZATION OF PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES: LAUNCH TIMING AND VERSIONING
STRATEGY
KEYWORDS :
technology commercialization; product launch strategy; platform technology; versioning; uncertainty
MODEL:
Two period model of customer purchase and developer participation based on theories of technology
adoption and diffusion. Customers have heterogeneous preferences. Product quality may be perceived as a
collection of features and the level at which these are delivered. Customers’ utility for the product is a
combination of its standalone features and third-party applications or complements.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
In the first period, the platform product is essentially viewed as a set of core standalone endowed by the
platform firm, and without a substantial network of third-party application developers. For example, the
initial iPhone released in June 2007 was an all-Apple product, endowed with several standalone features
such as voice-calling capabilities, in-built contact book, calendar, mail, and music capabilities. A software
development kit (SDK), which enabled the creation of third-party applications, was released only in March
2008, and the App Store was launched in July 2008, over a year after launch of the iPhone.
In the second period, therefore, customers make purchase decisions based on both the standalone features
and third-party applications or product complements. customer choice between the iPhone and similar
products from competing firms (such as HTC, Google, Motorola) depends substantially on the size of the
respective applications (i.e., the App Store in the case of iPhone).

GENERAL SUMMARY:
This study demonstrates that product versioning is an especially attractive strategy for platform firms, that
is, the trade-off between market size and margins is tilted in the direction of more versions.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2013

JOURNAL TITLE:

1ST Böhme, Enrico

VOL: 13

Journal of Industry, Competition and Trade

2ND Müller, Christopher

PAGES: 453-479

ARTICLE TITLE: PRICE-INCREASING COMPETITION ON TWO-SIDED MARKETS WITH HOMOGENEOUS
PLATFORMS
KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets, platform competition, price-concentration, relationship, welfare, analysis, priceincreasing, competition, single-homing, multi-homing

MODEL:
Competitive bottleneck two-sided market model where monopolist’s optimum and duopoly equilibrium for
demand and profit is determined. A competitive bottleneck is assumed where consumers single-home and
advertisers multi-home. Monopoly model – market is served by monopolistic platform who can produce
without variable and fixed costs. Duopoly model – market served by two identical platforms who can
produce without variable and fixed costs, and consumers single-home. Consumers and goods offered by
platforms are homogeneous.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Monopoly model – consumers and advertisers. Focus on prices, quantities and welfare. If one market side is
restricted to single-homing and the other can multi-home then there is a competitive bottleneck –
competition arises on single-homing market side and even under duopolistic competition it acts as a
monopolist towards multi-homing side.
Under price equality, total demand on both market sides in duopoly market exceeds total demand in
monopoly market. Oligopolistic competition yields lower consumer prices than under monopoly resulting in
increase of demand. No price effect of competition in two-sided markets.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Caillaud, Bernard
2

ND

Jullien, Bruno

YEAR: 2003

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 34

RAND Journal of Economics

ISSUE: 2
PAGES: 309-328

ARTICLE TITLE: CHICKEN & EGG: COMPETITION AMONG INTERMEDIATION SERVICE PROVIDERS
KEYWORDS :
Internet, wide area networks, strategic planning, business enterprises, business planning, price
discrimination, competition, multi-homing, market structure, network externalities, ‘divide and conquer’

MODEL:
Model of imperfect price competition between intermediation service providers. Information
intermediation require indirect network externalities, nonexclusive services of several intermediates and
price discrimination based on user identity and usage. Any generated matching surplus is efficiently shared.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Bertrand game between two matchmakers in presence of indirect network externalities. Efficient
equilibrium always exist unless with nonexclusive services - multi-homing on one side of market, singlehoming on other. Divide (subsidise participation of one side) and conquer (recover loss on other side)
strategies.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Analysis of intermediation market to determine equilibrium market structures likely to emerge and pricing
strategies for intermediation service providers. Multiple equilibrium exist. Under exclusive services, market
is highly contestable with low profits. Non-exclusivity induces less competition and higher margins of
profits. In dominant-firm or market–sharing equilibrium, matchmakers forced to set zero transaction fees
and in global multi-homing equilibrium, matchmakers can differentiate. Use of transaction fees central to
business strategies.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Casadesus-Masanell, Ramon
2

ND

Yoffie, David B.

YEAR: 2007

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 53

Management Science

ISSUE: 4
PAGES: 584-598

ARTICLE TITLE: WINTEL: COOPERATION AND CONFLICT
KEYWORDS :
Complements, business models, competitive dynamics, strategic games, value creation, value capture
MODEL:
Dynamic mixed-duopoly model. Demand is stable over time and depends on present price only. No network
externalities. Units sold keep adding to installed base.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two stage game. First stage is value creation where companies choose how much to invest in
complementary R&D and second stage is value capture where both companies set prices to capture as large
a share of value as possible. This is extended to two product generations.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Competitive interactions between Intel and Microsoft who produce complementary products. Natural
conflicts emerge over pricing, timing of release and who captures greatest value at different phases of
product generations. Complements found to compete with each other, profit equalization is implied, there
are instances of free-riding, new product release game has multiple equilibrium unless complementarity is
large, and complementors will try to change the game so the outcomes coincide with their most desirable
course of action.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Casadesus-Masanell, Ramon
2

ND

Zhu, Feng

YEAR: 2013

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 34

Strategic Management Journal

PAGES: 464-482

ARTICLE TITLE: BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION AND COMPETITIVE IMITATION: THE CASE OF SPONSORBASED BUSINESS MODELS
KEYWORDS :
Business model innovation; imitation; sponsor based business model; strategic revelation; strategic
concealment; strategic games
MODEL:
Formal model of business model innovations. The main assumptions: (1) Firms face no capacity constraints.
(2) Firms can imitate each other business models. (3) Initially, only entrant aware of new business model
and can choose it before incumbent reacts. (4) Adoption costs of business model is zero.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Three stage game with two firms, an entrant and an incumbent, offering vertically differentiated products.
First stage: entrant chooses business model (traditional or innovative) and incumbent operates traditional
model but unaware of innovation. Second stage: incumbent observes entrant’s business model and chooses
its own in response. If entrant chooses traditional then incumbent does not learn of alternative way to
compete and can only respond with traditional business model. If entrant chooses new business model,
incumbent can learn innovation and may choose to imitate. Third stage: Firms make tactical choices on how
to compete with their choices of business model.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Analysis focused on sponsor-based business model innovations where a firm monetises its products through
sponsors rather than setting prices to customer base. An entrant needs to strategically choose whether to
reveal its innovation by competing through the new business model or conceal it by adopting a traditional
business model. The value of business model innovation may be so substantial that an incumbent may
prefer to compete in duopoly rather than remain as a monopolist.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Casey, Thomas, R.
2

ND

Töyli, Juuson

YEAR: 2012

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 32

Technovation

PAGES: 704-716

ARTICLE TITLE: DYNAMICS OF TWO-SIDED PLATFORM SUCCESS AND FAILURE: AN ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC
WIRELESS LOCAL AREA ACCESS
KEYWORDS :
Diffusion, Two-sided platforms, System dynamics, Wireless local area access, strategy levers, platform
managers
MODEL:
Model of endogenous formation and diffusion process of two-sided platform describing interplay of
strategy levers and factors affecting user adoption of platforms. The effect of direct subsidy and revenue
sharing models is simulated. Model configured to reflect working environment of manager of two-sided
public wireless local area access platform that mediates between end users and venue owners.
Main model assumptions: (1) Sample market assumed to contain 1 million potential end users with 10
venues per 1000 users leading to 10000 potential venues. (2) Revenue assumptions derived based on
estimates of turnover per visit at different venues, references from credit card systems and cost of
producing mobile broadband access. (3) No major differences of cross-elasticity of demand between user
groups.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Framework of platform manager managing mediating platform between two user groups, key strategy
levers and factors affecting user adoption. Strategy levers include directly subsidising users, indirectly
subsidising or creating an alliance revenue sharing with competing platform managers to increase overall
market size.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Analysing strategic management if two-sided platforms from viewpoint of mobile communications platform
management and the dynamics that result in success or failure. Dynamic complexity is essential when
considering subsiding strategies to create positive feedback between two sides of platform when making
revenue sharing decisions with value creating user group of platform and when deciding whether to form
alliances with competing platform managers.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Ceccagnoli, Marco
2

ND

Forman, Chris

3RD Huang, Peng

YEAR: 2012

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 36

MIS Quarterly

ISSUE: 1
PAGES: 263-290

Others: Wu, D.J.
ARTICLE TITLE: CO-CREATION OF VALUE IN A PLATFORM ECOSYSTEM: THE CASE OF ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
KEYWORDS :
Platform ecosystem, partnership, business value, sales, IPO, intellectual property rights, downstream
capabilities
MODEL:
Analysis of partnering activities and performance indicators of sample of 1210 small independent software
vendors between 1996 and 2004. Two critical performance measures (dependent variables) examined, sales
and the likelihood of obtaining an initial public offering (IPO). The former is strongly correlated with
profitability and overall financial performance of the firm and the latter is a measure of the future sales
prospect for the firm and common measure of small firm performance.
Independent variables are partnership, patents, copyrights and downstream capabilities. Control variables
are R&D capabilities, funding sources, age and size of the firm as well as the industry growth rate.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Joining major platform’s owner platform ecosystem is associated with increase in sales and greater
likelihood of issuing an initial public offering. These impacts are greater when ISVs have greater intellectual
property rights or stronger downstream capabilities. Value co-creation and appropriation are not mutually
exclusive strategies in inter-firm collaboration.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE ROLE OF COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS ON PLATFORM ADOPTION: EVIDENCE FROM THE
VIDEO CONSOLE MARKET
KEYWORDS :
Adoption, platform-based market, complementary product, network effects, complementarities, video
console market

MODEL:
Model of platform adoption in relation to complementary product availability and complementary product
users Main model assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Availability of complementary products for a platform exerts positive effect on its adoption.
Large numbers of users of platform's complementary products exert positive effect on its adoption.
Availability of in-house complementary products positively moderates the influence of availability
on the adoption of a platform.
Users of in-house complementary products positively moderate the influence of users on the
adoption of a platform.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study looks at influence of complementary product portfolios on adoption of platforms by individuals.
Specifically data used from 17 video game platforms in three regions between 1989 and 2011. Platform
adoption is driven by availability and users of complementary products. Decisions on complementary
products act as strategic drivers of adoption.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION: STRATEGIC TRADE-OFFS IN PLATFORM MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
Ecosystem; multisided markets; platform competition; platform positioning; strategic trade-offs; winner
take all

MODEL:
Market share measures platform performance. Looks at app market competition, apps exclusivity and
distinctive positioning. Control variables involves price, platform age, and number of rival platforms of same
technological generation at particular point of time. Main model assumptions:
1.
2.

Embracing apps market competition and apps exclusivity strategies with same intensity will lower
platform performance.
Platform performance will decrease at intermediate levels of distinctive positioning and increase at
high and low levels of distinctive positioning.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study empirically analyses dominant strategies used to build and position platform systems in US video
game industry. When platform firms pursue two popular WTA strategies concurrently with equal intensity,
this diminishes benefits of each strategy to point it lowers platform performance. Platform competition is
shaped by important strategic trade-offs and WTA is not universally successful.
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ARTICLE TITLE: ENTERING THE MOBILE SERVICE MARKET VIA MOBILE PLATFORMS: QUALCOMM’S BREW
PLATFORM AND NOKIA’S PREMINET PLATFORM

KEYWORDS :
Mobile service, Third-generation telecommunications, Mobile platform, Business model, Broadband
wireless access

MODEL:
Descriptive study of archive material and online documents concerning Qualcomm's BREW and Nokia's
Preminet platforms.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Qualcomm has entered the mobile platform market earlier than Nokia and hence more operators have
adopted their BREW platform. However, Nokia has advantage in terms of infrastructure and device market,
and so has potential to dominate with their marketing power in the market.
Qualcomm developed mobile phone chipsets by cooperating alongside phone manufacturers but a core
strength is through its business model of royalties from patent rights. Nokia’s strength is through the design
and manufacturer of infrastructure and handsets. Revenue sources for Qualcomm’s BREW platform is
divided by certification and testing, platform equipment and platform royalties. Nokia’s Preminet is the
same but instead of royalties, they have end-user service fees where as a service content wholesaler they
buy content from content providers and sell this to mobile operators.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Analysis of how Qualcomm and Nokia shared the mobile service market through their platforms.
Nokia has rich international marketing experience and global marketing channels, and able to manufacture
plus market telecommunications-related products.
Qualcomm is one of world leaders in chip design and owns most of world’s CDMA (code division multiple
access) intellectual property rights.
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ARTICLE TITLE: SOFTWARE VARIETY AND HARDWARE VALUE: A CASE STUDY OF COMPLEMENTARY
NETWORK EXTERNALITIES IN THE MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE INDUSTRY

KEYWORDS :
Microcomputer technology; Network externalities; Computer platforms; software variety

MODEL:
Model of software variety on hardware valuation using hedonic function approach. Main model
assumptions:
1.
2.

Model assumes fixed effect of platform that is increased or decreased by covariates.
Unobserved covariates such as hardware package of memory, disk etc remains constant over time.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
First strategy is to design and develop software for a single platform for largest installed base.
Second strategy is to design software in a device independent environment and generate executable code
for particular platform (BASIC).

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Estimating the effects of software provision on valuation of hardware in early microcomputer industry
between 1981 and 1986. Computer hardware manufacturers understand the importance of software
provision for new platforms, but they need to focus on variety than numbers of products. There is a positive
relationship between software variety and price as variety serves as signal of platform quality.

OTHER COMMENTS:
Computer industry is split into layers: microprocessor, computer platforms, operating systems, application
software and distribution.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TIPPING AND CONCENTRATION IN MARKETS WITH NETWORK EFFECTS

KEYWORDS :
Dynamic oligopoly, indirect network effects, tipping, video game industry

MODEL:
Dynamic model that captures indirect effects and consumer expectations. Consumers are assumed to
single-home, adopting at most one of the competing hardware standards. The utility of each hardware
standard increases with the availability and variety of complementary software. Consumers form beliefs
about future hardware prices and complement software availability. These consumer beliefs ultimately
influence the rate of adoption and size if the installed base.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
On the supply side, forward-looking hardware firms compete on prices while anticipating the impact of
hardware sales on the future provision of software, and, hence, future hardware sales. Software firms
provide a variety of titles that is increasing in the installed base of a hardware standard.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Framework for studying the dynamics of hardware/software markets, providing important insights into
tipping in the video game industry.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TWO-SIDED COMPETITION OF PROPRIETARY VS. OPEN SOURCE TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS
AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY

KEYWORDS :
Networks, network effects, complements, open source software, technology platforms, software industry
structure
MODEL:
Framework to characterise optimal two-sided pricing strategy of platform firm. Model analyses setting of a
platform with one complementary application for both proprietary and open source platforms. This is then
extended to two applications and then to n applications.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Proprietary Platform: Firms set prices in two stage game. Stage one, the platform sets access fee paid by
application provider. Stage two, platform and application provider set prices simultaneously noncooperatively. This game has unique sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
When platform is proprietary, the equilibrium prices for platform, the applications and the platform access
fee for applications may be below marginal cost. Proprietary applications sector of industry based on open
source platform may be more profitable than total profits of a proprietary platform industry. When users
have strong preference for application variety, total profits of proprietary industry are larger than total
profits of industry based on open source platform. Proprietary system is likely to dominate open source
platform industry in terms of market share and profitability under competition; this holds even if cost of
adopting open source platform is zero.
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ARTICLE TITLE: NETWORK NEUTRALITY ON THE INTERNET: A TWO-SIDED MARKET ANALYSIS

KEYWORDS :
Network neutrality, two-sided markets, Internet, monopoly, duopoly, discrimination

MODEL:
Model of internet broadband market as two sided market with broadband users on one side and content
and applications providers on the other. In this framework, network neutrality is defined as restriction that
internet service providers cannot directly charge content providers for access to consumers, i.e. price on
one side of market is constrained to zero. This model is initially a platform monopoly but is then further
extended to duopoly setting with multi-homing content providers and single-homing consumers.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Network neutrality regulation of internet in context of two sided market model. When access is
monopolised, network effects can give a rationale for network neutrality regulation requiring zero fees to
content providers. Network neutrality regulation can increase total surplus compared to the private
optimum at which monopoly platform imposes fees on content providers. However, it can also decrease
total surplus. Extending model to duopoly of residential broadband ISPs, network neutrality regulation
increases total surplus even under presence of competition.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE ROLE OF ONLINE PLATFORMS FOR MEDIA MARKETS — TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL
COMPETITION IN A TWO-SIDED MARKET

KEYWORDS :
Multidimensional horizontal competition, Two-sided markets, Media economics, Online media

MODEL:
Model of two-dimensional spatial competition of media selling content and advertising. Two dimensional
horizontal competition and two sided markets. Main model assumptions:
1.
2.
3.

Gross substitutability between platforms.
Demand for consumption of news coverage does not grow once online platforms are established,
i.e. consumers continue to single-home.
Media outlets offer content of the same style of coverage in their online and offline editions.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
First game scenario of integrated provision of online and offline platforms. Second game scenario of
specialised provision of media. When specialising on one platform each, media outlets may polarise in
technologies due to differentiated content on platforms of different types. Integration of online and offline
platforms may lead to reduced profits and prisoner’s dilemma for media outlets entering online market.
Platform fixed costs may be too high to profit from.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Analysis of two dimensional spatial competition in a two-sided media market.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM ENVELOPMENT

KEYWORDS :
Entry; platforms; network effects; bundling; two-sided markets

MODEL:
Platform Envelopment – provider in one platform market can enter another platform market by combining
its own functionality in multi-platform bundles to leverage shared users.
Simulation models used to explore envelopment attacks. Main model assumptions:
1.
2.
3.

Entrant that bundles complementary platform succeeds when platform users overlap
Entrant that bundles weak substitute platform succeeds when bundling offers economies of scope
Entrant that bundles functionally unrelated platform succeeds when platform users overlap and
economies of scope are high

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two period model where a monopolist in one platform market enters through bundling another
monopolist’s market. Scenarios are analysed for relative sizes, degrees of overlap of platforms pre-attack
user base, correlations of potential user’s valuations of platforms and magnitude of economies of scope
from bundling.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Typology of envelopment attacks based on whether platform pairs are complements, substitutes or other
unrelated. Conditions analysed to which attack types succeed. 470 papers categorised for strategies from
which 140 are reviewed and summarised
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ARTICLE TITLE: STRATEGIES FOR TWO- SIDED MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
Network effects, two-sided markets, strategies, multi-homing, envelopment, winner-take-all

MODEL:
Strategies in platform warfare. Platforms thrive in two-sided markets due to network effects giving
increasing returns to scale.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
To win the platform war, hub firm require cost or differentiation advantages. It helps to have pre-existing
relationships and reputation (and deep pockets). Moving first in battle positions creates advantage.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Challenge to pricing the platform is to reach the goal of ‘cross-side’ network effects: platforms with subsidyside users will entice money-side users and vice versa. Platform providers need to take into account pricing,
winner-take-all battles and envelopment.
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ARTICLE TITLE: SOME EMPIRICAL ASPECTS OF MULTI-SIDED PLATFORM INDUSTRIES

KEYWORDS :
Multi-sided platform markets, entry strategies, two sided markets, competitive strategies, platforms

MODEL:
Empirical survey of entry strategies into markets and how pricing, product and other competitive strategies
developed to retain users on platform. Markets include residential property brokerages, securities
brokerages, b2b, peer-2-peer, newspapers and magazines, network television, operating systems, video
game console and payment cards. Main model categories and assumptions:
1.

2.

Multi-sided platforms divided across market-makers (enable transactions between different
groups), audience-makers (advertisers to audiences), and demand coordinators (produces of goods
and services that generate indirect network effects)
Demand on each side vanishes if there is no demand on other (in two-sided markets)

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
During entry phase, firms can obtain critical mass of users on one side of market by giving away service for
free or provide lower costs to encourage participation.
In mature multi-sided markets, firms can settle on pricing structures skewed to one side of market.
Marquee buyers on one side of market may be extremely valuable to customers on other side, and their
existence reduces price to buyers and increases to sellers.
Successful multi-sided firms can establish presence in small markets and experiment to determine the
correct technology and operations infrastructure to invest into. This gradual entry strategy allows them to
scale their platforms over time – establish efficient buy-seller transactions and then make large investments
after successful testing of platform.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
There may be different types of platforms market structures: coincident platforms (several multi-sided
platforms offering substitutable products or services on same sides such as video games and operating
services); intersecting platforms (several n-sided platforms offering substitutable products or services on
less than n-sides such as internet portal business); and monopoly platforms where there is no competition
on any side.
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ARTICLE TITLE: INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION OF MARKETS WITH TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS

KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets, indirect network effects, scale economies, congestion, multi-homing, platform
differentiation

Overview summary of two sided platforms literature.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Four different types of two sided platforms: exchanges, advertiser-supported media, transaction devices
and software platforms. Two sided platforms can reduce transaction costs of groups finding each other and
interacting by matchmaking, building audiences and minimising costs. For many platforms, it is possible to
charge two prices: access fees to join (entry) and usage fees to use (interactions). Platforms can be designed
to encourage customer to join their platforms and stimulate interaction; this can harm one side in order to
benefit the other. Rules and regulations help promote indirect network externalities limit negative
externalities between customers.
Five factors determine size of competing two sided platforms: indirect network effects (+), scale economies
(+), congestion (-), platform differentiation (-) and multi-homing (-).
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM INTERMEDIATION IN A MARKET FOR DIFFERENTIATED PRODUCTS

KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets, Network externalities, Intermediation, Advertising

MODEL:
Model of how incentive of platform manager to squeeze one side of market depends upon specific
structure of market such as number of retailers and degree of product differentiation. All consumers are exante identical is assumed.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Three agents: platform, firms, and consumers. First stage: platform choose entry fee for firms and
subscription charge for consumers to maximise profits. Second stage: after observing participation fees,
firms simultaneously choose whether to place ads in platform or now and which price to charge while
consumers decide whether to subscribe. Firms and consumers that do not enter platform cannot conduct
transactions.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Two-sided market study of a platform attracting firms selling differentiated products and buyers interested
in product. An increase in retailers increase amount of variety in platform and at same increases
competition which lowers firm fees and raise customer charges. Increase of product differentiation raises
value of platform for consumers but weakens competition which allows platform to raise fees for both
consumers and firms.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM OWNER ENTRY AND INNOVATION IN COMPLEMENTARY MARKETS: EVIDENCE
FROM INTEL

KEYWORDS :
Complementary market, Intel, platform entry, platform innovation, standards, licensing

MODEL:
Study of Intel’s experiences with complementary markets in PC industry through 14 years of entry decisions.
Connector markets are products which embody one or more interfaces between platform and end-user
applications (chipsets and motherboards).

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Behaviour shaped by whether Intel can match competences of entrants; more likely to enter ‘connector’
markets. Entry puts Intel in strong position to control complementary markets as it has control over IP
defining each market. Giving away IP and subsidising competition helps to push forward platforms.
Licensing designs allows control over establishing a standard.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study focusing on Intel’s strategy with complements.
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ARTICLE TITLE: INDUSTRY PLATFORMS AND ECOSYSTEM INNOVATION

KEYWORDS :
Industry platforms, ecosystem innovation, internal platforms, external platforms, network effects,
multisided markets

MODEL:
Classifying types of platforms from literature review and case studies. Best practises for effective platform
leadership.
Internal platforms are set of assets organised in common structure from which company can develop and
produce derivative product stream.
External platforms provide foundation for other firms to develop their complementary products, services or
technologies upon.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Competitive games between platforms: IBM versus Intel and Microsoft. JVC and Sony. Google and Nokia.
Microsoft and Apple.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Defines two types of platforms: internal (company) and external (industry). Vision required for platform.
Right technical architecture needed for innovation. A coalition should be built around platform. Platform
and ecosystem required to evolve.
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ARTICLE TITLE: ELECTRONIC PLATFORMS AND TWO-SIDED MARKETS: A SIDE-SWITCHING ANALYSIS

KEYWORDS :
Electronic platforms, Two-sided markets, Side-switching, Externalities

MODEL:
Duopoly model to interpret equilibrium fees and profits in terms of rewards and penalties. Agents choose
one of the two platforms to participate in during two successive and independent sessions.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two platforms and two groups of agents: sellers and buyers.
Two-stage game - in the first stage, the two platforms compete in prices and in the second stage, each
agent chooses a platform for both sessions.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Platforms’ equilibrium prices and profits are based on a game of rewards and penalties, relative to the
equilibrium without side-switching. If the group that has the highest mobility rate also has the lowest
externality parameter, platforms generate more profit with side-switching.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM SHARING IN A DIFFERENTIATED DUOPOLY

KEYWORDS :
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MODEL:
Model incorporating manufacturer-supplier relationships into a differentiated duopoly model.
Two two-stage sub-games: one is the sub-game at stage 1 where two manufacturers share a platform and
the other where they don’t. Model assumptions: There is a free entry of suppliers where each supplier
incurs a fixed set-up cost to enter. Each supplier has constant marginal cost of production, which has a
random component

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Game Rules: Consider industry of two competing manufacturers who produce differentiated products. To
produce a product, each manufacturer must procure a component from a supplier. The two manufacturers
jointly determine whether to use a common part (platform share) or distinctive parts, and then suppliers
make entry decisions. Each manufacturer then chooses a set of suppliers which it will exchange detailed
information on requirements with, and this incurs a fixed amount of communication cost per supplier. Each
manufacturer then chooses one supplier through a procurement auction.
Under platform sharing, an entrant with the lowest cost wins both procurement auctions and sells a
common part to both manufacturers. If manufacturers do not share a platform, the entrant can sell a
distinctive part to only one manufacturer.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Paper analyses trade-off between commonality of components and distinctiveness of products. Two
manufacturers share platforms if reduction of product differentiation due to platform share is relatively
small. There is an inverse relationship between advantage of platform sharing and manufacturers’ costs to
communicate with potential suppliers. Each manufacturer can choose a supplier from a large set of
potential suppliers, which in turns lowers the expected price for procurement under platform sharing. In
equilibrium, competition among entrants is tougher under platform sharing. Total surplus is higher under
platform sharing which implies consumer surplus is also higher because consumers capture larger share of
total surplus.
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MODEL:
Model for studying Bertrand competition among platforms in two-sided markets with characteristics: i)
platforms are bottleneck inputs for buyers and sellers transacting with each other; ii) sellers arrive before
buyers; iii) platforms can charge both fixed fees and variable fees (royalties). Main model assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Commitment and determination of variable fees are interdependent in model
All sellers are identical before adopting platform
Economies of scale allowed
Fixed product available on any additional platform is only fraction of fixed cost of supporting first
platform
There is full information at every stage of the game

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Stage 1. Buyers and sellers interact if they join same platform. Platforms announce prices concerning sellers,
access price and transaction fee, and if they decide to commit then they announce prices for buyers. In
either case, sellers make their platform adoption decisions.
Stage 2. Platforms that have not committed announce prices for buyers. Buyers then make platform
adoption decisions.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
A monopoly platform may prefer not to commit to the price it will charge buyers at same time it announces
seller price if faced with unfavourable seller expectations. With competing platforms, commitment makes
existence of exclusive equilibrium (sellers register with only one platform) less likely, but has no impact on
multi-homing equilibrium (sellers support both platforms).
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ARTICLE TITLE: EXCLUSIVITY AND CONTROL
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MODEL:
Model competition between platforms for content providers.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two stage game between two symmetric platforms and a continuum of content providers. First stage,
platforms compete for content providers by offering lump sum transfers contingent on whether content
providers join exclusively or multi-home, and content providers simultaneously decide which platform to
join. Second stage, firms engage in price competition for consumers.
Allocation of content across platform (how many are exclusive and how many multi-home) in first stage of
game is one that maximises industry profits subject to second stage pricing game.
When content is sold outright, content providers will all join same platform exclusively in equilibrium. If
content providers multi-home, there would be less differentiation among platforms. Exclusivity is outcome
which maximises industry surplus.
When content affiliates, there is equilibrium where all content multi-homes.
If content providers' rent-extraction power is low, then the scope for vertical differentiation between
platforms through exclusivity is high and the opportunity cost incurred by exclusive content providers is
low; exclusivity prevails.
If content providers' rent extraction power is high, the scope for platform vertical differentiation from
content is small and the opportunity cost for content providers of being exclusive is high; multi-homing
emerges as the equilibrium outcome.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
If content providers sell their content outright and relinquish control, they will tend to be exclusive. If
content providers maintain control and only ‘affiliate’ with platforms, then multi-homing is sustainable in
equilibrium. Outcome under affiliation depends on tradeoffs between platform rent extraction (which
increases in exclusivity) and content rent extraction (which increases in multi-homing).
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION WITH ‘MUST-HAVE’ COMPONENTS

KEYWORDS :
Platform competition, indirect network effects, exclusive contracts, component provider

MODEL:
CRT model of strategic behaviour of platforms and partial compatibility between them. Main model
assumptions:
1.
2.

Must-have component provides sufficient utility to consumers to create large discrete network
effect when available on platform
Basic components create positive but small indirect network effects

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Paper looks at how platform market structures determine exclusive versus non-exclusive contracts between
platforms and components. Component provider more likely to sign exclusive contracts with single platform
if high popularity, large difference in platform market share, and low indirect network effects in crossplatforms. Must-have components add technological costs which cause contractual impact, i.e. more likely
to sign non-exclusive contracts when more components ported between platforms.
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ARTICLE TITLE: APPROPRIABILITY MECHANISMS AND THE PLATFORM PARTNERSHIP DECISION: EVIDENCE
FROM ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE

KEYWORDS :
Partnerships; intellectual property rights; downstream capabilities; software industry

MODEL:
Study of decisions of independent software vendors to enter markets complementary to enterprise
software platform SAP. Entry measured by ISV’s decision to become certified by SAP and become member
of its platform ecosystem. Conditions highlight under which appropriability mechanisms are likely to be
particularly salient to ISV’s entry decision. As intellectual property rights may reflect innovativeness of ISV
rather than effectiveness of appropriability mechanisms, a control is added that measures number of new
or improved product introductions by ISV. Further controls added to provide additional evidence for
interpretation of results.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Decision to join platform becomes one to adapt ISV’s existing software to make it more valuable for users of
the platform, which may in turn increase demand for ISV’s product among users of platform. However,
there is an increased risk such as disclosing product design information to platform owner allowing for
replication, and encouraging platform owner to enter into complementary market if there are signals for
strong demand.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
ISVs with a greater stock of formal IPR (patents and copyrights), and those with stronger downstream
capabilities (trademarks and consulting services) are more likely to join the platform, suggesting that these
mechanisms are effective at protecting ISVs from the threat of expropriation. Effects of IPR on the likelihood
of partnership are greater when an ISV has weak downstream capabilities or when the threat of imitation is
greater, such as when the markets served by the ISV are growing quickly.
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ARTICLE TITLE: SERVING THE POOR: MULTISIDED MOBILE SERVICE PLATFORMS, OPENNESS, COMPETITION,
COLLABORATION AND THE STRUGGLE FOR LEADERSHIP
KEYWORDS :
Telecommunications, Mobile, Platform leadership, competition, collaboration, openness
MODEL:
Qualitative analysis of interviews on platform leadership from 31 experts between 2009 and 2010
Study looks at how platforms mediate mobile access to the poor who are characterised by incomes below
$3000 a year and lack of access to basic needs and resources

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Several leadership strategies can motivate complementary providers to encourage participation such as
sharing technical specifications, developing enabling tools and technologies such as APIs and SDKs to assist
third parties to develop complementary services, providing subsidising and funding opportunities, and
employing IPRs to encourage partnership.
Operators tend to offer mobile apps and services on 'sim' cards, but their business models are not designed
to deliver value added services outside of the telecom model which challenges the operator centric
platform model and stunt the development of a platform ecosystem.
Data centric platforms act as an affordable channel by enabling discoverability of technologies such as
imaging, audio and video through low cost smart phones. However, there are barriers of technical literacy
among the poor which may dissuade developers from developing apps and services.
Service provider centric platforms deliver affordable access to services to end users, but there may be
hindered by lack of potential for achieving scale and sustainability due to the specific nature of service
platforms. Highly dependent on device and operator model as these platforms are based on SMS and cheap
feature phones.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study looks at how platforms compete, collaborate and open up (or not) for delivering scalable services.
Results show that although operator centric are in pole position (as they are the ‘gatekeeper’ who control
assets, complementarities and openness), device centric platform providers are positioned to close the lead
by presenting alternatives to bridge the gap due to being astute innovators. However, cheap feature phones
remain lowest common denominator in use among poor which reinforces the operators’ position.
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ARTICLE TITLE: STRUCTURING THE SMARTPHONE INDUSTRY: IS THE MOBILE INTERNET OS PLATFORM THE
KEY?
KEYWORDS :
Platforms , industry structure , smart-phones, industry transitions

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
'Walled garden' strategy works well for proprietary platforms as longs as there is no significant threat from
competing open platform, e.g., Android entering the smart-phone market via low-cost handsets.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Authors test theories of industry architecture and technological platforms regarding their ability to explain
the strategies of key entrants in navigating industry transition due to the convergence of traditional mobile
telephony, Internet services, and personal computing after the introduction of the original iPhone.
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ARTICLE TITLE: STRATEGIC USE OF ANALYTICAL CRM IN A MARKET WITH NETWORK EFFECTS AND
SWITCHING COSTS: TERMINATING UNPROFITABLE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
KEYWORDS :
Analytical CRM; customer profitability; network effects; switching costs; unprofitable customers
MODEL:
Duopoly game modelled as two constituent stages.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
In the first stage, firms decide to acquire the ability to distinguish unprofitable customers from profitable
ones via analytical CRM systems. Then, with this knowledge, firms configure their customer portfolio
optimization strategy—whether or not to eliminate unprofitable customers, in the second stage.
Strategies: At the stage of acquisition of the ability to eliminate unprofitable customers, each firm decides
to invest or not to invest in acquiring the ability through implementing analytical CRM systems, which
requires an investment outlay. If a firm acquires the ability, it also needs to decide, at the second stage, to
eliminate or to retain unprofitable customers. If a firm does not acquire the ability, it cannot eliminate
unprofitable customers in the second stage. In other words, it can only choose to retain unprofitable
customers.
Payoffs: After both firms choose their actions, established customers of each firm decide whether to
maintain their existing relationship with a firm, to have a new relationship with the other firm, or to exit the
market forever. These customer decisions produce the payoffs, and both firms receive payoffs. As is
characteristic of IT products/services or electronic commerce, consumers face non-negligible costs when
they change service providers. Therefore, as in most theoretical studies on switching costs, a consumer
switching cost, is assumed to exist which is symmetric in both firms and exogenous.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study investigating when firms can eliminate unprofitable customers in the competitive market with
network effects and consumer switching costs, which often co-exist with network effects, using a gametheoretic model of a duopoly. Results show that it is not desirable for firms to fire unprofitable customers in
the presence of strong network effects or sufficiently low consumer-switching costs. Otherwise, firms can
fire unprofitable customers and benefit from the ability to eliminate them. An interesting point is that
competing firms can be better off when both have the ability to eliminate unprofitable customers in the
presence of moderate switching costs and small network effects.
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ARTICLE TITLE: DYNAMIC COMPETITION STRATEGY FOR ONLINE KNOWLEDGE-SHARING PLATFORMS
KEYWORDS :
Differential game, ecommerce, platforms, knowledge-sharing service, two-sided markets
MODEL:
Static competition between two knowledge-sharing platforms.
Dynamic competition between two knowledge-sharing platforms.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Questioners, answerers, advertisers and accumulated knowledge interact with each other.
Dynamic competition modelled by open-loop differential game based on dynamic two-sided market model
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Investigation of competitive effects in knowledge-sharing market. Open-loop differential game where two
platforms compete. Longer the lifespan of accumulated knowledge, the higher the chance of survival of a
latecomer to competitive market.
Analogy with YouTube – dominant leader as long as most people single-home in online video-sharing
market given that video-sharing platforms has a relatively short period of being watched by viewers.

OTHER COMMENTS:
Knowledge-sharing platform is a knowledge-sharing website which may have income from membership fees
and advertising
This model is analogous to user-generated content markets such as YouTube, Flickr and TripAdvisor
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ARTICLE TITLE: MULTI-HOMING IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS: AN EMPIRICAL INQUIRY IN THE VIDEO GAME
CONSOLE INDUSTRY

KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets, multi-homing, entertainment markets, indirect network effects, video game industry,
platforms

MODEL:
Model of equations for platform sales, multi-homing and number of applications using 13 years of data in
video game industry
Age and market share of platform focused upon as key conditions – increase in either lower uncertainty
consumers face in platform adoption decision
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Platform sales equation: Platform sales, multi-homing, age, market share, number of applications, number
of competitors, price, ‘superstar release’ (number of high quality applications) and ‘December dummy’
(number of low quality applications)
Multi-homing equation: seller-level multi-homing, age, market share, number of applications and sellerplatform fit
Number of applications equation: number of applications, market share, competitors, age and December
Dummy

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Conditions examined on multi-homing decisions on video game platforms and how it affects sales.
Increased platform-level multi-homing of applications hurts platform sales, but this effect vanishes as
platforms mature or gain market share. Multi-homing of platforms affect sales more strongly than number
of apps. Increasing market share leads to more seller-level multi-homing but this contrasts with nascent
platforms which has the opposite behaviour.
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ARTICLE TITLE: VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND EXCLUSIVITY IN PLATFORM AND TWO-SIDED MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
platform competition, two-sided markets, vertical integration, exclusive contracting, dynamic demand,
estimation of network effects

MODEL:
Dynamic model of both consumer demand for hardware and software products and software demand for
hardware platforms.
Demand system estimated using dataset containing monthly aggregate sales, prices, and characteristics for
all hardware and software products released during sixth generation of video game industry
Dataset obtained from NPD Group of monthly observations between 2000 and 2005
Consumers do not view software products as substitutes for another - video games are more similar to
disposable media goods which are continually replaced

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Platform profits are derived primarily from software sales and not hardware which can themselves be
subsidised. Consumers only purchase consoles if there are desirable software titles available. In a
counterfactual environment where exclusivity is banned, the PS2 benefits more than the Xbox and
GameCube as the latter two have a higher quality stock of exclusive titles; gaining access to the Xbox and
GameCube exclusive titles were more valuable to the PS2 than maintaining exclusivity over its own hit titles.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Paper measures impact of vertically integrated and exclusive software on industry structure and welfare in
sixth generation of US videogame industry (2000-2005). Prohibiting exclusive arrangements benefits the
incumbent and harms smaller entrant platforms. Without exclusive arrangements, high quality software
would be primarily released on incumbent due to larger installed base and only later on either entrant.
Exclusive arrangements may encourage platform competition, but not necessarily software competition.
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KEYWORDS :
Platform competition, market-tipping, multi-homing, coordination failure, congestion effects
MODEL:
Contracting game model between platforms and an oligopolistic set of agents, analysing whether or not a
market will tip or sustain multiple platforms. It is assumed agents are symmetric and can only join a single
platform (which may be reasonable for markets where the costs of multi-homing are large, such as the
adoption of a particular standard or technology, or decision to franchise for a particular brand). It is also
assumed unique sub-game equilibrium following the contracting stage, the eventual market structure and
expected payoffs to all parties are determined solely by the contracting decisions of the oligopolistic set of
agents. Efficient outcome is defined as the outcome which maximizes total surplus among the contracting
parties. Even without coordination failure, congestion, or multi-homing, outcomes that are worse for the
contracting parties - multiplicity instead of agglomeration may persist in equilibrium as an outcome of
platform competition and contracting with externalities. The model predicts that strong platform
differentiation, weak network effects, or decreasing returns from additional contracting partners makes it
less likely for complete market-tipping to be an equilibrium.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two-stage bilateral contracting game among platforms and firms that allows for externalities across both
contracting and non-contracting partner: platform providers first make offers to a set of oligopolistic firms
that specify the payment made to (or demanded of) each firm conditional on that firm joining the platform;
firms then simultaneously choose which platform to affiliate with. In particular, even without coordination
failure, congestion effects, or firm multi-homing, multiple platforms can co-exist in equilibrium despite
being inefficient from the perspective of the contracting parties. Note that the inability for platforms to
offer side payments to each other can lead to “excessive” competition for firms, resulting in multiple
market-splitting equilibrium, even if the efficient outcome dictates market-tipping.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Two competing marketplaces compete for N differentiated product retailers to join their respective sites.
The value of a platform depends on the adoption decisions of a small number of firms. The paper analyzes
the strategic competition among platforms to get this oligopolistic side on-board. The paper examines when
a market will sustain a single or multiple platforms, and analyses conditions under which market tipping
and/or market-splitting equilibrium may exist, when firms can join only one platform. A complete analysis
allowing for multi-homing and asymmetric firms is beyond the scope of this paper.
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MODEL:
Model of two platforms competing for sellers and buyers. Model assumptions:
1.
2.

Number of buyers who will actually buy the product will depend on the price the sellers charge,
and this number will decrease linearly as the price increases
Both buyers and sellers are single homing

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
If two platforms are undifferentiated, it is counterproductive to increase cross-group benefits for buyers.
They need to increase their relative differentiation to charge higher prices relative to other platform.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
This study shows how Facebook and MySpace developed different personalities despite offering the same
core function.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE ROLE OF QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE NETWORK EFFECTS IN B2B PLATFORM
COMPETITION

KEYWORDS :
Network effects, B2B platforms, B2B marketplace

MODEL:
Theoretical model to analyse to analyse matching process of sellers and buyers when quality matters and
sellers’ information is incomplete. Model of competition between 2 B2B platforms. Model assumptions:
1.
2.

Quality of final product depends on quality of matching between supplier and buyer which is
uniformly distributed and observed by buyer
All inputs procured through electronic marketplace

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
B2B marketplace characterised by reverse action mechanism whereby buyer posts request for quotes to
obtain input while suppliers bid against each other without knowing quality of their own input

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Investigating quantitative and qualitative indirect network effects impact on pricing and trading decision on
B2B marketplace. Market share depends on quantity and quality of suppliers, but equality effects substitute
for quantity effects as size of marketplace increase. Hence quantity of suppliers is crucial during early stage
of market place but supplier quality becomes more important during later stages.

OTHER COMMENTS:
Dataset contains transaction records from 2004 to 2010 over 31 product categories at MFG.com, an
independent, vertical marketplace for buyers to source customised inputs via request for quote mechanism.
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ARTICLE TITLE: OLIGOPOLISTIC COMPETITION AND CONCENTRATION IN THE SMART CARD INDUSTRY
KEYWORDS :
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MODEL:
Descriptive analysis using proprietary database of 750 collaboration, merger and acquisition agreements
between 1997 and 2003. Smart cards are high tech commodities where they combine characteristics of
mass production (economies of scale and scope) and personalised production of constant renewal of
equipment and R&D activities.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Smart card actors face several barriers to entry related to cost advantage, economies of scale, product
differentiation and sunk cost. Market share battles are intense due to changing technology conflicting
standards, falling prices, and growth and diversity in demand. The oligopoly stability remains tough to break
given considerable investment is needed for equipment, production sites, patents and R&D to set up
infrastructure of a smart card firm. Thus players in industry organise their activities by creating complex
networks to which they tie both domestic and international linkages. Smart card makers look for
complementary competences and knowledge, and deployment of global innovation and R&D strategies.
These can range from joint ventures and technology collaborations to mergers and acquisitions to
overcome shortcoming of internal competencies. Acquisition strategies reinforce the oligopoly position.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Paper characterises movement of industry concentration. Smart card market upstream level represented by
semiconductors, suppliers of components, matters and operating systems; central level compounded by
smart card manufacturers and complementors; downstream level shaped by services providers. Smart card
industry is struck by strongly concentrated oligopoly despite fierce competition.
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ARTICLE TITLE: CO-OPETITION BETWEEN DIFFERENTIATED PLATFORMS IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
Competitive strategy, co-opetition, game theory, network sharing, platform interconnections, technology
platforms, two-sided markets, software platforms

MODEL:
Model of two-sided market of technology influencing network value. Model assumptions:
1.
2.

Expectations of customers fulfilled in equilibrium
Membership pricing scenario only analysed when there exist transaction pricing

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Pure competition in duopoly game – first, two platforms simultaneously choose membership prices for
sides; second, customers form rational expectations about equilibrium network sizes of two platforms;
third, customers make adoption decisions based on expectations, prices, individual rationality and incentive
compatibility constraints.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Technology improvements in inferior platform do not significantly increase profits but reduce opportunities
for cooperation. Collaboration profitable in form of direct network interconnection. Collaboration provide
incentives for dominant platform to promote entry. In vertical platform competition, rivals could be shut
out by aggressive price discounting as customer expectations are influential.

OTHER COMMENTS:
Ask Jeeves' contracted with Google to supply advertising for its web properties. Yahoo partnered with
Microsoft under similar area.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM STRATEGY OF VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE IN JAPAN, 1984–1994: THEORY AND
EVIDENCE

KEYWORDS :
Platform strategy, video game industry, platform competition, exclusive contracts, multi-homing

MODEL:
Model of platform competition of system products comprising hardware and software. Model assumptions:
1.
2.

Assumption of two hardware firms HA and HB and two software firms SA and SB in model.
Investment and product-cycle of market not considered

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Four stage game. Stage one, hardware firms select either exclusive contracts or open platform strategies for
software. Stage two, software firms accept contracts if offered exclusive contracts or single/multi-homing in
open platforms. Stage three, hardware prices determined and consumers make purchases. Stage four,
software prices determined and consumers make purchases.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
When hardware products have strong differentiation, consumers value marginal benefits of additional
software variety highly. In case of equilibrium, hardware firms engage in exclusive contracts with software
firms.
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ARTICLE TITLE: COMPETING IN NETWORK MARKETS: CAN THE WINNER TAKE ALL?

KEYWORDS :
Network effects; Network intensity; Installed base; Winner-take-all; Competitive strategy; Innovation

MODEL:
Basic dynamics of network markets and considerations for current and new firms
Model assumption: Total value of technology to consumers in high network intensity market is sum of its
network value and standalone value.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Relative competitive settings versus winner-take-all markets
New entrants in market must understand source of network effects, how strong NE is and whether there is
a dominant standard (Microsoft Office) already locked in.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Network intensity is driven by value derived by consumers, availability of complementary products and
strength of ties among users. Network intensity can be manipulated by increasing customer participation,
increasing opportunities for customer interaction and effectively managing complements. For new entrants,
they must quickly build an installed base and enhance network effects of their product in face of strong
network intensity; in lower network intensity, being late in the race and having competitors may be of
benefit to gain traction. Incumbents should focus on increasing quality of core and complementary
products, increase quality of interactions among users and enhance trust.

OTHER COMMENTS:
In high network intensity markets - Facebook emerged into social network market after MySpace, but
emerged as market leader by increasing network effects through apps. Low intensity markets – Sony
delayed PlayStation 3 to take advantage of Blue-ray technology to mature despite traction of Microsoft
Xbox and Google learned from Yahoo’s mistake of becoming a portal instead of a sole search engine.
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ARTICLE TITLE: STRATEGY IN NETWORK INDUSTRIES: A REVIEW AND RESEARCH AGENDA

KEYWORDS :
Network effects, competitive strategy, technology management

MODEL:
Research framework focusing on strategic drivers of network intensity, approaches to assess variations in
network intensity, and effective strategies for leveraging network intensity
Path dependence, positive feedback, winner-take-all attributes assumed to be exogenous factors in an
industry.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Early entry may be more effective during high network intensity as first-mover advantages may solidify
market share. However, early entry becomes less important when network intensity source is social
networks. Firms must understand the conditions to appropriate returns from their innovations; proprietary
standards may inhibit network effects by limiting potential of product and size of market, but at same time
it can increase chances of appropriating returns if in position to enjoy monopoly power. Creating ecosystem
of complementors that selectively benefit a particular product can unleash power of network intensity for
competitive advantage.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Strategic drivers influencing strength of network effects in a given industry are product design,
complements and social networks. Network intensity is a continuum based upon looking at value created by
either or both direct and indirect network effects and by examining structural attributes of market affected
by network effects. The optimal strategies of leveraging network intensity: management of installed base,
standards and complements.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM OWNERSHIP
KEYWORDS :
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MODEL:
General theoretical framework of trade on a platform on which buyers and sellers interact. Study is
positive and normative analysis of the impact of platform ownership structure on platform size. Three
ownership structures that are vertically disintegrated:
Open platform ownership, population of ex ante identical intermediaries sequentially enter the market
for intermediation on the platform and decide which platform slots to develop. Each intermediary can
develop at most one slot and offer it to one seller at the competitive rental price.
Closed platform ownership, population of ex ante identical (potential) intermediaries sequentially enter
the market for intermediation on the platform and reserve platform slots for development. However,
early entrants can deny access to the platform to later entrants. After being admitted,
each intermediary develops his reserved slot offers it to one seller at the market-clearing rental price
Monopoly platform ownership, all platform slots are owned by a monopoly intermediary. The monopolist
decides which platform slots to develop, and sets the rental price for each platform slot (being unable to
discriminate between different types of sellers.
Two vertically integrated platforms where each active seller owns own platform slot is distinguished
between open integrated platform ownership (population of sellers sequentially decide whether and
which platform slots to develop. Each seller can develop at most one slot to sell his own good) and closed
integrated platform ownership (population of sellers sequentially decide whether and which platform
slots to develop. Early entrants can deny access to platform to later entrants. After being admitted, each
seller develops reserved slot to sell her own good).
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Stage one, the measure of platform slots is developed by their owner and the rental charge is set by the
platform owners. Stage two, sellers decide whether or not to rent a slot on the trading platform. Stage
three, buyers decide whether or not to visit the platform.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
The strength of network effects is important in the ranking of ownership structures by induced platform
size and welfare. While vertical integration may be welfare-enhancing if network effects are weak,
monopoly platform ownership is socially preferred if they are strong. These are also the ownership
structures likely to emerge.
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ARTICLE TITLE: OPEN BUSINESS MODELS AND PLATFORM MEDIATED NETWORKS: AN APPLICATION IN THE
MOBILE INDUSTRY
KEYWORDS :
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MODEL:
Qualitative case study of mobile network firm with personal interviews
Platforms require minimum base of users willing to participate.
Platform-mediated networks are uniquely characterised by having evident network effects.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two-sided markets prone to be served by single platforms (winner-takes-all regime) under following
conditions: cross-side network effects are positive and strong; multi-homing costs are high; limited user’s
preference for differentiated functionality. In single sided network, firms can opt for a shared platform
where gains from cooperation offset costs of competition and risks associated with winner-takes-all regime.
E.g. In 1982, firms such as Ericsson, Nokia, Siemens and Alcatel agreed on set of common standards to:
reduce rivalry by restricting membership; define a revenue mechanism to profit from existing IP; ensure
economies of scale in manufacturing. However, in multi-sided network of software application developers
and traditional mobile firms, firms may opt for proprietary platforms. E.g. Apple and Google with Android
and iOS despite no previous experience or market share in mobile market. This is because application
providers have strong network effects with final users,

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Analysis of emerging models of governance in platform-mediated networks subject to winner-takes-all
competition regimes. Modularity plays role in competition dynamics. Proprietary technological platforms
require large set of external contributors to ensure sustainable rates of development and innovation. Firms
may opt for proprietary platforms rather than shared governance models, and they are able to compete
against established ones.
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ARTICLE TITLE: SIX CHALLENGES IN PLATFORM LICENSING AND OPEN INNOVATION

KEYWORDS :
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MODEL:
Six common challenges of design, incentives, and governance described that arise in establishing platform
businesses.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Six challenges are discussed: (1) Open source can curb developer incentives, (2) Information asymmetry in
proprietary licenses, (3) Code forking and incompatibility, (4) Quality, competition and value chain hold, (5)
Free riding by third party developers, and (6) Platform sponsor rent-seeking
GENERAL SUMMARY:
In essence, a platform sponsor faces an innovation versus access tradeoffs seen as a choice between
fostering platform adoption and complementary investment versus capturing immediate profits on the
platform itself. Opening a portion of a platform's code base can increases the rate of complementary third
party investment. Closing downstream innovations, if only briefly, restores incentives to develop. A key
benefit of decentralized open licensing is the offer of a default contract without negotiation costs.
In terms of openness, choose a point such that the revenues lost on the free/open portion balance the net
present value of the innovation revenue. In terms of time, the socially optimal protection is not arbitrarily
long but neither is it arbitrarily short. In terms of governance, platform sponsors need longer term tenure
than downstream developers expressly in order to enforce shorter terms until subsequent disclosure.
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KEYWORDS :
Network effects; two-sided markets; price discrimination; strategic complements; product design
MODEL:
Model of two-sided network externalities mixing network effects, price discrimination, and product
differentiation. The model generates testable hypotheses on the size and direction of network effects.
Characterizing network markets may require not only product standardization, essential to demand
economies of scale. It also requires recognizing sharp distinctions between consumer types. This is essential
for managing demand interdependence, implementing price discrimination, and raising barriers to entry.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Externality-based complements exploit a different mechanism than either tying or lock-in - discounted an
unbundled component can increase profits to the point where negative prices become optimal. This helps
not only the monopolist but also the oligopoly firm seeking barriers to entry. Profits increase conditionally,
however, on promoting network effects through clever product design. They depend also on the correct
choice of market to discount.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
This paper seeks to explain strategic pricing behaviour and product design decisions in network markets,
and offers three useful results. First, even in the absence of competition, a firm can rationally invest in a
product it intends to give away into perpetuity. Second, the authors identify distinct markets for content
providers and end consumers and show that either can be a candidate for a free good. Third, product
coupling across markets can increase consumer welfare even as it increases firm profits
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE OPEN KIMONO: HOW INTEL BALANCES TRUST AND POWER TO MAINTAIN PLATFORM
LEADERSHIP
KEYWORDS :
Trust, Power, Intel, Inter-firm relationships, Platform leadership

MODEL:
Case study data of Intel progression into platform leadership and mapping out characteristics of Intel’s
decisions with its suppliers based on spontaneous trust, generated trust, trust and benevolent use of
power, manipulation and capitulation.
Trust and power play important role in platform leadership
Study only uses case study of a platform leader in market and does not offer insight into smaller companies
into becoming a platform leader

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Intel’s relationship with its suppliers are based on mixture of trust and form of power where some decisions
are power-based and weighted in Intel’s favour such as an ‘open kimono’ (sharing of detailed information)
culture, and some decisions are anchored in sincere forms of trust which results in wins and power for
suppliers. The case study also show some decisions exhibiting both characteristics such as expending
considerable resources to adhere to its ‘supplier re-use’ policy so suppliers will adopt very precise defined
norms of conduct. Strategies can be based on whether the cooperation emerges naturally through gamble;
achieved through management of meaning; trust based or power-based.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Intel’s platform leadership is based upon balance of trust and relatively benevolent form of power which
Intel insists that suppliers share financial data and proprietary technical information to achieve mutual
objectives. However, Intel’s strategy may not be replicated by small and mid-size companies that do not
have the market clout to drive their agendas within an ecosystem.

OTHER COMMENTS:
Does not address questions of changing behaviours when platforms overlap.
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ARTICLE TITLE: APPLICATIONS BARRIER TO ENTRY AND EXCLUSIVE VERTICAL CONTRACTS IN PLATFORM
MARKETS
KEYWORDS :
Exclusive contracts, platform markets, indirect network effects, software suppliers, video game industry
MODEL:
Hardware adoption of platform market for video games.
Model assumption: Households only buy one console each
Data analysed is for sixth generation home video game market.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Decision tree for choosing console has two levels. Firstly consumers decide whether to buy or not. If former
and secondly it chooses among brands.
Microsoft spent $500 million in 18 months to market the Xbox to catch up to Sony’s PS2 with exclusive third
party titles. Exclusivity in contracting may improve efficiency of market.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Allowing exclusive vertical contracts in platform markets does not lead to a market structure dominated by
one system protected by hedge of complementary software. Indirect network effects are present and
strong in video game market. However, when software exclusive to one platform is of lower quality than
software for multiple platforms, a platform provider has limited power to take additional market share by
monopolising the complementary good market. Entrant platform can thrive as long as it produces a few
blockbuster titles and take market share from rivals when distribution of software sales is skewed.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION WITH PARTIAL MULTI-HOMING UNDER DIFFERENTIATION: A NOTE

KEYWORDS :
Two differentiation, multi-sided markets, horizontal homing, hotelling

MODEL:
Model of a two-sided market with two horizontally differentiated platforms and multi-homing on one side.
Follows Hotelling specification with two platforms and two groups of customers where one group multi
home and the other single home.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two opposing strategic considerations. First, it makes sense for platforms to reduce price on multi-homing
side in order to increase demand and boost attraction on other side. Second, less multi-homing means that
there are more single-homing customers left on multi-homing side. Single-homing makes platforms’
services more exclusive and thus single homing customers can be charged higher prices. Although this
makes exclusivity more important than multi-homing and demand expansion, there can be a decrease in
prices when considering an increase in network externality of multi-homing.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Platforms do not necessarily generate all revenues on the multi-homing side by charging a higher price.
Also, whether platforms' pricing structures favour exclusivity over multi-homing is ambiguous.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION FOR ADVERTISERS AND USERS IN MEDIA MARKET

KEYWORDS :
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MODEL:
Two-sided model of platforms competing for advertisers and users. Main assumptions:
1.
2.
3.

Platforms undifferentiated for advertisers
User’s utility and time spent on platform are endogenous and fall at increasing rate in level of
advertising of platform
Assumed maximal differentiation and locations of platforms are exogenous

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Three agents: platforms, users (consumers) and advertisers

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Platforms obtain positive margins in advertising market. Platform cannot attract all advertisers by
undercutting rivals because an additional advertiser causes negative externality on other advertisers. This
implies some advertisers stay on platform with higher price or abstain altogether. Platform profits increase
if user’s nuisance costs of advertising rise. Structure of platform’s profits dependent on degree of
differentiation on user side.
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ARTICLE TITLE: COOPETITION STRATEGY – WHEN IS IT SUCCESSFUL? EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON INNOVATION
AND MARKET PERFORMANCE

KEYWORDS :
Coopetition, business environment, network effects, competition

MODEL:
209 Finnish firms surveyed to find conditions of successful and unsuccessful coopetition.
Coopetition is beneficial when alliance partners mutually able to increase total value than individually
capture.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Coopetition motives: increase size of new market or create new one, resource utilisation efficiency, and
improving firm’s position.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Examination of coopetition on innovation and market performance. Business environment impacts
coopetition strategy. Coopetition can open up opportunities for value creation and appropriation in certain
conditions. Coopetition strategy is beneficial for innovation and market performance, under high market
uncertainty, high network externalities, and low competition intensity.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
Platform competition, two sided markets, multi-homing, network externalities

MODEL:
Model of platform competition with two-sided markets.
There is a monopoly platform or platforms are fully interconnected.
Most markets with network externalities are two- (or multiple-) sided markets.

GENERAL SUMMARY:

Model of platform competition unveils determinants of price allocation and end-user surplus for profitmaximising platforms and not-for-profit platforms. Monopoly and competitive platforms design process
structure to get both sides on board; increase in multi-homing from buyers steers seller side and results in
price structure more favourable to sellers; buyers who generate high surplus on seller side raises the seller
price and in their absence lowers buyer price; captive buyers tilt price structure to benefit of sellers.
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MODEL:
Model integrating usage and membership externalities, and optimal pricing formulas derived and
interpreted. Model extended to allow for payments between end-users. Main assumptions:
1.
2.

Membership charges and usage charges differ
On each side end-users differ only with respect to their membership benefit but obtain identical
benefit per interaction which is assumed to be non-negative

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Impact of multi-homing which illustrates single-homing side receiving large share of joint surplus while
multi-homing receives smaller share: Consider two platforms which are perfect substitutes from point of
view of both sides. There is one buyer and two sellers. Seller incurs fixed technological cost of making their
technology compatible with a given platform whereas the buyer incurs no such cost and therefore multihomes. Each platform has a monopoly on access to its sellers whereas the competitive bottlenecks are
charged the platform’s opportunity costs and receive net surplus equal to entire social surplus.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Coasian bargaining between end-users calls for pass through of platform variable costs to end-users. Price
setting calls for subsidisation by platform of transactions between end-users. Multi-homing may intensify
network competition for buyers as it allows for platforms to steer sellers. The smaller the single-homing
index of buyers, the higher the incentive for platforms to steer sellers. Platform competition thus creates
pressure on process on both sides of the market. Multi-homing becomes less frequent when platforms
demand exclusivity
Pricing in two-sided markets can obey the standard Lerner principles. However, pricing to one side is
designed with an eye on externalities on other side which means standard Lerner pricing formula must be
interpreted by replacing ‘cost’ by ‘opportunity cost’.
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MODEL:
Model of competition. Assumptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Publishers are profit maximisers
Number of yellow pages distributed is exogenous to price- and quantity- setting
Consumers use at most one directory per information
Advertiser profit per look is constant

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Consumer demand, advertising demand and publisher’s first-order condition

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Retailer demand for advertising increases in consumer usage and consumer demand for directory usage
increases in amount of advertising, implies a network effect. Internalising network effects increase surplus.
Competitive market is preferable for yellow pages.

OTHER COMMENTS:
This paper is analogous to operating systems which exhibit indirect network effects with complementary
software products.
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ARTICLE TITLE: NETWORK EFFECTS AND COMPETITION: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HOME VIDEO
GAME INDUSTRY

KEYWORDS :
Network effects, video game industry, Nintendo, Sega, platform competition, duopoly, strategic games

MODEL:
Structural econometric model of network effects and competition.
Data are equilibrium outcomes of best fitting non cooperative game in price and advertising

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Situation of two competition firms, with each offering its own proprietary and incompatible product
technology. They decide on the price and advertising expenditures for their products. Model is based on
direct effects of each firm’s customer network on its demand as well other network effects through price
and advertising.
Duopolistic competition between firms are repeated games of strategic interaction to enhance their
position in the market.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Empirical study of 16bit video game industry. Network effects are a function of network size and network
strength. Network effects are asymmetric between competitors in home video game industry. Firm with
smaller customer network has higher network strength than firm with larger customer base which gives
reason to how Nintendo overtook Sega when the latter was bigger.
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ARTICLE TITLE: SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF EMERGING IPTV ENTERTAINMENT PLATFORM: STAKEHOLDERS,
THREATS, AND OPPORTUNITIES

KEYWORDS :
Disruptive parasite; FTTx; IPTV; Mega Platforms; IPTV; single homing; platforms; two-sided markets

MODEL:
Framework to compare IPTV platforms. Assumptions:
1.
2.
3.

Cable and Telco are two-sided
Both would like to be the dominant market player
All agents are single homed

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two sided markets divided into monopoly platform, two-sided single homing platform and competitive
bottleneck platforms

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Two IPTV platforms considered – Telco based and cabled based IPTV. Both platforms have more similarities
than differences, can both co-exist and a tipping point will never be reached. Recommendations for both
providers: Focus on envelopment of adjacent market segments, attempt to become low-cost provider,
strengthen positive network externalities between various agents, provide sticky services and look out for
disruptive parasites. Recommendations for Telco: Aggressively market that Telco has higher bandwidth in
access network and invest in technologies/applications/services that can be deployed and monetised in
high-bandwidth networks. Recommendations for Cable: Aggressively market that current applications and
services run well on cable, leverage lower capital spending footprint to provide lower-cost services and
leverage provision of content.
OTHER COMMENTS:
IPTV – Internet Protocol Television
Mega platforms – robust collection of tightly coupled product platforms connected by standards based
interfaces and targeting market opportunities and customer problems
No focus on user generated content or internet-only content (Internet TV)
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ARTICLE TITLE: COMPETING ON STANDARDS? ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, AND
PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES

KEYWORDS :
Standards setting, patents, intellectual property

MODEL:
Comparison of intellectual property strategies of small entrepreneurs and large incumbents that disclose
patents at 13 voluntary standard setting organisations. Innovations that are part of a larger platform such as
the internet, PC or phone network must adhere to a set of shared designed rules which are often developed
inside voluntary standard setting organisations.
Tests hypothesis that small entrepreneurs and large incumbents have different IP strategies.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Small entrepreneurs compete in the market for technology through IP licensing and the sale of specialized
components, they will have a high propensity to engage in IP litigation when an SSO develops a standard
that incorporates their proprietary technology.
Large integrated incumbents have weaker incentives to litigate, because participation in downstream
markets—through systems integration, manufacturing, and marketing—allows them to seek rents
elsewhere.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Trade-off between opening a platform to create value and asserting IP to capture rents is different for large
and small firms. Standards increase the difference between large and small firms’ incentives to litigate,
rather than the relative value of their patents. Because specialized technology providers cannot seek rents
in complementary markets, they defend IP more aggressively once it has been incorporated into an open
platform.
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ARTICLE TITLE: MULTIBRANDED PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT: A CORPORATE STRATEGY WITH
MULTIMANAGERIAL CHALLENGES
KEYWORDS :
Multi-branded platform, strategies, branding, differentiation, single-branded, multi-branded,
commonalisation

MODEL:
Exploratory longitudinal case study over three years at large original equipment manufacturer where data is
collected through interviews and meetings at corporate, business area and business unit levels.
Assumptions:
Conceptual framework based on single-branded development combined with hypothetical reasoning that
supports foundation of multi-branded purposes, given the similarities that single-branded and multibranded development share to a certain extent

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Several moves to handle commonalisation and differentiation in multi-branded platform development: 1)
create high levels of commonalisation in terms of common architectures. 2) Manage product differentiation
differences in new and diversified product scope. 3) The sum of the two others - Managing a corporate
transition from single- to multi-branded environment and secure development of high levels of common
architecture and differentiation.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
There are three strategic forces in multi-branded platform development: 1) creation of common
architecture; 2) accomplishing product differentiation within expanded scope; 3) corporate responsibility in
transition from single-branded to multi-branded platform development. Three managerial challenges
identified: technology, brand and corporate management challenges. Multi-branded platform development
is a corporate strategy.
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ARTICLE TITLE: REAL OPTIONS AND GAMES: COMPETITION, ALLIANCES AND OTHER APPLICATIONS OF
VALUATION AND STRATEGY

KEYWORDS :
Competition, alliances, collaboration, coordination, game theory, strategic decisions, strategic games

MODEL:
Descriptive illustrations of real options valuation and game theory principles. Model assumptions:
Costs assumed to be symmetric or zero. Equilibrium is indeterminate in an intermediate range of demand
under symmetric firms.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Innovation race – competitive pressure to induce firms to invest prematurely (prisoners’ dilemma)
Simultaneous innovation race with high vs. low R&D effort (asymmetric ‘grab the dollar’ game)
Sequential investment game with high vs. low R&D effort (burning the bridge game)
Incomplete Information games; competition vs. coordination games; war of attrition games.
Firms can make prior investments in R&D to improve competitive position and ability to better capture
growth opportunities in industry later on. Patents and proprietary use of information can prevent creation
of valuable opportunities for competition. Quantity-type competition (pharmaceuticals) can force
opponents to retreat, but not always wise to compete aggressively. Adversarial may result in price wars and
erosion of profit margins on all sides when product is homogenous and competitive response is reciprocal
(airlines, tobacco, and the food industries). There can be gains from sharing investments, coordinating and
forming strategic alliances which may result in higher profits for all. Firms can cooperate in R&D through
standardisation agreements, joint ventures or commercial strategic alliances.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Illustrates use of game theory principles to analyse prototypical investment opportunities involving
important competitive/strategic decisions under uncertainty. Integrated options-and-games perspective is
relevant for oligopolistic and innovative industries as they face high R&D or high capital investment costs in
a technological uncertain and competitive setting.
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ARTICLE TITLE: DUOPOLISTIC COMPETITION BETWEEN INDEPENDENT AND COLLABORATIVE
BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS MARKETPLACES

KEYWORDS :
B2B e-commerce, intermediation, network externalities, imperfect price competition, ‘divide and conquer’

MODEL:
Framework to analyse consortia-led marketplaces and third-party marketplaces. Main focus and
assumptions:
Endogenous group formation is not considered.
Intermediary setup and connection costs are negligible.
Intermediaries have different ownership structures.
GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Chicken and egg nature of intermediated markets – buyers (sellers) interested with B2B marketplace only if
they expect sellers (buyers) to be with same marketplace as well.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study of imperfect price competition between two intermediaries in e-B2B with indirect network
externalities. Subsidising one market side is easier for consortia-led intermediary than indie third-party
market places. Collaborative marketplaces have high interest in attracting participants from other market
side. Ownership affects market structure. Benefit of collaborative marketplaces comes from large numbers
of owners or large share of market – a coordination advantage due to bundling capability.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE RESOURCE-BASED VIEW OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
Two-sided markets, platforms, cross-group network effects, resource heterogeneity, single-homing, multihoming

MODEL:
Dynamic systems models describing network growth and competition dynamics for independent networks.
Main focus and assumptions:
Two groups of agents in two-sided market.
Larger the benefit, more incentive to join network.
Customers are critical resources.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Model exclusive to two-sided markets. Competing two-sided networks and network platform owners do not
react to each other’s strategy as competition effect is isolated from resource heterogeneity.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Resource heterogeneity (operationalised as varying initial network sizes) is source of sustained competitive
advantage for two-sided networks and impacts upon long term competition. Market context is important
for research of resource-based view of competitive advantage. Cross-group network effects turn
participants of two-sided networks into critical resources.
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ARTICLE TITLE: INDUSTRY ARCHITECTURE AS A DETERMINANT OF SUCCESSFUL PLATFORM STRATEGIES: A
CASE STUDY OF THE I-MODE MOBILE INTERNET SERVICE
KEYWORDS :
Platform; platform leadership; industry architecture; creation; value appropriation; mobile telephony
industry, mobile phone industry
MODEL:
Case study of two network operators introducing i-mode mobile internet service in two countries and how
it succeeded in Japan yet failed in Europe. Main focus:
1.
2.

Platform leaders tend to drive industry-wide innovation to exert architectural control over system
Industry architecture characterises the way industries follow particular rules and how firms’ scope,
roles and relationships account for ways value is created and appropriated.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Japan and Europe have different industry architectures. In Japan the network operator held capabilities and
bargaining power over other actors in the ecosystem, but in the Netherlands the operator held neither. In
Europe, handset makers had their own industry platforms with established ecosystems and hence had no
interest in creating complementary products for the I-mode service.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Industry architecture can prevent firms from achieving platform leadership; this suggests that platforms and
industry architectures need to find a fit. In Japan the platform incentivised content providers and handset
makers, but this did not happen in Europe. Competition and innovation is needed at the level of
complementary products to create an ecosystem to support platforms.
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ARTICLE TITLE: STRATEGIC PURITY: A MULTI-INDUSTRY EVALUATION OF PURE VS. HYBRID BUSINESS
STRATEGIES
KEYWORDS :
Strategic purity; competitive strategy; generic strategy, in-the-middle
MODEL:
Study of 2341 businesses to find relationship between strategic purity (extent to which business pursues
one type of generic strategy over another) and performance. Main model assumptions:
All business seek to reduce costs just as most are interested in improving product quality, but these choices
are made at the margin and relative to customer and competitive circumstances.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
A business’s strategic purity is defined as ratio of subset of activities (or intentions) consistent with one
strategy relative to the subset of actions consistent with another strategy – i.e. purity is measured by ratio
of strategic activities.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
In general, there is a positive relationship between strategic purity and business performance. On average,
pure strategies are often better and never worse than being in the middle (hybrid strategies). Magnitude
does vary between industries, but paper has not identified an industry where hybrid outperforms pure
strategies.
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ARTICLE TITLE: RESPONDING TO RIVALS AND COMPLEMENTS: HOW MARKET CONCENTRATION SHAPES
GENERATIONAL PRODUCT INNOVATION STRATEGY
KEYWORDS :
Generational product innovation; innovation timing; complementary technologies; time-based pacing;
competitive rivalry, packaged software industry

MODEL:
Examination of business competing in packaged software industry from 1994 to 1998.
Business have incentives to release GPIs in their product lines even in concentrated markets despite
oligopolistic theory suggesting competitors would avoid innovation.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Pacing release of GPIs based on passage of time allows organisations to balance costs of internal disruption
from innovative release with costs of allowing previous products becoming stagnant in marketplace. Firms
responding to innovation is implicitly equated with rapid imitative moves by rivals. Firms tend to follow
externally driven GPI strategy as concentration increases.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Study examines how competitive market conditions shape responsiveness with release of generational
product innovation (GPI) following introduction of GPI by competitors or complementary firms. Increasing
industry concentration leads to greater interdependence of innovation strategies in an industry – as
concentration increases, firms are driven less by historical patterns and become increasingly responsive to
innovations by competitors and complementary firms.

OTHER COMMENTS:
GPI provides substantial improvement in product functionality while drawing on established set of technical
principles. Market concentration is function of number of products in market and their respective shares of
total sales.
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ARTICLE TITLE: OPTIMAL PLATFORM STRATEGIES IN THE SMARTPHONE MARKET

KEYWORDS :
Two-sided market; principal-agent problem; risk-sensitive stochastic control, smartphone market
MODEL:
The revenue-sharing problem between a risk-averse smartphone platform provider and a third-party
application provider is formulated as a risk-sensitive stochastic control problem with the application
provider continuation value as state variable. Main assumptions:
1.
2.
3.

Third-party Application Providers are homogenous
Smartphone platform contracts with all application providers are under the same conditions.
Risk-sensitive stochastic control problem as smartphone platforms cannot control the number of
smartphone users directly.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
The more risk-averse the smartphone platform is, the greater its value function. In a typical two-sided
market, the platform establishes the transaction rules and usually has a stronger negotiation power over
other members of the market. In addition, due to the network effect, each member tends to become locked
into a specific platform. The smartphone market is an oligopoly of a few wireless service providers. Thus,
platforms have greater dominance over APs in the smartphone market and therefore it is easier for
platforms to transfer risks to APs.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Monopolistic smartphone platform analysed. This paper’s results suggest that in a two-sided market where
risk transfer to the AP is possible, risk-averse platforms strike a contract similar to that suggested in the
paper with the APs and actually transfer risks to the APs and obtain greater revenue.
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MODEL:
Presentation of hybrid strategies that combine open source and proprietary platform strategies of three
platform vendors.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two hybrid strategies: opening parts (waving control of commodity layers of the platform, while retaining
full control of other layers that presumably provide greater opportunities for differentiation; and partly
open - disclosing technology under such restrictions that it provides value to customers while making it
difficult for it to be directly employed by competitors.
Opening parts is important as an offensive strategy to speed adoption of a new platform-related standard
or a particular implementation of such a standard. Waiving intellectual property rights makes the standard
(or implementation) more attractive to competitors and key users. Both approaches allow sophisticated
users (such as large business enterprises, universities or IT industry suppliers) to help improve the products
they use, consistent with the long-identified role of technically knowledgeable industrial users.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Proprietary platform strategy may only be available to one or two market leaders. Thus platforms may be
modified to incorporate open standards shared with one or more competitors. This can help tip standards
contest in favour of open standard which will compete with the leading proprietary standard. However, the
experience of Apple, IBM and Sun suggests that shifting to even a partly open architecture may require a
major external shock (i.e. losing out to Microsoft) to force firms to relinquish previous innovation-driven
differentiation strategies.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Wonglimpiyarat, Jarunee

YEAR: 2012

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 23

Journal of High Technology Management
Research

PAGES: 90-102

ARTICLE TITLE: TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES AND STANDARD COMPETITION — COMPARATIVE INNOVATION
CASES OF APPLE AND MICROSOFT

KEYWORDS :
Technology strategy, Standard competition, Apple, Microsoft, Technology platform, Competitive advantage

MODEL:
New methodological framework of platform by synthesising variables for use as indicators of technology
platform. Main focus and assumptions:
1.
2.

Strategies to cope with changing competitive environment are associated with forms’ capabilities
in technology, organisational capabilities, experiences and relationships.
Standards can affect environment of competition.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
In standard battles, winner does not necessarily offer lowest price or provide best technology. Effective
competition can be enhanced if innovator establish its technology as industry standard. Being first to the
market can help firms take advantage of benefits from initial demand and profit until competitors respond.
Also it allows for understanding needs and responses of customers before launching other products to find
best solutions to market.
Apple did not license MacOS to OEM hardware suppliers. This allowed Microsoft Windows to grow quicker
and create a successful business platform. Licensing to hardware suppliers allows the use of the PC
manufacturers’ distribution capability to bring innovation to market. This hindered Apple’s growth rate in
the 1980s.
Microsoft consistently improves technology and business platforms by acquisition of software firms whose
applications can be bundled into the Windows OS. Apple used lessons learnt from past projects to build
smaller faster and less expensive computers, and also create product champions.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Paper analyses technology strategy and standard competition of Apple and Microsoft. Ability to establish
industry standard and lock-in customers enables an innovator to create competitive advantage. Standards
create network externality effect through compatibility.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Wonglimpiyarat, Jarunee

YEAR: 2005

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 72

Technological Forecasting and Social Change

PAGES: 1001-1010
ARTICLE TITLE: STANDARD COMPETITION: IS COLLABORATIVE STRATEGY NECESSARY IN SHAPING THE
SMART CARD MARKET?
KEYWORDS :
Standard competition; Innovation diffusion; Competitive advantage; S-curve; Competitive strategy;
Collaborative strategy; Video recording media industry; PC Operating Systems; Smart cards industry

MODEL:
Study of previous standard competition of innovations to suggest direction of smart cards. Main focus and
assumptions:
Standard competition defined as competition offering particular version of available technology which
would facilitate a competing innovation in marketplace.

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
VHS won over Betamax system through a collaborative strategy and not because of technological
superiority; arrangements were made with consumer electronics firms to borrow distribution channels to
accelerate acceptance of VHS-based machines.
Windows became established standard through low-price licensing strategy and self-reinforcing
mechanism; Microsoft licensed its operating system to computer manufacturers via OEM sales.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Smart card diffusion requires collaboration, but there is an unwillingness to do so. It has been more than 20
years and smart card innovation has not reached a level of diffusion which shows that ‘technology push’
and ‘competitive strategy’ approaches are insufficient.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Wu, Brian
2

ND

Wan, Zhixi

3RD Levinthal, Daniel A.

YEAR: 2013

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 35

Strategic Management Journal

ISSUE:9
PAGES: 12571278

ARTICLE TITLE: COMPLEMENTARY ASSETS AS PIPES AND PRISMS: INNOVATION INCENTIVES AND
TRAJECTORY CHOICES
KEYWORDS :
Radical technological change; incumbent failure; complementary assets; innovation incentives; technical
trajectory

MODEL:
Analytical model consider firm heterogeneity with respect to technological trajectories and complementary
assets. Main model focus and assumptions:
1.
2.
3.

Market’s preferred trajectory is uncertain
Incumbent can leverage complementary assets only when it chooses the complement-preserving
trajectory and this is preferred by the market
Complementary assets are fixed and exogenous

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Two stage model to examine firms’ investment decisions with respect to radical technological change. First
stage, an incumbent firm chooses to invest along either of the two trajectories. Second stage, the two firms
engage in quantity competition in market by simultaneously and independently choosing their production
quantities.
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Complementary assets play dual role in investment behaviour toward technological change. They are
resource pipes that buffer firms from technology change and also prisms through which firms view changes
to influence magnitude of resources that should be invested and trajectory to which resources should be
directed. Firms with low levels of complementary assets may give them up and pursue complementdisrupting technological trajectories which makes them equivalent to new entrants. Firms with high levels
of complementary assets can dominant market with less promising technological trajectories, but they may
suffer adverse product market outcomes.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Yo, B.
2

ND

Choudhary, V.

3RD Mukhopadhyay, T.

YEAR: 2006

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 53

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

ISSUE: 6
PAGES: 952–961

ARTICLE TITLE: ELECTRONIC B2B MARKETPLACES WITH DIFFERENT OWNERSHIP STRUCTURES
KEYWORDS :
Business-to-business; marketplace ownership; network effect; intermediary

MODEL:
Single-period model, with fulfilled expectations equilibrium. The buyers experience positive network effects
that are a function of the number of suppliers and the suppliers receive similar positive network effects
depending on the number of buyers. Authors develop a general model with atomistic buyers and suppliers.
They find that biased marketplaces set prices to induce greater participation (demand) from both buyers
and suppliers compared to a neutral marketplace. A marketplace that is not owned by buyers or suppliers
but instead owned by a third party is referred to as a neutral marketplace.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
This paper analyses electronic marketplaces with different ownership structures: biased marketplaces and
neutral marketplaces. Biased marketplaces can be either buyer-owned or supplier-owned, whereas neutral
marketplaces are owned by independent third parties.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Zhang, Xinyan
2

ND

Huang, George Q.

YEAR: 2010

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 124

International Journal of Production
Economics

PAGES: 121-136

ARTICLE TITLE: GAME-THEORETIC APPROACH TO SIMULTANEOUS CONFIGURATION OF PLATFORM
PRODUCTS AND SUPPLY CHAINS WITH ONE MANUFACTURING FIRM AND MULTIPLE COOPERATIVE
SUPPLIERS
KEYWORDS :
Game theory, Commonality, Modularity, Mass customization, Platform product, Supply chain
MODEL:
Deriving optimal solution ranges for two-move dynamic game according to Nash’s bargaining model and an
iterative algorithm developed to find sub-game perfect equilibrium.
Manufacturer develops and manufacturers set of platform products using pre-established generic product
architecture consisting of fixed number of variant modules. Main assumptions:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Options of each variant module can be arranged in the order of increasing performance, and the
development cost and purchasing price of the options with higher performance are always higher
The performance and price levels of the product variant for each market segment cannot be
compromised. This means that (1) the performance level required for a market segment is
achieved by configuring module options of the corresponding performance level, (2) module
options of performance levels lower than the product performance level required for the market
segment cannot be used to configure the product variant, (3) module options of only higher
performance levels can be used to configure the product variant provided that the same price is
charged.
The forecasted demand of a market segment is not affected by the actual configuration decision of
platform products by the manufacturer.
All players are non-monopolistic and strive to seek mutual benefits
Supplier’s capacity is enough to satisfy the needs of manufacturer

GAME - RULES/MOVES/REWARDS:
Manufacturer takes leading role by making first move to produce decisions on platform products
configuration and supplier selection. Manufacturer and concerned suppliers then move cooperatively to
make ordering and pricing decisions with common objective to maximise joint payoffs.
Two move cooperative configuration game with S+1 players. Manufacturer’s objective is to minimise its
total costs (development, purchasing, ordering, inventory)
GENERAL SUMMARY:
Supply chain with cooperative suppliers is more effective by using lot-for-lot policy and more competitive by
accommodating higher product variety. Suppliers with low flexibilities may not prefer cooperative
relationships.
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AUTHORS:
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1 Zhu, Feng
2

ND

Iansiti, Marco

YEAR: 2012

JOURNAL TITLE:

VOL: 33

Strategic Management Journal

PAGES: 88-106

ARTICLE TITLE: ENTRY INTO PLATFORM-BASED MARKETS

KEYWORDS :
Video game industry, market entry, platform quality, indirect network effects, market structure

MODEL:
Dynamic model of platform competition. Main model focus and assumptions:
Representative consumer approach to model consumer preferences.
No separate measure for application quality and platform quality; these are assumed as highly correlated.

GENERAL SUMMARY:
This study suggests that despite the complexity of platform-based markets, it is possible to model the
dynamics of such markets and predict an entrant’s likelihood of success by combining empirical estimates
with a theoretical foundation. Empirical analysis focuses on one console generation in the video game
industry. Results help identify the driver of platform success in the video game market.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2007

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Alós-ferrer, Carlos

PAGES: 1-37

CESIFO WORKING PAPER NO. 2012

2ND Kirchsteiger, Georg
RD

3 Walzl, Markus

1) Dept. Economics. University of
Konstanz
2) ECARES. Free University of Brussels
3) Dept. Economics. Maastricht
University

ARTICLE TITLE:
ON THE EVOLUTION OF MARKET INSTITUTIONS: THE PLATFORM DESIGN PARADOX
KEYWORDS:
Market institutions, evolution of trading platforms, learning, asymmetric rationality
MODEL:
Model competition between two market designers and compare results of this setting with
benchmark case of monopolistic market designer. Trading platforms created by profit maximising
and risk neutral market designers. Designers compete through platform designs. Each designer
choose trading fee that he demands from traders for use of platform. After platforms designed,
each trader decides on which platform to be active. Sellers assumed to be firms with constant
returns to scale production technology. Buyers may be either consumers or other firms. If each
trader opts for a particular platform no trader has an incentive to deviate from this platform.
Traders’ behaviour assumed to depend on market outcomes generated by different platforms and
characteristics of all feasible platforms. Study’s interest is on long term properties of learning
process – its limit invariant distribution which determines payoff for market designers.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Before a trade takes place, market designers decided upon set of trading rules under which their
respective platforms operate, and trading fees they demand from traders. They can choose to
design platforms where market clearing is guaranteed or pick platforms where price is
systematically biased above or below market clearing price. After platforms are set up, traders will
learn which platforms to use from experience and observations. Long run payoffs are expected
per round charges.
SUMMARY:
Study of competition among market designers who create new trading platforms when bounded
traders learn to select among them. Traders learn to select non-market clearing platforms with
prices systematically above market-clearing level, provided one such platform is introduced by a
market designer. In turn, this leads to introduction of non-market clearing platforms; price bias is
in favour of sellers. Hence platform competition induces non-competitive market outcomes.
Monopolistic designer will always introduce market-clearing platform.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2004

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Ambrus, Attila

PAGES: 1-45

Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper No.
1481

2ND Argenziano, Rossella

1) Dept. Economics. Harvard University
2) Dept. Economics. Yale University
ARTICLE TITLE: NETWORK MARKETS AND CONSUMER COORDINATION
KEYWORDS:
Network markets, consumer coordination, price competition, two sided markets, network
externalities, monopoly, duopoly, games, sequential moves
MODEL:
Standard model of price competition. Sequential move game where firms announce prices, and
consumers observe announcements and then choose which network to join. Central assumption
is that at every stage of the game, players can coordinate their actions whenever it is in their join
interest and it does not require communication*.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Three-stage game with observable actions. First stage game, firms simultaneously establish
networks. Second stage, registrations fees announced for networks; fees can be charged
differently on different networks or different sides of networks (and even negative prices on
either side of network). Third stage, consumers simultaneously choose networks or decide to stay
out of market.
SUMMARY:
Paper analyses pricing decisions of firms and platform choices of consumers on two-sided markets
with network externalities, assuming that groups of consumers can coordinate their choices if
coordination is focal. Monopolistic providers might choose to operate multiple networks to price
differentiate consumers on both sides of market. Competing network providers might operate
networks such that one targets high reservation value consumers on one side, and other targets
high reservation value consumers on other side. Firms can obtain positive profits in price
competition
OTHER COMMENTS:
Coalitional rationalizability – solution concept which builds upon idea that whenever it is in the
mutual interest of some group of players (a coalition) to restrict their play to a certain subset of
the strategy space (to implicitly agree upon not playing some strategies) then these players
indeed expect each other to make this restriction.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2013

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Anderson Jr, Edward G.

PAGES: 1-49

Information Systems Research,
forthcoming

2ND Parker, Geoffrey G.
3RD Tan, Burcu

1) University of Texas
2, 3) Tulane University

ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM PERFORMANCE INVESTMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF NETWORK
EXTERNALITIES
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, Network externality, Product development, Video game industry
MODEL:
Strategic model to investigate trade-off between investing in high platform performance versus
reducing investment in order to facilitate third party content development. Analysis of monopoly,
price-setting duopoly and price taking duopoly.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
- In monopolistic market, if the market attractiveness for developers is high then the platform
monopolist may be better off increasing investment in performance in the face of increasing enduser interest content; attracting more end-users will in turn increase developers’ revenues to
compensate for higher costs. This is contrary to intuition that performance should be cut back to
attract more developers.
- Price-setting platform under competition adopts strategy in reducing performance investment.
An increase in content development cost per unit performance deters content developers. To
prevent that resistance, platforms adjust the performance level down; however, they cannot cut
back performance sufficiently if average end-user utility from performance is very high. As a
result, developers face higher costs and fewer of them join the platform. In a market where
platforms cannot adjust the royalty rate, this reduction in developer participation results in
reduced revenues. To compensate for the lost revenue, platforms end up increasing the end-user
price.
- In price-taking duopoly (where platforms commit to end user price in advance leaving platform
performance as only level to capture demand on both sides of market), the platform market is
characterised as content driven or performance driven. In one sided market, intense competition
between two platforms will increase the performance of the product at equilibrium investment. In
two sided market, platform sponsors may be better off decreasing investment in platform
performance.
SUMMARY:
Heavily investing in core performance of platform does not always yield a competitive edge.
When platforms are price takers, a platform with lower performance can indeed become market
leader. Acquiring more complete understanding of end user market and developer ecosystem is
necessity for firms to design winning platform strategies.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2004

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Armstrong, Mark

PAGES: 1-30

Working Paper

2ND Wright, Julian

1) University College London
2) National University of Singapore

ARTICLE TITLE: TWO-SIDED MARKETS, COMPETITIVE BOTTLENECKS AND EXCLUSIVE CONTRACTS
KEYWORDS:
Two sided markets, bottlenecks, exclusive contracts, multi-homing, platforms, multi-homing
MODEL:
Framework for analysing two-sided markets that allows for different degrees of product
differentiation on each side of market. Agents can single-home or multi-home, and platforms can
offer exclusive contracts to prevent multi-homing.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Model consists of two groups of agents (Group A – sellers, Group B – buyers) and two platforms
which offer a service to each group of agents. Agents will only multi-home if this results them to
connect with more agents of opposite type. Platforms simultaneously choose prices. Agents
observe these prices and then simultaneously decide upon which platform to join.
SUMMARY:
In equilibrium, platforms do not compete directly for sellers and instead choose to compete
indirectly by subsidising buyers to join. Essentially platforms make a loss on buyers so they can
recover from sellers who want to reach buyers and do not have choice of which platform to join
given that buyers have strong preferences for one or other platform. Sellers are left with none of
gains from trade but they can choose to multi-home by purchasing from multiple platforms.
Exclusive contracts may reverse these results as it makes it easier for platform to undermine
competitive bottle network for multi-homing sellers to abandon rival platforms.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2008

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Ballon, Pieter

PAGES: 1-27

Working Paper

2ND Walravens, Nils

1, 2) Vrije University of Brussels

3RD Spedalieri, Antonietta

3) Telefónica I+D

Others: Venezia, Claudio

4) Telecom Italia

ARTICLE TITLE: THE RECONFIGURATION OF MOBILE SERVICE PROVISION: TOWARDS PLATFORM
BUSINESS MODELS
KEYWORDS:
Mobile phone service industry, platform business models, platforms
MODEL:
Overview of four potential platform business models. Main actors in mobile service provision are
Device Manufacturer, Platform Provider, Network Operator, Portal Provider, Service Provider and
Service Aggregator.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Telco-centric platform model (VODAFONE LIVE! PLATFORM) places majority of roles within domain of
the telecom carrier which acts as portal provider, service aggregator, network operator and platform
operator. User access via a portal screen which is granted by the network operator, and platform
operator facilitates the technical tools for access. Portal provider also aggregates services for user.
Service providers can be partners of network operator or third parties. Revenue streams identified
between user and telecom company and service provider and the telecom company. Services flow
from service providers to user via telecom company.
Device-centric platform model – main service platforms are incorporated with the mobile device
(APPLE IPHONE). Manufacturer functions as portal provider and platform operator. They may strike
exclusivity deals with network operator to subsidise part of device to customers (locking them in).
Services can be accessed without intermediary of network operator.
Aggregator-centric platform model – portal provider and platform operator roles taken over by third
party service aggregator (FACEBOOK MOBILE). Service aggregator serves as portal to user who pays
network operator for access to network and portal. Service aggregator not bound to network operator
(unlike telco-centric model). Indirect revenues crucial from advertisers or from revenue sharing deals
with device manufacturers or network operators.
Service-centric platform model – focus is entirely on services which become platforms by themselves
(GOOGLE OPEN SOCIAL). User connects via network operator of choice and selects services on case by
case basis where selection may or may not be facilitated by portal provider. Platform operator role
partially resides with service providers but also leave room for a meta-platform operator which offers
a container API allowing developers to link different services together. Service-centric platform model
is theoretical model inspired from Google Open Social

SUMMARY:
Platform strategies may be focused on control of core assets on one hand, and on complementarity
and open interfaces on other hand. Telco-centric model has a walled garden model and is challenged
by emerging platform models that offer more openness and can attract more users and service
developers with lower barriers of entry.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2008

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Ballon, Pieter

PAGES: 1-10

Working Paper

2ND Walravens, Nils

1, 2) Vrije University of Brussels

ARTICLE TITLE: COMPETING PLATFORM MODELS FOR MOBILE SERVICE DELIVERY: THE
IMPORTANCE OF GATEKEEPER ROLES
KEYWORDS:
Platform business models, telco-centric, device-centric, aggregator-centric, service-centric, mobile
phone service industry, platforms
MODEL:
Four potential platform business models in mobile phone service industry.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Telco-centric platform model - Users gain access to a pre-defined set of services, which are
developed through contracts that are negotiated by the telecom carriers. The network operator,
portal provider and platform operator fulfil strict gatekeeper roles within the model and carry the
most weight. Hindrances can come in the form of slow service selection procedures and a limited
amount of services available. The operators can attract service developers by offering revenue
sharing contracts and offering an extensive subscriber base in multiple countries. The model is
characterized, and limited, by the high level of control maintained by the telecom carriers.
Device-centric platform model – Ecosystem with complementary devices can be strengthened
without intermediary of telecom carrier. Device needs to be compelling and a differentiator to
ensure consumer uptake and generate interest with telecom carriers and service developers.
Otherwise there is little interest to gain traction with revenue sharing models.
Aggregator-centric platform model – More freedom to developers regarding applications they
create, but can lock them in due to the proprietary edge when considering the single
development platform service providers have at their disposal. Portal model is also a user-friendly
one although user interface issues may hinder the experience.
Service-centric platform model – Adapts open access internet model to mobile environment and
provides service developers with maximal freedom of choice to choosing development platform.
Network operator limited to ensuring quality of service. End user has to be satisfied with best
effort technology. Very developer friendly model as it provides differently openly available
development tools and low barriers of entry. However platform competition may induce further
openness which can cause problems in monetising operations.
SUMMARY:
Strategies differ according to specific set up and control of crucial gatekeeper roles.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2008

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Boudreau, Kevin

PAGES: 1-32

London Business School

ARTICLE TITLE: OPENING THE PLATFORM VS. OPENING THE COMPLEMENTARY GOOD? THE EFFECT
ON PRODUCT INNOVATION IN HANDHELD COMPUTING
KEYWORDS:
Technical change, systems, open strategies, platforms, complementors, distributed innovation,
information technology, handheld computing industry
MODEL:
Empirical data from panel of 21 handheld computing systems from 1990 to 2004 reveal
relationships between rates of new handheld device introductions and different open strategies.
Opening complementary hardware can range from foreclosed entry to granted access to shared
IP. Opening OS platform can range from monopoly control to shared control to shared
development.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Openness of OS platforms and complementary hardware development varied across systems and
times between 1990 and 2004. Opening of complementary hardware was partially open.
Independent hardware developers were granted access but competed to develop proprietary
designs. Access involved licensing right to use OS platform, disclosing interfaces, and providing
documentation and technical support.
Variation of access over time and across platforms related to liberalness with which OS platform
granted licenses to outsiders from outright exclusion (Palm) to wide licensing to all comers
(Microsoft). Platform owners can transfer IP, share ‘reference designs’ (which can be altered and
customised) or blueprints for fully working devices. Control over OS remain consolidated under
platform owner for most part, but share of equity can be sold to independent hardware
developers. Outsiders sometimes contributed improvements to platforms via open source
components.
SUMMARY:
Opening complement (licensing and IP policies) was linked to up to five-times acceleration in
development of new devices. Intermediate levels of opening up complement were associated
with fastest rates.
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AUTHORS:
ST

1 Casadesus-Mansanell,
Ramon

YEAR: 2009

WORKING PAPER:

PAGES: 1-51

NET Institute Working Paper No. 08-32

2ND Ruiz-Aliseda, Francisco

1) Harvard Business School
2) Universitat Pompeu Fabra

ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION, COMPATIBILITY, AND SOCIAL EFFICIENCY
KEYWORDS:
Platform competition, systems compatibility, network industries, sequential game, two-sided
platforms
MODEL:
Extension of Katz-Shapiro framework to model a situation in which two platform providers
mediate between developers of products based on platform and users of such products. Platform
competition compared under application compatibility and incompatibility. Under compatibility,
developers can sell applications to all users regardless of which platform is adopted, and
platforms cannot vertically differentiate. Platforms assumed to be horizontally differentiated from
users’ viewpoints.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two period game with two stages in period one. First stage of period one, platform providers sets
access prices for both developers and users. Second stage of period one, all potential developers
and users then simultaneously decide whether or not to trade with platform providers by
adopting one of two platforms. Second period, developers then compete to sell applications to
users after trading with platform provider. After gaining access to one platform, users buy
applications from developers under oligopolistic conditions that to a large extent depend on
pricing structures set by platform providers.
Outcomes: platform i earns profits, user j gets utility from adopted platform i and developers earn
profits which are zero due to free entry.
SUMMARY:
Study of price competition between providers of two-sided platforms in a setting where two sides
first pay a price to gain access to functionalities of a platform and then interact with each other
under oligopolistic conditions. Compatibility leads to more intense exploitation of inter-group
network effects but also to excessive entry. Incompatibility gives rise to asymmetric equilibrium
with dominant platform that earns more than under compatibility. Incompatibility generates
larger total welfare than compatibility when horizontal differences between platforms are small;
specifically a monopolistic platform subject to credible threat of entry is socially desirable if
horizontal differentiation is not too strong.
OTHER COMMENTS:
Examples of dominant players who choose to subsidize access to one side of market – Microsoft’s
Windows and Apple’s iTunes.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2012

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Casadesus-Masanell,
Ramon

PAGES: 1-43

Harvard Business School Strategy Unit
Working Paper No. 11-030

2ND Halaburda, Hanna

1) Harvard University
2) Bank of Canada

ARTICLE TITLE: WHEN DOES A PLATFORM CREATE VALUE BY LIMITING CHOICE?
KEYWORDS:
Platform governance, direct network effects, indirect network effects, complements, tragedy of
the commons, equilibrium selection, coordination, foresight
MODEL:
Analysis focuses on how limiting number of available applications for platform affects value
created.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Platform bring together developers and users of applications. Two stage game. First stage, all
users decide simultaneously which applications to purchase at price p. Second stage, users decide
simultaneously how to allocate time budget X across applications they have purchased. Paper
solves for sub-game-perfect Nash equilibrium in pure strategies and assumes expectations are
fulfilled in equilibrium.
A balanced strategy is one where user allocates time budget equally across all applications they
consume. Balanced strategies are pure strategies.
SUMMARY:
Combination of preference for variety and consumption complementarities gives rise to (i) a
commons problem (to better satisfy their individual preference for variety, users have an
incentive to consume more applications than the number that maximizes joint utility); (ii) an
equilibrium selection problem (consumption complementarities often lead to multiple
equilibrium, which result in different utility levels for the users); and (iii) a coordination problem
(lacking perfect foresight, it is unlikely that users will end up buying the same set of applications).
The analysis shows that the platform can resolve these problems and create value by limiting the
number of applications available. By limiting choice, the platform may create new equilibrium
(including the allocation that maximizes users' utility); eliminate equilibrium that give lower utility
to the users; and reduce the severity of the coordination problem faced by users.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2009

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Cennamo, Carmelo

PAGES: 1-42

Working Paper

2ND Santalo, Juan

IE Business School

ARTICLE TITLE: INTRAPLATFORM COMPETITION, EXCLUSIVITY, AND DISSIMILARITY STRATEGIES IN
THE VIDEOGAME INDUSTRY
KEYWORDS:
Complementary products, intraplatform competition, platform dissimilarity, platform markets,
strategic tradeoffs, exclusivity, video game industry
MODEL:
Cross-sectional time series fixed-effects panel model used to analyse tradeoffs of alternative
strategies that platforms implement to structure and manage a platform’s content offer. Sample
of 5865 video game titles and 15 video game consoles between 1995 and 2008. Dependent
variable, market share used to measure platform performance in videogame industry where it is
defined as console’s unit sales in a given month over total unit shares of active consoles that
month. Intraplatform competition, platform exclusivity and dissimilarity used as independent
variables. Intraplatform competition captured by overlap between game-titles producers over
same platform. Platform exclusivity measured as number of titles the platform has captured in
exclusivity at time t out of total exclusive titles released for all active platforms at time t. Platform
dissimilarity gauged by considering proportion of titles offered by a platform in each genre
compared to the mean of rivals’ proportion for that genre at time t. Platform price and age, and
generational rivals are used as control variables.

GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two strategies: Intraplatform competition and exclusivity. Intraplatform competition is extent of
overlap of producers of complementary products on platform-market space; primary objective
expands the size and variety of its content goods. Exclusivity defined as extent of exclusive
complementary products captured by platform compared to rivals; primary objective is to
differentiate the platform.
SUMMARY:
Examination of two main strategic tradeoffs a platform firm may face when structuring its content
offer. For high levels of competition among content producers, implementing two maximising
strategies (maximising amount of content released in exclusivity to the platform and maximising
the content size and variety) in combination mutually reduces each other’s benefits and decreases
a platform’s market share. Moderate levels of a platform’s content dissimilarity decrease a
platform’s market share whereas large level degrees affect positively a platform’s market share.
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AUTHORS:

YEAR: 2004

WORKING PAPER:

1ST Chakravorti, Sujit

PAGES: 1-35

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago Working
Paper 2004-09

2ND Roson, Roberto

1) Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
2) Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS: THE CASE OF PAYMENT
NETWORKS

KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, payment systems, network externalities, imperfect competition, duopoly
MODEL:
One period model to study competition payment networks of differentiated products. Three types
of agents: two payment network operators, a large number of consumers and a large number of
merchants. Consumers demand one unit of each good and purchase goods from each merchant.
Consumers and merchants derive utility on type of payment instrument used. There are two
payment networks each offering a payment products associated with positive benefits for most
consumers and merchants; these may be similar products such as different types of credit cards or
offer different types of instruments such as credit and debit cards. Each network provides services
to both consumers and merchants directly and must recover total cost of providing these services.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Consumer and merchant benefits are randomly drawn. Networks maximise profits by choosing a
per-transaction fee for each transaction or annual fee to access payment system. Merchants
decide which payment forms to accept. Consumers decide which payment option to purchase.
Transactions are realised.
SUMMARY:
Competition increases consumer and merchant welfare. Network profits decrease with
competition. Symmetric competition: When consumer fee is reduced in a network, network’s
demand expands because some new customers are convinced to choose this platform. A
reduction in merchant fee has indirect effect on other network demand by consumers switching
not due to lower consumer fees but because of a larger base of accepting merchants. In
monopolistic two sided market, a network operator selects prices to balance both sides. Under
competition, there are lower consumer and merchant fees resulting in higher consumer and
merchant demand and a greater number of transactions.
Asymmetric competition: When fees on one side of market are lowered by a network, the other
network reacts by lowering fees on opposite market side.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TYING IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS WITH MULTI-HOMING
KEYWORDS:
Tying, two-sided markets, (indirect) network effects, multi-homing, streaming multimedia players,
sequential games
MODEL:
Framework of platform competition in two-sided markets. Model consists of three classes of
agents: content providers, consumers and platform providers. The larger the number of
consumers participating in platform i, the greater the amount of content that will be provided on
that platform.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two stage game. First stage, firm A (monopolistic supplier of product M) decides whether or not
to tie the two products. Price game ensues in second stage with tying decision in previous stage
taken as given.
SUMMARY:
Analysis of effects of tying arrangements on market completion and social welfare in two-sided
markets when economic agents engage in multi-homing. With assumption of single-homing by
consumers, all that matters is the amount of content available for each content. But if consumers
are allowed to multi-home then the equilibrium is disturbed so long as the content is different
across the platforms. Tying induces more consumers to multi-home and makes platform-specific
exclusive content available to more consumers which is also beneficial to content providers. Tying
can be welfare-enhancing if multi-homing is allowed.
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ARTICLE TITLE: COMPETITION BETWEEN TV PLATFORMS
KEYWORDS:
Pay TV, platform competition, telecommunications, intraplatform competition, intraplatform
competition
MODEL:
Two models to determine factors accounting for penetration of pay TV and factors accounting for
penetration of bundling of telecom and pay TV services. Two types of competition introduced :
intraplatform and interplatform.

GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Low interplatform competition tends to result in high penetration of pay TV service as market is
invested heavily in infrastructure and content; platform with greatest market power in market
with natural monopolistic characteristics can develop and amortise the high initial investment.
New platforms may find it difficult to enter and consolidate the market.
Greater the concentration achieved by particular technology, the greater the penetration of pay
TV is likely to be; concentration tends to increase production efficiency in an industry market with
monopolistic characteristics.

SUMMARY:
Study of factors affecting market penetration of pay TV by studying competition of three
technologies. As market concentration increases, the television service can achieve greater
penetration. This relationship is captured by level of intraplatform and interplatform competition.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TWO-SIDED COMPETITION OF PROPRIETARY VS. OPEN SOURCE TECHNOLOGY
PLATFORMS AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY
KEYWORDS:
Networks, network effects, network externalities, complements, systems, open source software,
technology platforms, software industry structure
MODEL:
Framework to characterise optimal two-sided pricing strategy of platform firm. Model analyses
setting of a platform with one complementary application for both proprietary and open source
platforms. This is then extended to two applications and then to n applications.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Proprietary Platform: Firms set prices in two stage game. Stage one, the platform sets access fee
paid by application provider. Stage two, platform and application provider set prices
simultaneously non-cooperatively. This game has unique sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium.
SUMMARY:
When platform is proprietary, the equilibrium prices for platform, the applications and the
platform access fee for applications may be below marginal cost. Proprietary applications sector
of industry based on open source platform may be more profitable than total profits of a
proprietary platform industry. When users have strong preference for application variety, total
profits of proprietary industry are larger than total profits of industry based on open source
platform. Proprietary system is likely to dominate open source platform industry in terms of
market share and profitability under competition; this holds even if cost of adopting open source
platform is zero.
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ARTICLE TITLE: NETWORK NEUTRALITY ON THE INTERNET: A TWO-SIDED MARKET ANALYSIS
KEYWORDS:
Network neutrality, two-sided markets, Internet, monopoly, duopoly, discrimination
MODEL:
Model of internet broadband market as two sided market with broadband users on one side and
content and applications providers on the other. In this framework, network neutrality is defined
as restriction that internet service providers cannot directly charge content providers for access to
consumers, i.e. price on one side of market is constrained to zero. This model is initially a platform
monopoly but is then further extended to duopoly setting with multi-homing content providers
and single-homing consumers.

SUMMARY:
Network neutrality regulation of internet in context of two sided market model. When access is
monopolised, network effects can give a rationale for network neutrality regulation requiring zero
fees to content providers. Network neutrality regulation can increase total surplus compared to
the private optimum at which monopoly platform imposes fees on content providers. However, it
can also decrease total surplus. Extending model to duopoly of residential broadband ISPs,
network neutrality regulation increases total surplus even under presence of competition.
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REVIEW ARTICLE TITLE: INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION OF MARKETS WITH TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS

SUMMARY:
Four different types of two sided platforms: exchanges, advertiser-supported media, transaction
devices and software platforms. Two sided platforms can reduce transaction costs of groups
finding each other and interacting by matchmaking, building audiences and minimising costs. For
many platforms, it is possible to charge two prices: access fees to join (entry) and usage fees to
use (interactions). Platforms can be designed to encourage customer to join their platforms and
stimulate interaction; this can harm one side in order to benefit the other. Rules and regulations
help promote indirect network externalities limit negative externalities between customers.
Five factors determine size of competing two sided platforms: indirect network effects (+), scale
economies (+), congestion (-), platform differentiation (-) and multi-homing (-).
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ARTICLE TITLE: DEFINING MARKETS THAT INVOLVE MULTI-SIDED PLATFORM BUSINESSES: AN
EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK WITH AN APPLICATION TO GOOGLE’S PURCHASE OF DOUBLECLICK
KEYWORDS:
Multi sided platforms, online advertising industry, mergers
MODEL:
Empirical framework for examining market definition and unilateral effects in mergers in which
one or more of the businesses are multi-sided platforms. Article begins with overview of one
sided critical loss analysis and then introduces the two sided variant. This analysis compares
critical loss (percentage loss in quantity of hypothetical monopolist’s products that would be
exactly enough to make pre-defined price increase in all its products unprofitable) to actual loss
(predicted percentage loss in quantity that monopolist would suffer if it did increase prices on all
its products).

SUMMARY:
Applying traditional tools to mergers involving MSPs results in biases the direction of which
depends on the particular tool being used, degree of platform asymmetry and particular set of
products subject to price increases. Most profound analytical mistake can be from resulting on a
one sided market when products involved are fundamentally two sided. One sided and two sided
calculations can yield different critical diversion ratios, critical switching levels and open up a
region of error. This can give analysts wrong recommendations about price effects of mergers.
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ARTICLE TITLE: HOW CATALYSTS IGNITE: THE ECONOMICS OF PLATFORM-BASED START-UPS
KEYWORDS:
Start-ups, multi-sided platforms, strategies, critical mass, platform business
MODEL:
Overview of multi-sided platforms using a catalyst framework where value is created among
interactions of two groups brought together. Nature of platform business:
Sequential entry. Get one group of agents on board over time and then make these agents
available to the other group later in time.
Entry with significant pre-commitment investment. One group of economic agents need to make
investments over time to participate in the platform.
Simultaneous entry of sides. Economic agents make decisions to join the platform around same
time and have to both join around same time for platform to provide value.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Basic zigzag strategy for platforms to reach critical mass is to build participation on two sides
incrementally. Platform starts with small number of economic agents on both sides and then
persuades agents on either side to join. Reliant on processes of product diffusion and indirect network
effects.
Pre-commitment to both sides. More commonly platforms need to persuade a minimum number of
early adopters on both sides to show up at the start of the platform to make it credible. That requires
getting both sides to believe that when the platform opens for business there will be members of the
other side present.
Single and Double-Marquee Strategies. In a single-sided marquee strategy the platform acquires an
influential or prestige member of one side. Announcement of that may attract enough members of the
other side at the beginning. In a two-sided marquee strategy the platform acquires influential or
prestige members on both sides. They provide value to each other as well as attract other members.
The Two Step. The two-step strategy involves getting enough members of one side on board first and
then getting members of the other side on board. This works when the first side does not value access
to the second side which is often the case for advertising-supported media.
Ziz-zag with self-supply. Catalysts may be able to jumpstart their platforms by providing one of the
sides themselves at least initially.

SUMMARY:
The relevant strategies depend in large part on whether the nature of the platform requires
securing participation by both platform sides at launch, whether it is possible to acquire one side
before approaching the other side, and whether it is necessary to make pre-commitments to one
side to induce them to make investments
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM MARKETS AND MATCHING WITH CONTRACTS
KEYWORDS:
Platform markets, matching with contracts, market design, two sided markets, platforms
MODEL:
Platforms modelled as objects of choice in contract rather than as players on two-sided matching
setting. Agents not only choose one another, but must also agree to the terms of their
relationship.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
A two-sided market consists of disjoint sets of users, platforms, and fee structures. Users directly
choose a platform (and fee structure), but indirectly choose users on the other side. We make this
implicit choice explicit by defining a contract between users, with platforms and fees as the terms
of the contract. Platforms are thus passive. Focusing on user choice of such contracts frames the
problem in a many-to-many matching with contracts setting. A key difference from the standard
two-sided matching setting is that users are assumed to single-home (i.e., may only subscribe to
one platform). Thus, an allocation must bind a user to the same contract terms at every contract.
SUMMARY:
Multidimensional contracts allow partial complementarity arising from different sources of user
heterogeneity in platform markets, and preferences over such contracts nevertheless satisfy
substitutability. Under substitutable preferences, trait-constrained stable allocations may not
exist.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM INTERMEDIATION IN A MARKET FOR DIFFERENTIATED PRODUCTS
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, network externalities, intermediation, advertising, product differentiation
MODEL:
Model of market controlled by monopolist where one group of participants are firms selling
horizontally differentiated products and the other group are consumers interested in those
products.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two stage game via three types of agents: platform, consumer and firm. First stage, platform
chooses entry fee for firms and consumer participation fees to maximise profits. Second stage,
firm deciding to enter the platform advertises its product and the price at which it is offered. A
consumer who decides to enter platform observes different offerings and chooses the one that
maximises their utility. Firm and consumer both simultaneously make their choices.
SUMMARY:
Study of two sided market for differentiated products. An increase in number of retailers increase
amount of variety in platform but at same time increases competition. As result the platform
lowers firm fees and raises consumer charges. An increase in product differentiation raises value
of platform for consumers but weakens competition. This results in the platform raising consumer
charges and firm fees.
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ARTICLE TITLE: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PLATFORM SHARING
KEYWORDS:
Platform sharing, strategic games, horizontal product differentiation, vertical product
differentiation
MODEL:
Platform sharing considered under horizontal product differentiation and vertical product
differentiation (using framework of product line pricing), and economic consequences compared.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two stage game for monopolist for platform sharing under horizontal product differentiation. First
stage, monopolist decides whether or not to use a common platform for two products. Second stage,
monopolist chooses prices to maximise profits. Second stage has two sub-games where one is which
monopolist shares a platform at stage one (platform-sharing sub-game) and the other in which it does
not share a platform (non-platform-sharing sub-game). Monopolist chooses to share platform when
loss of product differentiation due to platform sharing is relatively small. Platform sharing reduces
representative consumer’s willingness to pay and this reduces consumer surplus as well as monopolist
stage two profit.
Two stage game for duopoly for platform sharing under horizontal product differentiation. First stage,
both firms jointly decide whether or not to use common platform for their products. Second stage,
each firm choose prices to maximise own profits. Duopoly second stage sub-games are same as
monopolist’s non-platform sharing and platform-sharing sub-games where each sub-game has unique
and symmetric equilibrium. Unlike monopolist, platform sharing increases consumer surplus due to
competition intensity between two firms.
Two stage game for monopolist for platform sharing under vertical product differentiation. First stage,
monopolist determines whether to develop one type of platform with quality x or two types of
platforms with quality x1 and x2. Second stage, monopolist sells single/both products and choose their
prices. Consumers then make purchase decisions. Platform sharing reduces the monopolist’s
profitability by preventing the monopolist from differentiating the quality of the platform for their
products.
Two stage game for duopoly for platform sharing under horizontal product differentiation. First stage,
both firms jointly determine whether to develop one type of platform or to separately develop their
own platforms. Second stage, each firm simultaneously and non-cooperatively announces price of its
product. Consumers then make purchase decisions.

SUMMARY:
Both models, advantage of platform sharing is simply fixed cost savings. Platform sharing across
firms benefits consumers because it intensifies competition in horizontal differentiation model,
and because it increases the quality of the lower-end product in vertical differentiation model.
New channels through which a merger makes consumers worse off in the presence of platform
sharing.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM PRICING IN MATCHING MARKETS
KEYWORDS:
Matching markets, monopoly platform, platform pricing, pigouvian platform
MODEL:
Simple model of monopoly platform pricing accounting for two features of matching markets. A
matching function is introduced to incorporate search and matching frictions in model. This
function denotes total number of transactions that occur through platform as function of number
of participant on both sides of market and limited set of parameters. Transaction valuations are
no longer exogenous so a match value function is introduced which denotes total match surplus
depending on quality type of two matched agents.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Three stage static game for monopoly platform through which two types of risk-neutral user
groups can potentially interact. First stage, platform announces prices and the matching function
under which it operates. Second stage, potential users on both sides simultaneously decide on
participation. Users that decide to patronise platform pay participation fee., In third stage,
transactions occur through platform.
SUMMARY:
Harms of monopoly market power are mitigated by frictions. However, when the platform is
allowed to make investments in the reduction of frictions, a private platform is likely to underinvest compared to a Pigouvian platform. In addition, accounting for user quality differentiation
further reduces classic harms of monopoly market power when user quality types are
complements in creation of the match surplus. In this case it is socially desirable to attract smaller
groups of users with higher average quality to maximize the aggregate match surplus, resulting in
a downward price distortion. This result is reversed when quality types are substitutes and the
distortion disappears when they are strategically independent.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PROPRIETARY VS. OPEN TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS AND SOCIAL EFFICIENCY
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, platforms, indirect network effects, product variety, social efficiency

MODEL:
Model of two sided platforms whose value to consumers is increasing the number of developers
they support and whose value to developers is increasing the number of users who adopt them.
Platform controls extent of adoption on both sides of market through prices.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Three stage pricing game. Stage one, platform sets prices for consumers and developers
simultaneously. Stage two, users and developers make adoption decision simultaneously. Stage
three, developers having adopted platform set prices for consumers and those consumers who
have adopted the platform in second decide which applications to buy.
SUMMARY:
Fundamental economic welfare tradeoffs between two sided open platforms and two sided
proprietary platforms. Proprietary platforms can sometimes be more socially desirable than open
as they can partially internalise two sided positive indirect network effects and direct competitive
effects on producer side. Interplatform competition may be socially undesirable as it may prevent
platforms from sufficiently internalising indirect externalities and direct intraplatform competitive
effects.
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ARTICLE TITLE: FIRST-PARTY CONTENT, COMMITMENT AND COORDINATION IN TWO-SIDED
MARKETS
KEYWORDS:
Two sided market, first-party content, commitment and coordination
MODEL:
Game modelled as simultaneous entry of the two sides - buyers and sellers - in two stages. In the
first stage, the profit-maximizing platform chooses the amount of first-party content, as well as
participation prices for buyers and sellers are publicly announced and observed by all players. In
the second stage, individual buyers and sellers simultaneously choose whether or not to join the
platform, based on the content and prices chosen by the firm and their expectations about
market participation by others. There is no communication or coordination among buyers or
sellers. Given the preferences defined, buyers’ and sellers’ actions only depend on total
participation on the other side of the market. The equilibrium of the full game consists of the firststage choices of the platform, and the resulting Nash equilibrium of buyer and seller participation
decisions in the second-stage sub-game. In the presence of network effects, there can be multiple
participation equilibrium even with consistent and fulfilled expectations.

GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
First-party content is a strategic instrument that plays a dual role. On the one hand, it enables
platforms facing unfavourable expectations to compensate for their difficulty in attracting thirdparty sellers. They should over-invest in first-party content which substitutes for third-party
content relative to platforms benefitting from favourable expectations. On the other hand,
platforms that benefit from favourable expectations capture a larger share of total surplus from
buyers and sellers. They derive a higher return on investment in first-party content that
complements third-party content relative to platforms facing unfavourable expectations. As a
result, the latter under-invest in complementary first-party content. These results hold with both
simultaneous and sequential entry of the two sides. With two competing platforms - incumbent
facing favourable expectations and entrant facing unfavourable expectations - and single homing
on one side of the market, the incumbent always invests (weakly) more in first-party content
relative to the case in which it is a monopolist.
SUMMARY:
The strategic use of first-party content by two-sided platforms is driven by two key factors: the
nature of buyer and seller expectations (favourable vs. unfavourable) and the nature of the
relationship between first-party content and third-party content (complements or substitutes).
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION UNDER ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION
KEYWORDS:
Two sided market, platform competition, asymmetric information, uncertainty, multi-homing
MODEL:
Platform competition in two sided market when agents do not know their valuations from joining
the platform and privately learn this information only after they joined. A model for a monopoly
platform benchmark is considered and then the paper looks at a model for competition between
the incumbent and entrant.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Platform offers contract to buyer and seller. Buyer and seller observes offer and simultaneously
decide whether to buy access to platform or not. They need to pay access fees if they decide to
join. After joining, each agent observes realisation of own private information and decides
whether to trade or not. If both sides joined and decided to trade, the trade and transfers occur.
SUMMARY:
Study of how uncertainty and asymmetric information concerning success of new technology
affects strategies of platforms and market outcomes under context of platform competition in
two sided market. Incumbent dominates market when difference in degree of asymmetric
information between buyers and sellers is significant. Platform competition may lead to market
failure as it results in lower quantity and lower welfare than a monopoly. Incumbent dominates
market and earns higher profit under multi-homing than single-homing; multi-homing also solves
market failure even if difference in degree of asymmetric information between two sides is
narrow.
With the adoption of new technology, an entrant platform is more likely to adopt a new highly
risky technology while an incumbent is more likely to adopt a safer incremental technology. To
overcome the informational problem, the entrant needs to offer a new and highly innovative
technology that is successful.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE ROLE OF COORDINATION BIAS IN PLATFORM COMPETITION
KEYWORDS:
Platform competition, two-sided markets, coordination bias
MODEL:
Model of platform competition where main feature is that one of platforms enjoys a favourable
coordination bias over competing platform. Idea of coordination bias is that if buyers and sellers
do not know which platform other buyers and sellers are going to join, they make their individual
decisions based on assumption that all other players will coordinate on joining advantaged
platform with probability α > 0.5
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Platforms compete by setting access fees to buyers and sellers which can be positive or negative.
Platforms may find it optimal to offer lower access fee to one side than other and another option
is to subsidise one of the sides to charge higher fees to other. Business model identifies side as
primary source of revenue. In one business model, sellers are primary source of revenue where
they are chard a high access fee with low or negative fees to attract buyers. The other business
model has the buyers as the primary source.
Platforms choose their business models simultaneously. Given the business models, they
simultaneously decide on access fees to charge both sides. Buyers and sellers observe prices and
based on the information they make their simultaneous decision on which platform to join. As
they join the platform the trade takes place according to the competitive environment of the
market.
In last stage of game, suppose there are two sub-game equilibrium. Dominant A where all buyers
and some sellers join A and there is no trade on platform D and dominant D where all buyers and
some sellers join D and there is no trade on platform A. When both equilibrium exist, concept of
coordination bias is applied in favour of platform A.
SUMMARY:
Study of coordination bias under platform competition in two sided market. Coordination bias
induces both sides of market to join advantaged platform. Slight increase in coordination bias may
induce advantaged platform to switch from subsidising sellers to subsidising buyers (also switches
from oversupplying to undersupplying sellers) or induce disadvantaged platform to switch from
subsidising buyers to subsidising sellers (switches from undersupplying to oversupplying sellers).
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ARTICLE TITLE: DYNAMIC NETWORK COMPETITION
KEYWORDS:
Dynamic platform competition, network externalities, focal platform, differentiation
MODEL:
Dynamic platform competition in market with network externalities. Two platforms competing for
infinite number of periods. In each period, one of the platforms wins the whole market. The
dynamic set-up allows consumers to base their behaviour in the current period on the observation
of the past outcomes. Specifically, the platform that won the market in the previous period
becomes focal in the current period. In such a case, winning the market in one period gives the
platform an advantage in the future periods. Hence, a non-focal platform may be willing to
sacrifice current profit to gain future market position.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
At any date the platform sets a price and consumers decide on which to join for the current
period. Under a stationary spirit the focal platform remains unchanged. Under a market
orientated spirit there can be two outcomes, one where the focal platform wins or one where the
non-focal platform wins.
Two technologies can be adopted by a platform: incremental and radical. Latter is riskier prospect
as it can return higher values than former if successful, but if it fails then the value is zero. Every
period, each platform first chooses a technology. When the technology choice and realisation of
success or failure is known, the platforms compete on prices. Finally customers observe those
prices and decide which platform to join. Platform that won the previous period is focal in current
period independently of technology choices and realisation of radical technology.
One strategy is for focal platform to choose incremental technology (safe bet) and for the nonfocal to choose radical technology (to dislodge leader)
SUMMARY:
A low quality platform can maintain a focal position indefinitely but for an intermediate discount
factor the higher quality platform would win and keep the market; for low discount factors the
dynamics is not relevant and the market converges to a static framework with no entry to change
the leadership. Intrinsic equilibrium uncertainty and adoption of technology can drive changes in
market leadership along time that can be supported as a dynamic equilibrium outcome.
OTHER COMMENTS:
Suggestion that Apple OS is of superior quality to Windows, but latter holds a dominant position
due to network effects carrying over. Study suggests that market leadership can change.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PARTICIPATION IN A PLATFORM ECOSYSTEM: APPROPRIABILITY, COMPETITION,
AND ACCESS TO THE INSTALLED BASE
KEYWORDS:
Platform ecosystem; partnership; intellectual property rights; downstream capabilities
MODEL:
Examination of antecedents of small independent software vendor decisions to join platform
ecosystem. Data from 1201 ISVs from 1996 to 2004. Model describes how payoffs to partnering
with a software platform owner are conditioned by factors such as IP protection, downstream
capabilities, platform’s market penetration and extent of product competition between platform
owner and ISV. Dependent variable is whether an ISV enters into partnership with platform
ecosystem in particular year. Independent variables are patents, patent effectiveness, copyrights,
downstream capability, target industry penetration and competition. Control variables are firm
size, age, ownership indicator, funding sources and innovative capability.

SUMMARY:
Small ISVs utilise both intellectual property rights protection and downstream capabilities to
prevent expropriation. ISVs with greater stocks of copyrights or strong downstream marketing
capabilities are more inclined to join the ecosystem. Incentive of ISVs to join ecosystem is
positively influenced by penetration of complementary (SAP/ERP) products of platform
ecosystem; this reinforces view that ISVs partner with platform owner to gain access to its large
installed base. ISVs decisions to join a platform are strongly influenced by extent of competition
between product offerings of platform owner and ISV.
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ARTICLE TITLE: APPROPRIABILITY MECHANISMS AND THE PLATFORM PARTNERSHIP DECISION:
EVIDENCE FROM ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
KEYWORDS:
Platform; partnership; intellectual property rights; downstream capabilities; software industry
MODEL:
Study of decisions of independent software vendors (ISVs) to enter markets complementary to
enterprise software platform SAP. Entry measured by ISV’s decision to become certified by SAP
and become member of its platform ecosystem. Conditions highlight under which appropriability
mechanisms are likely to be particularly salient to ISV’s entry decision. As intellectual property
rights may reflect innovativeness of ISV rather than effectiveness of appropriability mechanisms, a
control is added that measures number of new or improved product introductions by ISV. Further
controls added to provide additional evidence for interpretation of results.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Decision to join platform becomes one to adapt ISV’s existing software to make it more valuable
for users of the platform, which may in turn increase demand for ISV’s product among users of
platform. However, there is an increased risk such as disclosing product design information to
platform owner allowing for replication, and encouraging platform owner to enter into
complementary market if there are signals for strong demand.
SUMMARY:
ISVs with a greater stock of formal IPR (patents and copyrights), and those with stronger
downstream capabilities (trademarks and consulting services) are more likely to join the platform,
suggesting that these mechanisms are effective at protecting ISVs from the threat of
expropriation. Effects of IPR on the likelihood of partnership are greater when an ISV has weak
downstream capabilities or when the threat of imitation is greater, such as when the markets
served by the ISV are growing quickly.
OTHER COMMENTS:
Appropriability mechanisms allow firms ability to capture profits generated from their
innovations.
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ARTICLE TITLE: E-BOOK PLATFORM COMPETITION IN THE PRESENCE OF TWO-SIDED NETWORK
EXTERNALITIES
KEYWORDS:
Analytical modelling, e-book technology, network externality, platform competition, product
differentiation, two-sided market
MODEL:
Model of direct competition in e-book platform market through two sided network externality.
Three group of players: readers (consumers), publishers and authors (content providers) and ebook platform providers. Examination of platform competition between two vertically
differentiated platforms and focus on buyers’ adoption decisions given that publishers have
already made commitments to each platform.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two stage game. First stage, publishers negotiate with each platform and as a result commit N
titles to platform i, and share r fraction of e-book sales with corresponding platform. Publishers
decide uniform price for each e-book to maximise profit function. Second stage, given the content
price and publishers’ commitment of content, the two platforms will simultaneously determine
prices of devices to maximise combined profits from device and content markets.
SUMMARY:
Increasing profit sharing with platforms in content market intensifies price competition in
platform market whereas reader content price sensitivity relaxes price competition in platform
market. Marginal costs of e-reading devices decreases over time due to technology improvement,
the device prices will decrease whereas content price will increase. Publishers can help maximise
consumers’ e-book platform adoption rate and total sales by strategically controlling size of
contents available on each platform; making more contents available on low quality platform is
more effective in increasing total sales and total platform adoption.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TWO-SIDED PLATFORM COMPETITION IN THE ONLINE DAILY DEALS PROMOTION
MARKET
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided market, platform competition, cross-side network effects, online daily deals, reputation
effect
MODEL:
Examination of platform competition in online daily deals promotion market with different levels:
local, regional and national. Data source gathered from entire population of deals between 2008
and 2011 for two promotion sites; sample constrained between 2009 and 2011 and filtered so
deals between sites are comparable. Match between consumer and merchant is necessarily
constrained by local level competition as it involves physical visits to redeem purchased coupons.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
A promotion site contacts a merchant and presents the promotion proposal at specific terms.
Once both agree to the terms, the site informs their registered user of the negotiated deal.
Subscribers receive these offers on daily basis and do not pay any usage or membership fees to
promotion site. On receiving the deal offer, consumers make purchase decision before offer
expires and charged for listed price in advance. Consumers then take coupon to offering merchant
to redeem for product or service specified in promotion.
SUMMARY:
Greater network size in consumer side explains incumbent’s lead in merchant’s side performance.
However, this performance advantage is countered by entrant’s competitive chasing at local
markets through undercutting. Furthermore, advantage diminishes through repeated promotions
from same merchant. These counteracting forces prevent market reaching tipping equilibrium.
OTHER COMMENTS:
Platforms in this market do not compete in a single integrated national market; they are primarily
concerned about how they can successfully match local merchants with local consumers.
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ARTICLE TITLE: DYNAMIC PLATFORM PRICING ON INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
KEYWORDS:
Dynamic pricing, two-sided platforms, sequential innovation, strategic consumers
MODEL:
Model captures sequential introduction of quality improved products and dynamic pricing
decisions of monopoly platform. Optimal price of low quality product on buyer side and fee on
seller side derived in present and those of high quality product derived in future.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Consider monopoly two sided platform owner that facilitates transactions between two groups of
users through an exclusive hardware product offered solely by platform owner to buyer side.
Product improves in quality sequentially. Low quality version available in first period followed by
high quality in second period.
In period 1, only low quality product is available. Platform sets prices charged on both sides, and
both buyer side and seller side demands are realised. In period 2, high quality product replaces
low quality product. The platform sets prices on both sides of buyers and sellers, and again the
demands on both sides are realised. The sub-game-perfect equilibrium in this dynamic game are
solved such that the process and buyers’ purchasing decisions are all best responses at the start of
period 2, given valuations of buyers in remaining market. In period 1, all players make forward
looking decisions anticipating such sub-game-perfect future strategies.
SUMMARY:
Findings show that a greater decrease in cost raises the optimal price of the low-quality product
and allocates more buyer-side demand to the future market. Furthermore, such decrease in cost
may also lead to a higher optimal price for the future higher-quality product, given a sufficiently
significant quality improvement. Thus, a greater decrease in cost can enable the platform to
position its product line to the high-end market.
Compared to the base case in which the seller side is absent, in the two-sided model, the network
effect intensifies the impact of cost decrease on the price of the low-quality product and makes
the forward inter-temporal demand shift on the buyer-side more pronounced. Moreover, the
network effect propagates inter-temporally, which may reverse the impact of cost decrease on
the optimal price of the high-quality product compared to that in the base case, when the quality
improvement is less significant.
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ARTICLE TITLE: IS THE GOOGLE PLATFORM A TWO-SIDED MARKET?
KEYWORDS:
Google, two sided markets, network externalities, online advertising industry
MODEL:
Analysis of Google platform as vertical chain with constant unidirectional network externalities.
Constant Unidirectional Network Externalities can be modelled as the advertisers having an
infinitely elastic demand for audience, which is actually what happens in the online advertising
industry.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Google operates as a retailer of users' personal information. In the upstream market, it buys
users’ personal information from large retailers at a positive price (Traffic Acquisition Costs); and
from final consumers in exchange of search services (in-kind payment). Then, it uses the personal
information collected to sell advertising space to advertisers in the downstream market.
SUMMARY:
Two transactions with two distinct objects take place on Google platform. There are no reciprocal
inter-side network externalities because number of advertisers does not create a positive
externality to searchers. Given these differences, Google operates in two markets rather than a
two sided market.
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ARTICLE TITLE: EXCLUSIVE LICENSING IN COMPLEMENTARY NETWORK INDUSTRIES
KEYWORDS:
Exclusivity, Complements, Network Effects, Competition, Platforms, strategic games
MODEL:
Model of competition between platforms in an industry with indirect network effects with
particular focus on complementary product exclusivity. Analysis will specifically focus on how
contracts can be used by platform owners to offer different sets of terms of exclusive and
nonexclusive relationships.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two platforms, A and B, each of which is potentially interested in adding new complement to its
existing portfolio of complements. Three segments of customers, those who are members of
platform A, members of platform B and those who do not belong to either.
Two stage game between platforms and the strategic developer.
Stage one, platforms A and B simultaneously offer contracts to the strategic developer. The
developer chooses set of contracts to accept. OUTCOMES: An exclusivity regime and an associate
set of license contracts.
Stage two, platforms choose prices. Current members of A buy new/existing complements for A.
Current members of B buy new/existing complements for B. New customers join one of the two
platforms and buy new/existing complements for it.
SUMMARY:
Stage of platform market maturity and the asymmetry between the installed bases of platforms
are critical determinants of exclusivity. Exclusivity is much more likely in the nascent stages of the
platform market, but sometimes results in the very mature stages as well. Non-exclusivity is the
most likely outcome in the intermediate stages. In the nascent stages, the bigger platform secures
exclusivity, while in the mature stages, surprisingly there exist conditions under which the smaller
platform is able to secure exclusivity. With exclusive contracting, high quality complements that
have a strong impact on consumer’s platform adoption decisions often become competitive
necessities and appropriate most of the surplus generated.
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ARTICLE TITLE: COMPETING IN MARKETS WITH DIGITAL CONVERGENCE
KEYWORDS:
Platform competition, value effect, substitution effect, digital convergence, sequential games
MODEL:
Model of inter-industry competition between converging platform-based IT products where it
captures the value effect (increase in value) and substitution effect (accompanying increase in
substitutability). Based on four parts: functionality space, definition of product, distribution and
value functions of consumers, and production technology available. Four kinds of equilibrium:
local-monopoly, adjacent-markets, competitive and non-exclusive. Under first two equilibrium,
digital convergence dominates substitution effect, and both prices and profits rise as product
scope increases. Under competitive, substitution effect dominates value effect, and prices and
profits fall. Non-exclusive occurs at very high levels of industry convergence where consumers buy
specialised complementary products at low levels of product scope and shift to buying general
purpose as scope expands and resume multiple substitutable at high levels of product scope.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two stage game. First stage, firms simultaneously choose product scopes. Second stage, firms
simultaneously choose prices. Four different equilibrium configurations in second stage pricing
game:






Local-monopoly, each firm sets a price in monopoly region of their demand curves and
subset of customers do not purchase either product.
Adjacent-markets, each firm sets a price at the kink between monopoly and competitive
regions of its demand curves, and the market is fully covered.
Competitive, firms set prices in competitive region of demand curve and potentially
compete for each other’s’ marginal consumers. In equilibrium, each consumer buys a
single product.
Non-exclusive, this involves multiple purchases by subset of consumers.

SUMMARY:
Study of competition in presence of digital convergence. At low levels of product scope, outcome
is local-monopoly; intermediate levels, adjacent-market; higher levels, competitive. At early and
intermediate stages of digital convergence, value effect dominates substitution effect which will
create increase in prices and profits. At later stage of convergence, substitution effect dominates
value effect and firms will see reduction in prices and profits. A restricted choice of scope under
which prices and profits are bilaterally maximum across both converging industries is supported
as sub-game-perfect Nash equilibrium.
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ARTICLE TITLE: WINNING WHILE LOSING: COMPETITION DYNAMICS IN THE PRESENCE OF
INDIRECT NETWORK EFFECTS

KEYWORDS:
Indirect network effects, competition dynamics, platform competition
MODEL:
Study of how existence of incompatible hardware platforms influences competition among
software firms. Dynamic hardware-software framework where software firms compete in quality
upgrades. Discrete-time infinite-horizon model where focus is on software firms’ decisions.
Software market modelled as differentiated good oligopoly. Two drivers of competition analysed:
quality levels on same platform and quality levels across platforms.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
First, consumers simultaneously choose hardware and software firms choose how much to invest
in quality upgrades. Firms then compete on prices and consumers buy either one unit of software
or the outside good. Nature determines outcome of firms’ investment and also determines
whether an increase in quality of substitute products has devalued quality levels of all software
producers on both platforms.
SUMMARY:
When network effects are strong, a successful competitor raises value of all firms on the same
platform where an unsuccessful firm may enjoy windfall increase in its market value. Network
effects are weak when there are large quality differences among platforms. If a platform leads in
terms of quality, it reduces its level of investment and thus reduces competitive pressures for the
competing platform.
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ARTICLE TITLE: DOES A PLATFORM MONOPOLIST WANT COMPETITION?
KEYWORDS:
Platforms, entry, complementary goods, price commitment, product diversity, Microsoft, vertical
integration, two-sided markets
MODEL:
Model considers two firms A and B where A produces a platform and an application, and B
considers developing an application for A’s platform. B is only firm capable of producing their
application and this is only usable with A’s platform.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Stage 0, firm A already has application and platform, and B decides whether to enter.
Stage 1, A sets price for platform, consumers buy platform
Stage 2, A and B sets prices for applications, consumers learn their preferences about applications
and then buy applications.
If B decides not to enter then A has a monopoly in both platform and applications markets.

SUMMARY:
Platform monopolist can benefit from competition by increase in profits from platform increase,
lower prices for applications and the product diversity may push demand for application. Platform
owning monopolist may lose market share to competition but this is offset by growth of
applications market which can lead to higher profits; this explains why Microsoft encourages third
party developers to develop software for Windows.
If competition is disadvantageous then monopolist can deter competition so long as deterrence
costs are lower than increase in profits.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM OWNERSHIP
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, network effects, intermediation, product diversity
MODEL:
General theoretical framework of trade on a platform on which buyers and sellers interact. Study
is positive and normative analysis of the impact of platform ownership structure on platform size.
Three ownership structures that are vertically disintegrated:
Open platform ownership, population of ex ante identical intermediaries sequentially enter the
market for intermediation on the platform and decide which platform slots to develop. Each
intermediary can develop at most one slot and offer it to one seller at the competitive rental
price.
Closed platform ownership, population of ex ante identical (potential) intermediaries sequentially
enter the market for intermediation on the platform and reserve platform slots for development.
However, early entrants can deny access to the platform to later entrants. After being admitted,
each intermediary develops his reserved slot offers it to one seller at the market-clearing rental
price
Monopoly platform ownership, all platform slots are owned by a monopoly intermediary. The
monopolist decides which platform slots to develop, and sets the rental price for each platform
slot (being unable to discriminate between different types of sellers.
Two vertically integrated platforms where each active seller owns own platform slot is
distinguished between open integrated platform ownership (population of sellers sequentially
decide whether and which platform slots to develop. Each seller can develop at most one slot to
sell his own good) and closed integrated platform ownership (population of sellers sequentially
decide whether and which platform slots to develop. Early entrants can deny access to platform
to later entrants. After being admitted, each seller develops reserved slot to sell her own good).
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Stage one, the measure of platform slots is developed by their owner and the rental charge is set
by the platform owners. Stage two, sellers decide whether or not to rent a slot on the trading
platform. Stage three, buyers decide whether or not to visit the platform.
SUMMARY:
The strength of network effects is important in the ranking of ownership structures by induced
platform size and welfare. While vertical integration may be welfare-enhancing if network effects
are weak, monopoly platform ownership is socially preferred if they are strong. These are also the
ownership structures likely to emerge.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE EFFECTS OF COMPATIBILITY ON COMPETITION BETWEEN PROPRIETARY AND
OPEN TWO-SIDED PLATFORMS
KEYWORDS:
Two sided platforms, proprietary, open source, hotelling, compatibility, competition, operating
systems
MODEL:
Model consists of one proprietary platform (developed by strategic profit-maximising firm) and
one open platform (which sets user and developer prices equal to zero). Both platforms compete
in modified Hotelling setup forming a single-agent game.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
First, proprietary platform sets user prices and developer access fees. Open platform prices and
access fees are zero by definition. Second, developers choose which platform to develop for.
Third, after choosing a platform, developers set applications prices. Fourth, users decide which
platform to adopt. Users also simultaneously purchase applications to use on the platform.
SUMMARY:
Study on effects of competition and compatibility between a profit-maximizing, or “proprietary"
platform and an open, freely accessible platform. Under certain conditions, compatibility can in
fact be a profitable strategy even for a proprietary platform, and can benefit developers on both
platforms.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TWO-SIDED COMPETITION AND DIFFERENTIATION (WITH AN APPLICATION TO
MEDIA)
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided market, vertical differentiation, industrial organization, platform competition, duopoly,
platform competition
MODEL:
Model of duopoly in which two sided platforms compete on both sides of two sided market. Non
trivial competition on both sides induces non-quasi-concave payoffs in one game. Three stages to
game: quality setting, price setting to consumers and price setting to advertisers.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Platforms first choose a quality level simultaneously. Given observed qualities, they each set
prices to consumers, who make purchasing decisions, and in a third stage, to advertisers. Upon
observing these prices, advertisers choose whether to purchase.
Advertising market sub-game replicates result of classical analysis of vertical differentiation.
Consumer price sub-game, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium in pure strategies for each two
possible configurations.
Pure strategy equilibrium, the game admits a unique equilibrium in pure strategies in which both
platforms operate and choose different strategies. If a sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of the
game exists, platforms may also play in mixed strategies.

SUMMARY:
In the case of when competition prevails on both sides of the market for a duopoly of two sided
platforms, market share on one side not only induces a ranking but also a premium to being the
better on the other side. This exacerbates the competition for consumers. Pure strategy
equilibrium exists only when advertising is not too lucrative; when it does exist, maximum
differentiation is too costly in terms of market share but minimum differentiation cannot be an
equilibrium either. When pure strategy equilibrium fails to exist, a mixed strategy equilibrium is
shown to always exist; qualities can come so close to each other that the low quality platform
becomes strictly dominated so therefore platforms play in mixed strategies. In any pure strategy
equilibrium of the game, quality is lower than it would be absent advertising.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM COMPETITION WITH ENDOGENOUS MULTIHOMING
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, Network externalities, Standards, Platforms, multi-homing
MODEL:
Model of duopoly competition with endogenous multi-homing between payment card networks.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Five categories of consumers for two payment networks. First, consumers do not join any
platform and only use cash. Second, Some consumers carry only card 1 and use it whenever they
find a merchant who have joined platform 1. Third, some consumers carry only card 2 and use for
merchants tied to platform 2. Fourth, consumers have both cards but prefer card 1. Fifth, both
cards but consumer prefer card 2.
Card multi-homing game defined as game in which platforms choose prices p to maximise profits
and demand for platform services is implicitly by a consistent dual partition associated with the
same prices. In non-cooperative game CMG each platforms aims at maximising profits while
taking the prices of other platforms as given; equilibrium of the game is Nash equilibrium. In
cooperative CMG, prices are jointly determined to maximise sum of profits for all platforms.
SUMMARY:
Emergence of a specific equilibrium partition is a consequence of the structure of costs and
benefits, the degree and type of heterogeneity among agents, and the intensity of platform
competition. High transaction-independent costs or low transaction-independent benefits reduce
likelihood of multi-homing. Multi-homing on one side makes multi-homing on other less likely.
Platform competition create downward pressure on prices but implications in terms of multihoming is ambiguous.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PROFIT-SHIFTING IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS
KEYWORDS:
Multinational enterprises, two-sided markets, profit shifting
MODEL:
A multinational (parent) platform is headquartered in country i and owns subsidiaries in j = 1; n
countries. The parent firm produces two goods, good a is sold worldwide by the parent firm whilst
good x is sold to each affiliate j at transfer price. Each affiliate determines how much of good x it
purchases by maximizing its own profit. How much each affiliate buys from the parent is then a
function of the transfer price and local market conditions.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Analysis of how multinational two sided platform firms set their prices on intra firm transactions.

SUMMARY:
Even in the absence of taxation, multinational two sided platform firms set transfer prices that
deviate from marginal cost of production. A second result is that it is inherently difficult to
establish arm’s length prices in two sided-markets. Differences in national tax rates may be
welfare enhancing despite the use of such prices as a profit shifting device. If the tax rate
differential mitigates the externality effect, the total effect on welfare is ambiguous. Nevertheless,
it may be that reducing (potential) oversupply overcompensates losses from tax-evasion.
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ARTICLE TITLE: WHY IS PLATFORM PRICING GENERALLY HIGHLY SKEWED?
KEYWORDS:
Rochet and Tirole, Armstrong, non-concavity, indirect network effects, platform pricing
MODEL:
Exploration of association between non-concavity and strong indirect network effects in platform
models of Rochet and Tirole (2003) and Armstrong (2006).

SUMMARY:
Profit function non-concavities may account for the prevalence of skewed pricing by two-sided
platform businesses. In the Rochet-Tirole (2003) model, however non-concavity is not necessary
for highly skewed pricing. Ubiquitous high pass-through rates are sufficient but implausible. In the
Armstrong (2006) model, non-concavity is neither necessary nor sufficient for skewed pricing. In
both models, non-concavity is associated with strong indirect network effects; in the Armstrong
(2006) model such effects are also associated with dynamic instability. It seems most plausible
that the prevalence of skewed platform pricing reflects the prevalence of substantial differences
between side-specific demand functions.
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ARTICLE TITLE: PLATFORM, MEET APPS: PRICING AND QUALITY UNDER CROSS-SIDED
EXTERNALITIES
KEYWORDS:
Platforms, complementarities, cross-side network effects, apps
MODEL:
Model of profit-maximising platform with cross-side network effects which consists of two
developers who create and sell products in complementary goods market.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Stage 1, platform pricing. Platform decides price for its product.
Stage 2, app development. Quality delegation, app developers decide qualities for their own
products. Quality control, platform firm decides qualities for the apps without knowing the exact
development costs of the developers.
Stage 3, app pricing. Given qualities of the products, developers decide prices for their own apps.
Stage 4, platform adoption. Observing prices and quality of the platform product and apps,
consumers decide whether or not to purchase platform product.
Stage 5, app consumption. Upon adopting the platform product, consumers decide which
application to purchase.
SUMMARY:
Controlling quality of complementary goods is indeed beneficial to the platform firm and it is
important to reduce variance in quality levels. By allowing only a uniform quality level, platform
firm can leverage on both developers’ contributions to the demand for the platform product or
from shutting down the inefficient developer. Cross-side network effects suggest that it may be
too costly to deliver information rents to the more efficient developer from screening qualities of
the complementary products when they are significantly different.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TWO-SIDED MARKET COMPETITION IN ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOK MARKETS: AN
ECONOMIC MODEL
KEYWORDS:
Hotelling, two sided markets, electronic textbook markets, brand loyalty
MODEL:
Hotelling model of two sided markets for electronic textbook market. An e-textbook firm
participates in online and print markets. Textbook title acts as platform intermediating two
formats: electronic and print. Model assumes users of print and electronic textbooks single-home.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
In this model, platform provides content of electronic textbooks for free to spur sales of
complementary products such as a print version of the textbook. This simulates practice of
business making products available for free on the internet to generate sales of other products or
services.
SUMMARY:
By exploiting cross network effects, an open access e-textbook firm can increase profitability and
challenge an incumbent firm that charges for electronic format of its textbook.
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ARTICLE TITLE: ESTIMATING PLATFORM MARKET POWER IN TWO-SIDED MARKETS WITH AN
APPLICATION TO MAGAZINE ADVERTISING

KEYWORDS:
Platform competition, two-sided single-homing, competitive bottleneck, platform mergers, TV
magazines, oligopolistic platforms
MODEL:
Structural model of platform demand in two sided markets where two groups of agents interact
through oligopolistic platforms. Applicable to settings where agents on each side care about
presence of agents on other side, and platform charge access fees on both sides. Empirical data
gathered on TV magazines in Germany used to estimate model.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two groups of agents, A and B, where each like or dislike the presence of the other group on
platforms. There are platforms competing to attract agents from both sides. There is a feedback
loop where events affecting membership decisions of group A affect the decisions of group B, and
this chain continues with decisions of group B affecting A and so on.
SUMMARY:
Magazines typically set copy prices below marginal costs and make profits from selling advertising
space. When advertising side is ignored, there creates high mark-ups on reader side. Platform
mergers do not necessarily increase copy prices and so readers are not as worse off in
concentrated markets. However, advertisers may face higher ad prices in more concentrated
markets but not necessarily worse off as lower copy prices attract large numbers of readers.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE ROLE OF SERVICES IN PLATFORM MARKETS
KEYWORDS:
Platform markets, services, risk, innovation , complementarity, pricing, indirect network effects
MODEL:
Overview of role of services in emergence of platform leaders.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Services as hedge against platform risk. Helps overcome natural resistance of customers to adopt.
Services as feedback mechanism for platform innovation. Entails close collaboration with users to
create opportunities of emerging customer needs and spot problems with existing products.
Services as enhancing platform value through complementors. Integration between platform and
complementary systems can increase appeal of platform to customers and increase their loyalty.
Services as subsidy side in platform pricing. As sole subsidy may not always be feasible in a
platform market, but services can be used as partial subsidy in conjunction with product subsidies.
Services as a source of indirect network effects. This can increase value of platform.
SUMMARY:
Services have the potential to make an important difference and possibly cause a market to tip in
a particular direction. Services can reduce the risk to customers to adopt a new platform, provide
feedback for further innovation, or enhance the value of the platform through integration with
complementary innovations or other platforms. Services can be a tool for platform leaders and
wannabes to influence market dynamics. They can act as a type of subsidy for the platform in
multi‐sided markets (if the companies give the services away or provide them below cost) or
increase indirect network effects between the platform and complements. In mature markets or
product markets particularly vulnerable to price competition and commoditization, services can
provide an important source of revenues and profits. Platform firms are likely to dominate the
provision of services in early stages of the market, before adoption of the platform has become
common, or when the services require special knowledge of the platform architecture and
technology.
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ARTICLE TITLE: THE GANG OF FOUR: ACQUAINTANCES, FRIENDS OR FOES? TOWARDS AN
INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVE ON PLATFORM COMPETITION
KEYWORDS:
Platforms, two-sided markets, competition, business models, platform envelopment
MODEL:
Overview of business model choices and repercussions of competitive dynamics in platform
market with particular focus on platform envelopment.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Pricing strategy, optimally set prices below marginal costs (or negative) in order to increase the
user base which will offset the subsidy to users. This can trigger increase in competition which in
turns stimulate more aggressive pricing strategies.
Openness strategy, grant access of platforms to independent providers to facilitate emergence of
market for complementary components around platform itself. This can stimulate incompatibility
with competing platforms to lock in customers and lock out competitors.
Platform envelopment, entails entry by one platform provider into another market by bundling its
own platform functionality with that of the target to leverage shared user relationships and
common components. Envelopment emerges when platform incumbent in one market sees
complementarities between his platform and another in adjacent market (typically owned by
smaller firm). To seize opportunity, larger platform owner integrates smaller platform’s
functionalities into its core and thus provide combined value.
SUMMARY:
Platform competition unfolds in two distinct interdependent stages. First, platform owners make
business model choices aimed at attainment of network effects and enhanced user experience
within a single market. Second, platforms expand from core by enveloping into neighbouring
platform markets and seek to enhance user experience through cross-platform
complementarities. Platform envelopment is likely to coincide or lead to envelopment by platform
firm in neighbouring market.
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ARTICLE TITLE: TV WARS: EXCLUSIVE CONTENT AND PLATFORM COMPETITION IN PAY TV
KEYWORDS:
Pay TV, exclusivity, foreclosure, platform competition, consumer switching costs
MODEL:
Paper introduces static benchmark model to examine incentives of vertically integrated operator
to supply its premium content to rival distributor. This framework is extended to incorporate
consumer switching costs and examined to how it affects incentives towards exclusivity of
premium television programming.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two distributors, A and B, supplies television channels to population of consumers. Products of
differentiators are horizontally distributed. A chooses whether or not to supply its premium
content to B. If it chooses to do so, A offers the premium content to B in return for a persubscriber fee. B may either accept or reject the offer. Distributors then compete in the retail
market, simultaneously choosing prices. As channel producer, A also earns advertising revenues of
r per viewer of the premium content (regardless of distributor).
Game when incorporating switching costs. As before, distributor A is vertically integrated with
premium content (a channel, programme service or network) of quality v. At the start of each
period A chooses whether or not to supply its premium content to rival distributor B. Contracting
takes place and last for a single period, thus an agreement for wholesale supply in period 1 does
not guarantee that wholesale supply will be offered in period 2 (and, similarly, non-supply in
period 1 does not preclude wholesale supply taking place in period 2). Advertising revenue is
ignored. In period 2, A always chooses to supply its premium content to the rival distributor. With
no further rounds the situation is static, thus non-exclusivity is chosen.
SUMMARY:
Static analysis shows that a vertically integrated operator with premium programming always
chooses to supply the rival distributor, using per-subscriber fees to soften competition. In the
presence of switching costs exclusivity confers a market share advantage, benefiting the operator
in the future. Under certain conditions this benefit outweighs the opportunity cost of forgone
wholesale fees, making exclusivity the equilibrium choice.
Exclusive content is often seen between operators that compete head-to-head using the same
distribution technology (satellite-to-satellite), especially during a war of attrition, while competing
distributors using alternative technologies (e.g. cable) are supplied. Low degree of horizontal
differentiation and possibility of exclusion makes it desirable to withhold premium content from a
similar, satellite-based competitor, while more differentiated distributors that are difficult to
exclude (cable) are supplied. Exclusivity is often employed by emerging platforms. For these
players the desire to build market share in the presence of switching costs and sunk investments
provides an incentive for exclusive content.
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ARTICLE TITLE: HOW OPEN IS OPEN ENOUGH? MELDING PROPRIETARY AND OPEN SOURCE
PLATFORM STRATEGIES
KEYWORDS:
Open source, standards competition, computer architecture, innovation returns, platforms, Apple,
IBM, Sun Microsystems, vendors, hybrid strategies
MODEL:
Presentation of hybrid strategies that combine open source and proprietary platform strategies of
three platform vendors.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two hybrid strategies: opening parts (waving control of commodity layer(s) of the platform, while
retaining full control of other layers that presumably provide greater opportunities for
differentiation; and partly open (disclosing technology under such restrictions that it provides
value to customers while making it difficult for it to be directly employed by competitors).
Opening parts is important as an offensive strategy to speed adoption of a new platform-related
standard or a particular implementation of such a standard. Waiving intellectual property rights
makes the standard (or implementation) more attractive to competitors and key users. Both
approaches allow sophisticated users (such as large business enterprises, universities or IT
industry suppliers) to help improve the products they use, consistent with the long-identified role
of technically knowledgeable industrial users

SUMMARY:
Proprietary platform strategy may only be available to one or two market leaders. Thus platforms
may be modified to incorporate open standards shared with one or more competitors. This can
help tip standards contest in favour of open standard which will compete with the leading
proprietary standard. However, the experience of Apple, IBM and Sun suggests that shifting to
even a partly open architecture may require a major external shock (i.e. losing out to Microsoft) to
force firms to relinquish previous innovation-driven differentiation strategies.
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ARTICLE TITLE: INSULATED PLATFORM COMPETITION
KEYWORDS:
Two-sided markets, multi-sided platforms, oligopoly, insulated equilibrium, antitrust and mergers
in network industries
MODEL:
Simple static framework platform competition. Model developed comparable to that of standard
static industrial organisational models but incorporates multi sided platforms’ features of
consumption externalities. Conceptual approach, insulation, is introduced which is based on idea
that firms use prices for extracting revenue and to coordinate customers. Model can be seen as a
common agency game under contract theory perspectives.
GAME - RULES, MOVES AND REWARDS:
Two competing firms serving two separate groups of users on opposite sides of the market.
Platforms move first simultaneously. Each platform charge tariff to consumers on a side that is
function of entire demand profile on the other side. Then having observed the platforms’’ moves,
all consumers simultaneously choose which platforms to join.
No sunspots property of consumers’ strategies introduced to simplify complex model of multiple
equilibrium among consumers; condition eliminates possibility that the prices of one platform
serve purely as coordination device mediating decisions of consumers to join other platform.
In order to minimise scope for mis-coordination, both platforms use Residual Insulating Tariffs
which allows implementation of dominant strategies whenever feasible:
In a Sub-game Perfect Equilibrium, platforms select their strategies as if they had complete
certainty of the outcome of the ensuing Consumer Game, even when the particular Consumer
Game that they induce has multiple Nash Equilibrium. Thus, one must speak of platforms’ profits
as functions of both platforms’ strategies and of consumers’ strategies. Under Insulated
Equilibrium, on the other hand, the particular strategy profile adopted by consumers is of no
consequence, since, when the platforms’ strategy profile amounts to an Insulating Tariff System,
in the subsequent Consumer Game, there is a unique Nash Equilibrium.
SUMMARY:
Insulated Equilibrium, a static solution concept, is proposed to resolve indeterminacies in supply
and demand created by externalities. Under IE, firms charge prices that are low when they have
fewer than their targeted number of consumers which will solve consumer coordination problems
and lead to intuitive predictions of platform prices.
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